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1.0 PURPOSE

This document provides an explanation and rationale for each Emergency Action Level

(EAL) included in the EAL Upgrade Project for Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station Unit 2

(NMP2). It should be used to facilitate review of the NMP2 EALs and provide historical

documentation for future reference. Decision-makers responsible for implementation of

EPIP-EPP-02, "Classification of Emergency Conditions at Unit 2," and the Emergency

Action Level Matrices, may use this document as a technical reference in support of EAL

interpretation. This information may assist the Emergency Director in making

classifications, particularly those involving judgment or multiple events. The basis

information may also be useful in training, for explaining event classifications to offsite

officials, and facilitatinges regulatory review and approval of the classification scheme.

The expectation is that emergency classifications are to be made as soon as conditions

are present and recognizable for the classification, but within 15- minutes in all cases of

conditions present. Use of this document for assistance is not intended to delay the

emergency classification.

2.0 DISCUSSION

2.1 Background

EALs are the plant-specific indications, conditions or instrument readings that are utilized

to classify emergency conditions defined in the Nine Mile Point Site Emergency Plan.

In 1992, the NRC endorsed NUMARC/NESP-007, "Methodology for Development of

Emergency Action Levels", as an alternative to NUREG-0654 EAL guidance.

NEI 99-01 (NUMARC/NESP-007), Revision 4, was subsequently issued for industry

implementation. Enhancements over earlier revisions included:

" Consolidating the system malfunction initiating conditions and example emergency

action levels which address conditions that may be postulated to occur during plant

shutdown conditions.

" Initiating conditions and example emergency action levels that fully address

conditions that may be postulated to occur at permanently Defueled Stations and

INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATIONs (ISFSIs).
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* Simplifying the fission product barrier EAL threshold for a Site Area Emergency.

Subsequently, Revision 5 of NEI 99-01 has been issued which incorporates resolutions to

numerous implementation issues including the NRC EAL FAQs. Using NEI 99-01 Revision

5 Final, February 2008 (ADAMS Accession Number ML080450149), NMP2 conducted an

EAL implementation upgrade project that produced the EALs discussed herein.

2.2 Fission Product Barriers

Many of the EALs derived from the NEI methodology are fission product barrier based.

That is, the conditions that define the EALs are based upon loss or potential loss of one or

more of the three fission product barriers. "Loss" and "Potential Loss" signify the relative

damage and threat of damage to the barrier. "Loss" means the barrier no longer assures

containment of radioactive materials; "potential loss" implies an increased probability of

barrier loss and decreased certainty of maintaining the barrier.

The primary fission product barriers are:

A. Fuel Clad (FC): Zirconium tubes which house the ceramic uranium oxide pellets
along with the end plugs which are welded into each end of the fuel rods comprise
the FC barrier.

B. Reactor Coolant System (RCS): The reactor vessel shell, vessel head, CRD
housings, vessel nozzles and penetrations, and all primary systems directly
connected to the RPV up to the outermost Primary Containment isolation valve
comprise the RCS barrier.

C. Containment (PC): The drywell, the suppression chamber/pool, their respective
interconnecting paths, and other connections up to and including the outermost
containment isolation valves comprise the Primary Containment barrier.

2.3 Emergency Classification Based on Fission Product Barrier Degradation

The following criteria are the bases for event classification related to fission product barrier

loss or potential loss:

Unusual Event:

Any loss or any potential loss of Containment

Alert:

Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS

Site Area Emergency:
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Loss or potential loss of any two barriers

General Emerqency:

Loss of any two barriers and loss or potential loss of third barrier

2.4 EAL Relationship to EOPs

Where possible, the EALs have been made consistent with and utilize the conditions

defined in the NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs). While the symptoms that

drive operator actions specified in the EOPs are not indicative of all possible conditions

which warrant emergency classification, they define the symptoms, independent of

initiating events, for which reactor plant safety and/or fission product barrier integrity are

threatened. When these symptoms are clearly representative of one of the NEI Initiating

Conditions, they have been utilized as an EAL. This permits rapid classification of

emergency situations based on plant conditions without the need for additional evaluation

or event diagnosis. Although some of the EALs presented here are based on conditions

defined in the EOPs, classification of emergencies using these EALs is not dependent

upon EOP entry or execution. The EALs can be utilized independently or in conjunction

with the EOPs.

2.5 Symptom-Based vs. Event-Based Approach

To the extent possible, the EALs are symptom-based. That is, the action level threshold is

defined by values of key plant operating parameters that identify emergency or potential

emergency conditions. This approach is appropriate because it allows the full scope of

variations in the types of events to be classified as emergencies. However, a purely

symptom-based approach is not sufficient to address all events for which emergency

classification is appropriate. Particular events to which no predetermined symptoms can be

ascribed have also been utilized as EALs since they may be indicative of potentially more

serious conditions not yet fully realized.

2.6 EAL Organization

The NMP2 EAL scheme includes the following features:

* Division of the EAL set into three broad groups:
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o EALs applicable under all plant operating modes - This group would be

reviewed by the EAL-user any time emergency classification is considered.

o EALs applicable only under hot operating modes - This group would only be

reviewed by the EAL-user when the plant is in Hot Shutdown, Startup or

Power Operation mode.

o EALs applicable only under cold operating modes - This group would only be

reviewed by the EAL-user when the plant is in Cold Shutdown, Refuel or

Defueled mode.

The purpose of the groups is to avoid review of hot condition EALs when the plant is

in a cold condition and avoid review of cold condition EALs when the plant is in a

hot condition. This approach significantly minimizes the total number of EALs that

must be reviewed by the EAL-user for a given plant condition, reduces EAL-user

reading burden and, thereby, speeds identification of the EAL that applies to the

emergency.

Within each of the above three groups, assignment of EALs to

categories/subcategories - Category and subcategory titles are selected to

represent conditions that are operationally significant to the EAL-user.

Subcategories are used as necessary to further divide the EALs of a category into

logical sets of possible emergency classification thresholds. The NMP2 EAL

categories/subcategories and their relationship to NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Recognition

Categories are listed below.
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EAL Groups, Categories and Subcategories

EAL Group/Category EAL Subcategory

Any Operating Mode:

R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions
Radiological Effluents 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

3 - CR/CAS Rad

H - Hazards and Other Conditions 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena
Affecting Plant Safety 2 - FIRE or EXPLOSION

3 - Hazardous Gas
4 - Security
5 - Control Room Evacuation
6 - Judgment

E- ISFSI None

Cold Conditions:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System 1 - Loss of AC Power
Malfunction 2 - Loss of DC Power

3 - RPV Level
4 - RCS Temperature
5 - Inadvertent Criticality
6 - Communications

Hot Conditions:

S - System Malfunction 1 - Loss of AC Power
2 - Loss of DC Power
3 - Criticality & RPS Failure
4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions
5 - Instrumentation
6 - Communications
7 - Fuel Clad Degradation
8 - RCS Leakage

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation None
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The primary tool for determining the emergency classification level is the EAL

Classification Matrix. The user of the EAL Classification Matrix may (but is not required to)

consult the EAL Technical Bases Document in order to obtain additional information

concerning the EALs under classification consideration. The user should consult Sections

2.7 and 2.8, and Attachments 1 and 2 of this document for such information.

2.7 Technical Bases Information

EAL technical bases are provided in Attachment 1 for each EAL according to EAL group

(Any, Hot, Cold), EAL category (R, H, E, C, S and F) and EAL subcategory. A summary

explanation of each category and subcategory is given at the beginning of the technical

bases discussions of the EALs included in the category. For each EAL, the following

information is provided:

Category Letter & Title

Subcategory Number & Title

Initiating Condition (IC)

Site-specific description of the generic IC given in NEI 99-01 Rev. 5.

EAL Identifier (enclosed in rectangle)

Each EAL is assigned a unique identifier to support accurate communication of the

emergency classification to onsite and offsite personnel. Four characters define each

EAL identifier:

1. First character (letter): Corresponds to the EAL category as described above (R,

H, E, C, S or F)

2. Second character (letter): The emergency classification (G, S, A or U)

G = General Emergency

S = Site Area Emergency

A = Alert

U = Unusual Event

3. Third character (number): Subcategory number within the given category.

Subcategories are sequentially numbered beginning with the number one (1). If

a category does not have a subcategory, this character is assigned the number

one (1).
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4. Fourth character (number): The numerical sequence of the EAL within the EAL

subcategory. If the subcategory has only one EAL, it is given the number one

(1).

Classification (enclosed in rectangle):

Unusual Event (U), Alert (A), Site Area Emergency (S) or General Emergency (G)

EAL (enclosed in rectangle)

Wording enclosed in the rectangle appears as it is displayed in the EAL Classification

Matrix. Selected terms are highlighted for emphasis:

* Bold, uppercase print is assigned to: "ANY," EAL identifiers, and logic terms

such as AND, OR, EITHER, etc. (When used as conjunctions, the words "and"

and "or" are not highlighted.)

* Bold, mixed case print is assigned to: "all," "only," "both," table titles and

column headings, numbers following the word "ANY," and negative terms (e.g.,
"not," "cannot," etc.)

* Uppercase print is assigned to acronyms, abbreviations, and terms defined in

Section 4.0.

Mode Applicability

One or more of the following plant operating conditions comprise the mode to which

each EAL is applicable: 1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Cold

Shutdown, 5 - Refuel, D - Defueled, or All. (See Section 2.8 for operating mode

definitions.)

Basis:

A Generic basis section provides a description of the rationale for the EAL as provided

in NEI 99-01 Rev. 5. This is followed by a Plant-Specific basis section that provides

NMP2-relevant information concerning the EAL.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

Site-specific source documentation from which the EAL is derived

2.8 Operating Mode Applicability (Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1)

1 Power Operation
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Reactor mode switch is in RUN

2 Startup

The mode switch is in STARTUP/HOT STANDBY or REFUEL with all reactor vessel

head closure bolts fully tensioned

3 Hot Shutdown

The mode switch is in SHUTDOWN, average reactor coolant temperature is >

2000F, and all reactor vessel head closure bolts are fully tensioned

4 Cold Shutdown

The mode switch is in SHUTDOWN, average reactor coolant temperature is _<

2000F, and all reactor vessel head closure bolts are fully tensioned

5 Refuel

The mode switch is in SHUTDOWN or REFUEL, and one or more reactor vessel

head closure bolts are less than fully tensioned

D Defueled

All reactor fuel is removed from the RPV (full core off load during refueling or

extended outage)

The plant operating mode that exists at the time that the event occurs (prior to any

protective system or operator action is initiated in response to the condition) should be

compared to the mode applicability of the EALs. If a lower or higher plant operating mode

is reached before the emergency classification is made, the declaration shall be based on

the mode that existed at the time the event occurred.

2.9 Validation of Indications, Reports and Conditions

All emergency classifications shall be based upon VALID indications, reports or conditions.

An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified by (1) an

instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3) by

direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's operability,

the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is

the need for timely assessment.

2.10 Planned vs. UNPLANNED Events
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Planned evolutions involve preplanning to address the limitations imposed by the

condition, the performance of required surveillance testing, and the implementation of

specific controls prior to knowingly entering the condition in accordance with the specific

requirements of the site's Technical Specifications. Activities which cause the site to

operate beyond that allowed by the site's Technical Specifications, planned or

UNPLANNED, may result in an EAL threshold being met or exceeded. Planned evolutions

to test, manipulate, repair, perform maintenance or modifications to systems and

equipment that result in an EAL value being met or exceeded are not subject to

classification and activation requirements as long as the evolution proceeds as planned

and is within the operational limitations imposed by the specific operating license.

However, these conditions may be subject to the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72.

2.11 Classifying Transient Events

For some events, the condition may be corrected before a declaration has been made.

The key consideration in this situation is to determine whether or not further plant damage

occurred while the corrective actions were being taken. In some situations, this can be

readily determined, in other situations, further analyses may be necessary (e.g., coolant

radiochemistry following an ATWS event, plant structural examination following an

earthquake, etc.). Classify the event as indicated and terminate the emergency once

assessment shows that there were no consequences from the event and other termination

criteria are met.

Existing guidance for classifying transient events addresses the period of time of event

recognition and classification (15 minutes). However, in cases when EAL declaration

criteria may be met momentarily during the normal expected response of the plant,

declaration requirements should not be considered to be met when the conditions are a

part of the designed plant response, or result from appropriate Operator actions.

There may be cases in which a plant condition that exceeded an EAL was not recognized

at the time of occurrence but is identified well after the condition has occurred (e.g., as a

result of routine log or record review), and the condition no longer exists. In these cases,

an emergency should not be declared. Reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 are

applicable and the guidance of NUREG-1022, Event Reporting Guidelines 10 CFR 50.72

and 50.73, should be applied.
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2.12 Multiple Simultaneous Events and IMMINENT EAL Thresholds

When multiple simultaneous events occur, the emergency classification level is based on

the highest EAL reached. For example, two Alerts remain in the Alert category. Or, an Alert

and a Site Area Emergency is a Site Area Emergency. Further guidance is provided in

RIS 2007-02, Clarification of NRC Guidance for Emergency Notifications During Quickly

Changing Events.

Since NMP2 is at a multi-unit site, emergency classification level upgrading must also

consider the effects of a loss of a common system on more than one unit (e.g., potential

for radioactive release from more than one core).

Although the majority of the EALs provide very specific thresholds, the Emergency Director

(ED) must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that exceeding

the EAL threshold is IMMINENT. If, in the judgment of the ED, an IMMINENT situation is at

hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded. While this

is particularly prudent at the higher emergency classes (the early classification may permit

more effective implementation of protective measures), it is nonetheless applicable to all

emergency classes.

2.13 Emergency Classification Level Downgrading

Another important aspect of usable EAL guidance is the consideration of what to do when

the risk posed by an emergency is clearly decreasing. A combination approach involving

recovery from General Emergencies and some Site Area Emergencies and termination

from Unusual Events, Alerts, and certain Site Area Emergencies causing no long term

plant damage appears to be the best choice. Downgrading to lower emergency

classification levels adds notifications but may have merit under certain circumstances.
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3.0 REFERENCES

3.1 Developmental

3.1.1 NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Final, Methodology for Development of Emergency
Action Levels, February 2008, ADAMS Accession Number ML080450149

3.1.2 NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2003-18, Supplement 2, Use of
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99-01, Methodology for Development of
Emergency Action Levels Revision 4, Dated January 2003 (December 12,
2005)

3.1.3 RIS 2007-02, Clarification of NRC Guidance for Emergency Notifications
During Quickly Changing Events, Dated February 2, 2007

3.1.4 Nine Mile Point Site Emergency Plan, Rev. 56

3.2 Implementing

3.2.1 EPIP-EPP-02, Classification of Emergency Conditions at Unit 2
3.2.2 EAL Comparison Matrix

3.3 Commitments

None
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4.0 DEFINITIONS (ref. 3.1.1 except as noted)

AFFECTING SAFE SHUTDOWN

Event in progress has adversely affected functions that are necessary to bring the plant to
and maintain it in the applicable hot or cold shutdown condition. Plant condition
applicability is determined by Technical Specification LCOs in effect.

Example 1: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in hot shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable, but cold shutdown is
not. This event is not "AFFECTING SAFE SHUTDOWN."

Example 2: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in cold shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable, but cold shutdown is
not. This event is "AFFECTING SAFE SHUTDOWN."

AIRLINER/LARGE AIRCRAFT

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition).

BOMB

Refers to an explosive device suspected of having sufficient force to damage plant
systems or structures.

CIVIL DISTURBANCE

A group of people violently protesting station operations or activities at the site.

CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY

The barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive substances and the environment.

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE

The s6te-speGefie-procedurally defined actions taken to secure containment (primary or
secondary-fc BW-R) and its associated structures, systems, and components as a
functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions.

EXPLOSION

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of pressurized/energized
equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially damage permanent
structures, systems, or components.

EXTORTION

An attempt to cause an action at the station by threat of force.

FIRE

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive belts
or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIREs. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

HOSTAGE

A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met by the
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station.

HOSTILE ACTION

An act toward at;NP-PNMP2 or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to
destroy equipment, take HOSTAGEsP4REs, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an
end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs,
vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the
overall intent may be included.

HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or
felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the-NPPNMP2. Non-terrorism-
based EALs should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between
individuals in the owner controlled area).

HOSTILE FORCE

One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly or by stealth
and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or causing
destruction.

IMMINENT

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur. Where
IMMINENT timeframes are specified, they shall apply.

INTACT

The RCS should be considered INTACT when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal
condition for the cold shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams).

INTRUSION

The act of entering without authorization. Discovery of a BOMB in a specified area is
indication of INTRUSION into that area by a HOSTILE FORCE.

INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI)

A complex that is designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel
and other radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage.

NORMAL LEVELS

As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the past twenty-four hours
excluding the current peak value.

NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS

Activities at the plant site associated with routine testing, maintenance, or equipment
operations, in accordance with normal operating or administrative procedures. Entry into
abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or deviation from normal security or
radiological controls posture, is a departure from NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.

PROJECTILE

An object directed toward a-NFPNMP2 that could cause concern for its continued
operability, reliability, or personnel safety.
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PROTECTED AREA

The site-speeiffiGarea which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the security
PROTECTED AREA fence. NMP1 and NMP2 share a common PROTECTED AREA
border, NMP1 and NMP2 PROTECTED AREA boundaries are illustrated in USAR Figure
1.2-1.

In a steam generator, existence of primary to secondar,' leakage of a mnagnitude sufficient
to r•oqnir o9r ause a rcacr• trip arnd safety injection.

SABOTAGE

Deliberate damage, mis-alignment, or mis-operation of plant equipment with the intent to
render the equipment inoperable. Equipment found tampered with or damaged due to
malicious mischief may not meet the definition of SABOTAGE until this determination is
made by security supervision.

SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTUREs, SYSTEMs and COMPONENTs (as defined in
10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

SECURITY CONDITION

Any security event as listed in the approved security contingency plan that constitutes a
threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a potential degradation
to the level of safety of the plant. A SECURITY CONDITION does not involve a HOSTILE
ACTION.

Significant Trans icnt

An unplanned event involving one or mor~e of the following: (1) aultomatic turbine runback
greater than 25% thermal reactorF power, (2) electrical load rejection greater than 25% full
electrical load, (3) reactor trip, (4) safety injection -activ-ation, orF (5) thermal power
oscillationS greater than10

SITE BOUNDARY

Per ODCM Figure D 1.0-1, the line around the Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station beyond
which the land is not owned, leased or otherwise controlled by the owners and operators of
Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station and James A. Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power Plant.

STRIKE ACTION

Work stoppage within the PROTECTED AREA by a body of workers to enforce
compliance with demands made on (rite-speeifiG)NMP2. The STRIKE ACTION must
threaten to interrupt NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.
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UNISOLABLE

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated.

UNPLANNED

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown, that is
not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.A
parameter change Or an ovent that is not the result of an intondod evolution and rqie
corrcctivc Or mitigative actionS.
VALID

An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified by (1) an
instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3) by
direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's operability,
the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is
the need for timely assessment.

VISIBLE DAMAGE

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM or
COMPONENT. Example damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting,
penetration, rupture, cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping,
scratches) should not be included.

VITAL AREA

Typi•!•,y aAny site-speeifiG-areas, normally within the NMP2 PROTECTED AREA, that
contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure, destruction, or release
of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health and safety by exposure to
radiation.
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5.0 NMP2-TO-NEI 99-01 EAL CROSS-REFERENCE

This cross-reference is provided to facilitate association and location of a NMP2 EAL

within the NEI 99-01 IC/EAL identification scheme. Further information regarding the

development of the NMP2 EALs based on the NEI guidance can be found in the EAL

Comparison Matrix.

NMP2 NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

RG11 AG1 1

RG1.2 AG1 2

RG1.3 AG1 4

RS1.1 AS1 1

RS1.2 AS1 2

RS1.3 AS1 4

RA1.1 AA1 1

RA1.2 AA1 2

RA1.3 AA1 3

RUI.1 AU1 1

RU1.2 AU1 2

RU1.3 AU1 3

RA2.1 AA2 2

RA2.2 AA2 1

RU2.1 AU2 1

RU2.2 AU2 2

RA3.1 AA3 1

HA1.1 HA1 1

HA1.2 HA1 2
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NMP2 NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

HA1.3 HA1 3

HA1.4 HA1 4

HA1.5 HA1 6

HA1.6 HA1 5

HU1.1 HU1 1

HU1.2 HU1 2

HU1.3 HU1 3

HU1.4 HU1 4

HU1.5 HU1 5

HA2.1 HA2 1

HU2.1 HU2 1

HU2.2 HU2 2

HA3.1 HA3 1

HU3.1 HU3 1

HU3.2 HU3 2

HG4.1 HG1 1

HG4.2 HG1 2

HS4.1 HS4 1

HA4.1 HA4 1,2

HU4.1 HU4 1,2,3

HS5.1 HS2 1

HA5.1 HA5 1

HG6.1 HG2 1

HS6.1 HS3 1

HA6.1 HA6 1
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NMP2 NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

HU6.1 HU5 1

EUI.1 E-HU1 1

CA1.1 CA3 1

CU1.1 CU3 1

CU2.1 CU7 1

CG3.1 CG1 1

CG3.2 CG1 2

CS3.1 CS1 1

CS3.2 CS1 2

CS3.3 CS1 3

CA3.1 CAl 1,2

CU3.1 CU1 1

CU3.2 CU2 1

CU3.3 CU2 2

CA4.1 CA4 1,2

CU4.1 CU4 1

CU4.2 CU4 2

CU5.1 CU8 1

CU6.1 CU6 1,2

SG1.1 SG1 1

SS1.1 SS1 1

SA1.1 SA5 1

Su1.1 Sul 1

SS2.1 SS3 1

SG3.1 SG2 1
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NMP2 NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

SS3.1 SS2 1

SA3.1 SA2 1

SU3.1 SU8 1

SU4.1 SU2 1

SS5.1 SS6 1

SA5.1 SA4 1

SU5.1 SU3 1

SU6.1 SU6 1,2

SU7.1 SU4 2

SU7.2 SU4 1

SU8.1 SU5 1,2

FG1.1 FG1 1

FS1.1 FS1 1

FA1.1 FA1 1

FU1.1 FU1 1
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6.0 ATTACHMENTS

6.1 Attachment 1, Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

6.2 Attachment 2, Fission Product Barrier Loss / Potential Loss Matrix and Basis
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Attachment 1 - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

Category R - Abnormal Radiation Levels I Radiological Effluents

EAL Group: ANY (EALs in this category are applicable to

any plant condition, hot or cold.)

Many EALs are based on actual or potential degradation of fission product barriers

because of the elevated potential for offsite radioactivity release. Degradation of fission

product barriers though is not always apparent via non-radiological symptoms. Therefore,

direct indication of elevated radiological effluents or area radiation levels are appropriate

symptoms for emergency classification.

At lower levels, abnormal radioactivity releases may be indicative of a failure of

containment systems or precursors to more significant releases. At higher release rates,

offsite radiological conditions may result which require offsite protective actions. Elevated

area radiation levels in the plant may also be indicative of the failure of containment

systems or preclude access to plant vital equipment necessary to ensure plant safety.

Events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Offsite Rad Conditions

Direct indication of effluent radiation monitoring systems provides a rapid assessment

mechanism to determine releases in excess of classifiable limits. Projected offsite

doses, actual offsite field measurements or measured release rates via sampling

indicate doses or dose rates above classifiable limits.

2. Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Sustained general area radiation levels in excess of those indicating loss of control of

radioactive materials or those levels which may preclude access to vital plant areas

also warrant emergency classification.

3. CR/CAS Rad

Sustained general area radiation levels which may preclude access to areas requiring

continuous occupancy also warrant emergency classification.
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Attachment 1 - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release of
gaseous radioactivity > 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000 mRem thyroid
CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release using actual
meteorology

EAL:

RGI.1 General Emergency

ANY monitor reading > Table R-1 "GE" column for > 15 min. (Note 1)

* Do not delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results

* If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose
assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL RG1.2)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE J Alert UE

Gaseous

RadWwaste/RB Vent Effluent 5.5E+7 pCi/s 5.5E+6 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Main Stack Effluent 1.OE+10 pCi/s 1.OE+9 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Liciuid

Service Water Effluent N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Liquid RadWaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 2 x DRMS High(red)

Cooling Tower Blowdown N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The DRAGON computer code has been used to determine the threshold values in Table

R-1 for the GE classification level. The methodology develops an isotopic concentration in

the secondary containment that, when released through the Radwaste/RB Vent or the

Main Stack, achieves 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE at the SITE

BOUNDARY. The nuclide inventory in the secondary containment was artificially created

by postulating a source term in secondary containment based on main steam design
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Attachment 1 - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

isotopic distribution and adjusting the release rate from secondary containment until either

the whole body or child thyroid dose limit at the SITE BOUNDARY is reached. This

isotopic distribution is not intended to specify a particular accident as the initiating event.

Values have been calculated for the GEMs noble gas channel only since this is the reading

that is readily available to the operator. Realistic, accident atmospheric dispersion (X/Q)

factors have been applied- (ref. 1).

The SITE BOUNDARY is the line beyond which the land is not owned, leased, nor

otherwise controlled by Constellation (ref. 2).

Liquid effluent radiation monitors are not addressed in Table R-1 at the Site Area

Emergency and General Emergency levels because the dose assessment code used to

calculate these Table R-1 readings only considers a release through the Radwaste/RB

Vent or the Main Stack.

A radiation monitor reading is VALID when a release path is established. If the release

path to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not VALID for

classification.

Generic

[Rfo•r• to ApponiGx A fora det ailod basis of the radiological offluont IC4aLs.]

This I--EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will
be necessary. Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed
for the protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

[Wh4le these faI , , W • a•; re add ' ressed by other !Is, this IC provides appropriate divrsity and
addrs•s-os events which may not be -able to be classified on the basis of pl•apt stat.-l aelne. 4t is
impegant to note that for- the more so-voro accrid~ents the reles ma be nmonitored- or- there m~ay
be large upnce.daintio asseciatod with the sourcGe term and,'orime-teoerology.]

[The EPA PAGs are expressed in terms of the sum of the effectie dose equivalent (E99R an
the Giommifed effective doeo equivalent (CE-DE), or- as the thyroqid cem~mitted_ dose equivalent
(CDE-). Feir the purpose of the-se lQ_,'EA=s-, the dose quantity total eAffetive dose equivalent (TE-DEý,
as de~fined- Wn .10 C.F.R 20-, is used in lieuw of "...-RUM -of ED; ad- CD....". The E=PA P4AG guidance
provides for the -use a;dult thyroi doecnesoatr.HwVer-,sein~e states have decided to
c~alculate c-hild thyroGid CD. Utiliy !C4FA4s nePtod to be; consigtent With these Of the statesp involvedk
in the facilities emergency planning zoe.]4

[The TEDE= dose is isot at the EPA PAG. WhNWe the- -5000 MroM thyroid GDE was4stabishe in
cns..derat;,;,-o of the 1.:5 ratio of the EPA PAG; for TEDEQ"F= an;Pd- th..;,id CDE-]
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Attachment 1 - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

EA.L #!

The Site 6seGifiG monitor list in EAL #, chou dTable R-1 includes effluent monitors on all potential
release pathways.

[The moenitor- roading EALs should bo detorminod using a doco assessment moethod that back
calculatois from the dose valuois apocifid in the 1G. Sineo doses aro generally not monitorod in
real t44e, it is SUggeSted that a roaedu-ration- of onog howr be assurnod, and that theo=4 Eq~ he
b9ased en a 8ite Spocifi boundar-' (or beyond) dosot- of 1 0-00 mre-m Whol1-4-e bdy or- 5000 mRFem
thyroeid in one hour-, whichoeýr is more limiting (as wais donoe fo-r EA-1s 92 and #4). if individual site
analycccs indicato a longer- or shoger- duration qfor the period in Which the isubstantial peotion of the
activity is roloasod6, the longer- duration should be usod.]

[The oteeioqoly usd should be the samo as thoc.uc od for dterqkning A U! and AA I nigte;
reading EAL6. The samoe sourco torm (PNobl gases, paftculateis, and halo gens) m~ay also be used
ais long as it maintainis a roal~stic and near- linear- escalation betweeon the EALs for- tho fouF
classfatons. if proper oscalations doA nt r•esultfrm the use of thesameoUsre term, if tho
caIculated values aro unrealistically high, or- if corroatin between the valuos and dose
assossmont values does net oxist, then considr usnga acdent isource term for- AS! and A G 1

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

NMVP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. Calculation PR-C-24-X
2. NMP2 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Figure D.1 .0-1
3. NEI 99-01 IC AGi
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Attachment 1 - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release of
gaseous radioactivity > 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000 mRem thyroid
CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release using actual
meteorology

EAL:

RG1.2 General Emergency

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 1,000 mRem TEDE or
5,000 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The 1,000 mRem TEDE dose is set at 100% of the EPA PAG, while the 5,000 mRem

thyroid CDE was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE

and thyroid CDE.

Dose assessment is performed in accordance with EPIP-EPP-08, "Offsite Dose

Assessment and PAR" (ref. 1).

The SITE BOUNDARY is the line beyond which the land is not owned, leased, nor

otherwise controlled by Constellation (ref. 2).

Generic

[Refer- to Appendix A for a doAtailod basis of the radiologica! effluent lC'EA41s.]

This 1.-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will
be necessary. Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed
for the protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

[While these fa...s a,, addressed by other 4a, this 1c provdos appropriate div..sity and
addireasea oventis Which m~ay not be ablo to be classified on the b9asis of plant status alone. it i6
ingpc.tant to note that for the mor.e severe accid.Q.nts the•,- lase ma•y be un.. nit,,.d, or the+.re. may
b', lag Un•ck..;ns a-Sociatod with the sorce trm4 andor , moter•og•,.-,

[Tho9 EPA PAGs aro oxproessod in terms of tho SUM -of the effoc-tive doese equivalent 6E-DE ad
1V V@wlmIn cr V f_, V6W aty t7tru 70 fl r V=J:, OF CF& FH9 F"r tu .....- - -IA II- PV G U-9. 1M• •la. -A M
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Attachment 1 - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

(CDE). Fr the purposo of those JC=A1Is, the diso quantity ttal offo•thiv dose equivalent (TEDE),
as definod in 10 CFR 20, is used in fieo uf "...s'-.'m AG f EDE a nd CEDE.... " Tho EPA PAG gu-dancG

pro videos rr- the use adult Mnyrid o pse conVeFrson factOrS. .Howeoer-, 6enm states have aocsaoa to
calculdato child thyroid CDE. Utiit !G/E4,9 neood to be consistont WAt these of the states invoelvod
in thop far, tio erngegency Planning Zono.]

[The TEDE doso iP -got a;t the EPAAG, 4whilo theg 5000 rFernq thyrFoid CDE was established in
consRide ra tion of the 1:-5 ratio of the EPA PAG for- TEDE and thyroid CDE.]

Theoroite specific moniRtor li6t fin EAL #1 should iRclude offluont moniRtors On all Potential release
pathway6

[ The moenitor- roading EALs should be doterminod usingAP a doso assessment moeth ad that back
caIculatos from the dose valueis spocified in the 1C. Sinco dosais aro gonorally not menitorod in
real time, it is suggested that a roloaso duration Of one hour be assumead, and that the EALs be
based on a sitespecific; boundar (or-beyond) dose of 1000 mr~em whole body or 5000 mrsm
thyroi in one hour-, whichevor is mer~e limitng (as was done for- EA414 #2 and #4). if in-dividual Site
analysea "natce a longer or- shaortr aura mien rar the period wfl~f the substantial po4ion of the
activty is releasedý, the longer- duration should be used.]

[The meteorology used should be th sanme as these used f detrmning ALU1 and AA1 menitso
reading EALs. The ams sesure term (noble gases, patheclatss, and halo gens) moay also be uo d
as long as it maintains a roasstio and near- inear estaiaton btemerency the lemEfrthenfthe
clWassifiations. if proper- escalations dog not rasult fromg the use of the samoe seurco term, if the
calculated values are unrealistically high, or- if correlation between9 the values9 and doese
assessmient values does not exist, then cnsideWAr- us6ing an accident source term for- Ai 2 anPd A G1

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-EPP-08 Offsite Dose Assessment and PAR
2. NMP2 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Figure D.1.0-1
3. NEI 99-01 IC AG1
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Attachment 1 - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

Category: R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: Offsite dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release of
gaseous radioactivity > 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000 mRem thyroid
CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release using actual
meteorology

EAL:

RG1.3 General Emergency

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 1,000 mRem/hr expected to
continue for > 60 min. at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (Note 1)

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE > 5,000 mRem for 1 hr of inhalation
at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (Note 1)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Real time field surveys and sample analysis areis performed by offsite field monitoring

teams per EPIP-EPP-07, "Downwind Radiological Monitoring," (ref. 1) and assessed for

radiological dose consequences per EPIP-EPP-08, "Offsite Dose Assessment and PAR"

(ref. 2).

The SITE BOUNDARY is the line beyond which the land is not owned, leased, nor

otherwise controlled by Constellation (ref. 3).

Generic

[Refer- to Appondfix A4 fo-r a d-e taiWe d ai-s of the radiological efflitent IQ 4EAIs.]

This W,-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will
be necessary. Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed
for the protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

[While these fa&lues are addr-essed by other- i~s, this 1G provides appr-epriato diversity ana
addrsses e-vnts;- -Whirch m~ay net be a-ble to bhe lfaissified en the basis of plant status alene. iti
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impoIant to note tha;t for- the more; severe acidents the release may be unmeniteed or- thore may
be largo unred-sinti-S. aSSOciatod WOt the seurco term4 and'o4ri Weooelogy.]_iw

[The EPA PAGs are expressed in terms of the awm of the eff•ti " 6/e0de e"...a""nt (EDE) and
the committod effoctive dose equivaent (CEDE), or- as the thyroid cOMMitto doSe eguivaleni
(CDE). For- the purposo of those IC'EA1s, the dose quantit tetal effective dese equivalont (TEDEq,
as do finedf in 10 CFR9 20L, is used in Ieuw -of ".. .GUM of EDE= and- CEDE ....". The~ EPA RA G guidance
p(Ovides for th &8; a.d.. " d con. . oe,. , .t.hc s factors. Hewever' , sono" states have decided tE
Galculate child tY4.id CE tlt CEAsne oh onitn ihtos ftosao invelved
in the faciltie oergenc lnig z~ene

[The TEDE d&6e is set at the EPA PAG, w4hile- MRo 59000 MreM thyreid CDE= wasP1 e-stabhlished in
•cns~deratien of the 1:5 ratie of the EPA PAG for TEDE a•d thyreid CDE.]

EAL= #!

The site rpecific moRitor Ict in EAL #1 should inc-lude effl-uent moitofc •on all potential release
pathways.

[The menitor reading EALs sheuld be determined using a; doespe a4s-sessment m~ethod that back
calu atef.rom the dose val4u•s specified, in the IC-. S•ine doses are generalhy net mo-nitored in

rea tme i is suggested that a release duration of one ho-ur bhe assumedý, and that the EA741 b e
basRed on a Site specifi boundary (or beyond) dose of 1 000 m~rem whole body or- 50060 mro~m
thyroid in one hour-, which over is m~ere limitng (as was done for- EAI~s #f2 and #4). if individual site
analyses ind-ic-ate _a loenger- or- she~eF duration for- the period in which tMe substantia! pe#49n of the

acivt is releýasedý, the longer- duration sho-uld bhe used.L]

[The mgeteorology used should be the salme as those used for- dterminig AUIand AA mnitnO;
reading EALs. The samge -source ter (noble gaises, paRliculates, and halogens) may also be usd
as long as it maintains a rleaistic and ,ner lInear esG•lation betw14een the 1=A71s for the four
classifiations. if pr-ope-reclain do not result from theq use of the same sogurcGe term, if the
calculate d valueqs arIe unrealistically hih or fcrreatonP be-9toon the values and dose
assessmgent valueis doges not exist, thncni 6ruiga acidentsource term for- A Si and A G

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warne,9 n

iniaethat a higher class-3ification 6; Warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-EPP-07 Downwind Radiological Monitoring
2. EPIP-EPP-08 Offsite Dose Assessment and PAR
3. NMP2 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Figure D.1.0-1
4. NEI 99-01 IC AGI
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Category: R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: Offsite dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RSI.1 Site Area Emergency

ANY monitor reading > Table R-1 "SAE" column for _> 15 min. (Note 1)

* Do not delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results
* If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose

assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL RS1.2)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous

RadWwaste/RB Vent Effluent 5.5E+7 pCi/s 5.5E+6 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Main Stack Effluent 1.0E+10 pCi/s 1.0E+9 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Liguid

Service Water Effluent N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Liquid RadWaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 2 x DRMS High(red)

Cooling Tower Blowdown N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The DRAGON computer code has been used to determine the threshold values in Table

R-1 for the SAE classification level. The methodology develops an isotopic concentration

in the secondary containment that, when released through the Radwaste/RB Vent or the

Main Stack, achieves 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem thyroid CDE at the SITE

BOUNDARY. The nuclide inventory in the secondary containment was artificially created

by postulating a source term in secondary containment based on main steam design
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isotopic distribution and adjusting the release rate from secondary containment until either

the whole body or child thyroid dose limit at the SITE BOUNDARY is reached. This

isotopic distribution is not intended to specify a particular accident as the initiating event.

Values have been calculated for the GEMs noble gas channel only since this is the reading

that is readily available to the operator. Realistic, accident atmospheric dispersion (X/Q)

factors have been applied- (ref. 1).

The SITE BOUNDARY is the line beyond which the land is not owned, leased, nor

otherwise controlled by Constellation (ref. 2).

Liquid effluent radiation monitors are not addressed in Table R-1 at the Site Area

Emergency and General Emergency levels because the dose assessment code used to

calculate these Table R-1 readings only considers a release through the Radwaste/RB

Vent or the Main Stack.

A radiation monitor reading is VALID when a release path is established. If the release

path to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not VALID for

classification.

Generic

[Refeor to Appondix A for a detailed basis of the radiol.giGal effluont G/1EALs.]

This I=-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this
magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

[rlhilo the.se fAi.•,ro•s ar addressod by other- -h s, this G pFo vidos appr-e•riato divrsity an
ad-droessos e vents iw.hirch m~ay not be able to- boe c-lassified on the basis of plant Status alone, it is
impodant to note that for- the m~ore sevoro accidents the reFae ma 9e nonitored or- thoreo may
be lare unce.gainties associated With tRo sourceFG termg and/ormeorlg.

[The EPA PAGs aro oxprossod in torm~s of the sum of the offoctivo doso equivalent 6E-DE and
the ,ommited offoctive doso oquWieot (E/DE), or as th ,thyrid ,ommitted dose oquivaion
(CDE). For- the purposo of tho-se I QEALs, the doiso quantit total offotivo dose equivalent (TE-DE-),
a-s dfinod in 10 •• •20, is used in fi-w of " s. •i. _"" r of ED and- GC•EDE•....". The EPA PA G guidance
provides for the 'se ad;ult thyried dose cn...o.rsion facters. Hever, some states havo, decided to

calulgr6ate chil#d thywoid CDE=. Utliy lQ4E=A1= need to be consi-stont w44ththo9 of the satesA involvedk
in theg faciit' mrgony planning zone.]

[The TE=DE dose is set at 102% of the EPA PAG, while the 500 mrom thyroeid CDE= was
eistablihed- in con-psid-e ration of the 1,:5 ratio of the EFPA4 PAG_ for- TEDE= and thyroid CDE.]
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The site specific monitor list in EAL #1 shouwdTable R-1 includes effluent monitors on all potential
release pathways.

[The menitor reading EALs sho-uld bo determined using a dose as•sesment method that back
caIculates fromg the dose valuos speoIfid in the I1. Since doses are generally not moenitoerd in
real time, it is suggested that a release duration of one ho-r be assume4, and that the,. 71o Es be
based en a 64eo specific boundary (or beyoend) dose of 1900 rnrer wholo- body or- 500 mroem thyroid
in one hour-, ashieser is m eore limitng (as was done foro E rAs t2hand monoIf idivida Eite
analysesu indcathe as Ioengr m or- sh mr duratien for the perid in which tho substantial pweion of the
activity is roeeased, the longer duration should beo us re]

oThe meteorology used should be the same a thesr e used for detrmenting A l and AA l meniteo
roading EALs. The sanmo sourcGe term (noble gases, pagicuiatea, and halogens) m~ay also be Uso
as long as it maintains a Foalistic and near linear- oscaiation behvreon the EALs for the fou;1
lassnidations. if proper- escalations do net rosult frm thes duse of the same source tenm, if the

calculiatioed vas are unreagistically highlor i colassiation bewe)en the vadles ande dose
assessment values does not exist, the ~ncnsdruin an acident source term fer- AS 1 and AG I

1. alculation& P--2-

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

NMVP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. Calculation PR-C-24-X
2. NMP2 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Figure D.1.0-1
3. NEI 99-01 IC AS1
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Category: R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: Offsite dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RSI.2 Site Area Emergency

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 100 mRem TEDE or
500 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The 100 mRem TEDE dose is set at 10% of the EPA PAG, while the 500 mRem thyroid

CDE was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and

thyroid CDE.

Dose assessment is performed in accordance with EPIP-EPP-08, "Offsite Dose

Assessment and PAR" (ref. 1).

The SITE BOUNDARY is the line beyond which the land is not owned, leased, nor

otherwise controlled by Constellation (ref. 2).

Generic

[Refer to Appendi. A f•bra adetailod basi, of the radiologicnal effluent l.VEALs.]

This IG-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this
magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

[r44#e these failros ar addrossed by otheFr Is, this !G pI• Wieds appropr;ate divor•sty and
a ddross 8 o69von 14;..ts 16.h.irch may not boe able to be GcWaP;sifiead on th 9 basis of plan; t Sta;tuis ag tne. it i-s
impodant to note that for the mr.o svr I c•ci-Ants th; - r-',easo nay b/e 4n9oni t. d or thorq m•,
beo" largo ncdaiintiesP asocianktod with the sorebp1 termandomteroy]

[The EPA PA _ aR.. expressed in terms of the sum ofthe efft•. .m"e" •o• equivalent (6EDE and
the oem~miffotd- o~ffoctivo6c doso equiva.'nt (CE-DE), or- as the thyroid conmmittd doso equivaloni
(CDE). For the purpose Of thoe ICeA, the dose quantity total effective dose oquivlont (TE-DE),
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as8 do ~fin ed- in .1 0 FR.Q -20L, is used in liou of -...unof EDE an Pd- CEDE...." Thoe EP A QP4G g6idance
pro vidos for- the use adult thyroeid dosoR convorWion facGtors. Howovor, 'sorno 61tattos- have docided to
calculato child thyroid CDE. Ut##iy iC/EAF noo to be coneistent with thopse of the; statea involvod
in the facilit4y's omo~goncy planning zono.]

[The TEDE doso; is sot at 1091 of the E=PA PAG, whilo the _50606 imrer thyroid CDE was
osalihdin consiPde~ration of the 1:5 ratio of the _EPA PAG fr- TE-FDE and thyroGid CDE.]

The site specific monitor list in RAI #1 shouldd includo affluent monFitors on all potential release
pathways.

[The menitor roading EALs shouldd be dotormined using a dose assi nmthdthat bac*
cacuaosfrmthe doso valuos specifid in the IC_4c ossaegneal o mntrdi

real timo, it is suggested that a roeloase duration of one hour- be assumedL, and that the EAI~s be
based on a Site specifi bounday (or. bo.o.d doe.f10..rmwh body or- 500 mir-em thyroid

ein on hoe ur, whichover- i-s Mere limiting (as was doeneA forP EA=4 18 #2 and #4). If individu al site
analysos indicate a longer- or shegor duration for- the period in hich thesubtnta pogi f h
activity is roloaisod, the longer duratin should be uised.]

[The m~eteor~ology used should be the isamo ais these used qfo detormhing AUI4 and AA I moenitor
rSading EALs. The same sourse term etbleo gasos, paigwateas, and hale gonsi may also be use
as leng as it mrantains a realistie and near incare 8rcatlasation bitwoon the Ea1 for the, for
classifiations. if propor- oscaiations doe not rosulwt from~ the usoe of the same aeourco term, if the
icalculated vatas are unrraisticany high, orra i eorreln bttwisreaone thg vues and dse9
assesament valuofs does not exiet, then consider usngaacdent sourcGe term for-AS1 and AG!

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-EPP-08 Offsite Dose Assessment and PAR
2. NMP2 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Figure D.1.0-1
3. NEI 99-01 IC AS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RS1.3 Site Area Emergency

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 100 mRem/hr expected to
continue for >_ 60 min. at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (Note 1)

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE > 500 mRem for 1 hr of inhalation at
or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (Note 1)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Real time field surveys and sample analysis areis performed by offsite field monitoring

teams per EPIP-EPP-07, "Downwind Radiological Monitoring," (ref. 1) and assessed for

radiological dose consequences per EPIP-EPP-08, "Offsite Dose Assessment and PAR"

(ref. 2),

The SITE BOUNDARY is the line beyond which the land is not owned, leased, nor

otherwise controlled by Constellation (ref. 3).

Generic

[Refer- to Append-, A for- a detaed -ahasis • of the radioogia• l o ,uont I"/EAIs.]

This 4,-0EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this
magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

[While these faiures are addrossed by other- ics, this !Q provides appropriate diversit and
addrseses events which m~ay not be able to be Glassified on the basie of plant status alone. it i

imean. tou note that fbF~ tIIJ! me~ 89We aGGWe FuwF wwsie mayv be 60MRnunWri eF Fm ma~I
J
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be argo nc-reta-tQ,•1ot;d 14th the sourco to1 andr moteorology.

[The EPA PAGs are expreqssad in terms of the sum of the effective dose oqu~ivalont (EDE) and
the "O'mmifted effetivA de, e eoqivalont (GEDE), or- as the •hyrid comg.mitted, d,,S , oquivalen ,
(CDE). Fer- the purpose -of the-se IG ELa, the d&se quantit total offoctivo dose equivlent (TEDE),
as defined in 10 CFR -2, is used in lie of "...UM of EDE= and- CEPE...." The EPA PA" G gu idance
prone dofor tho use adsult thyrseid do convesion a factoros. owh ere , semon states have dcgided to
tralculate chid thyeoid sDE. Utilty mEAys need to be conSistent with thse of the states involved
indic the faity's aihragency planning zone.]

[The TEDE dals is fset at 10% of the EPA RAG, whlae the 500 mctua thymoid CDE wat
antableshed in rcnsidaration of the P:5 ratio of the EPA PAG fes TEDE and thyoid CDEn

Tholsite ime meOg initri lost in EAL #1 hoeuld include effluent menither Oe all potential releats
pathways.

[he emonitor reading EAIs should be d.termined using a dose assessment method that back
calcuiat-E from the dose valoes specifed- in the I. Sincg doses are goneragy not monioed in
real tme, it is suggested thatia reease duration of one hour- be assedm, and that the EPRs be
based on a site specifi boundary (or beyo9nd) does of 100 mremq whoele bodyý or- 500 mremq thyroid
in one hour, whichever is more limiting (as was done for EAIa #2 and #4). if individual
analyses indicate a lon ger- or shorter- duration for- the period in which the substantial portion of the
activity is rlasd, the longer- duratin should be us3dP]

[The meteorology sd should be the same as these ud for- dtermining AU andAAR 0 m ratA
roading CEALs. The same sourco term (noble gases, paRticulatos, and halogens) m~ay also be usd
as long as it m~aintains a reoalistic- -and near- linear- escr-alation beftween4 theEAsfrteou

classficaiosIf proper- escalations don no-t result from the; use of the isame soqurce term, if the
calculated veakuas are unrealistically high, or- if correlatio'n bethwAeen the values and dose
assessment values does not exist, the non-id-er fusing an accident seurca termn for ASI1 and A G I

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

NMVP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-EPP-07 Downwind Radiological Monitoring
2. EPIP-EPP-08 Offsite Dose Assessment and PAR
3. NMP2 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Figure D.1 .0-1
4. NEI 99-01 IC ASI
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Category: R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
> 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RAI.1 Alert

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 "Alert" column for > 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous

RadWwaste/RB Vent Effluent 5.5E+7 pCi/s 5.5E+6 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Main Stack Effluent 1.OE+10 pCi/s 1.0E+9 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Liquid

Service Water Effluent N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Liquid RadWaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 2 x DRMS High(red)

Cooling Tower Blowdown N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Mode Applicability: All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The value shown for each monitor in Table R-1 is two hundred times the high (red) alarm

setpoint for the Digital Radiation Monitoring System (DRMS). The DRMS high (red) alarm

setpoints for the listed monitors are conservatively set to ensure ODCM radioactivity

release limits are not exceeded (ref. 1). Instrumentation that may be used to assess this

EAL is listed below (ref. 2):

* RadWwaste/Reactor Building Vent Effluent Monitoring System

monitor: 2RMS-PNL180C

recorder: 2RMS-RR170/180
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annunciator: 851248

Main Stack Effluent Monitoring System

monitor: 2RMS-PNL170C

recorder: 2RMS-RR170/180

annunciator: 851256

A radiation monitor reading is VALID when a release path is established. If the release

path to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not VALID for

classification.

Generic

[Re•fr to Appendix A fer a dotailed basis of the Fadiologi•ai effluent .. !/EAL .]

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This WG-EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant
as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period
of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [These controls a9ro loated in the Off site
Dose Calculation Manuwal (ODGAM), and for- plants that have not implomoentod Generic, Letter- 80 01,
in the Radiol;gieal E....ont Tochnical Sp,,-,icati • n;- RE-]•TS The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[Somge sites m~ay find it advantageous to address gaseous and liquid releases with separate

-The RET--200 x DRMS high (red) multiples are specified in AIl and only to distinguish
between non-emergency conditions, and from each other. While these multiples obviously
correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the
degradation in the level of safety of the plant. plant, not tho magnitude of the a., eciatod d;eo Or

de0e Fate.

[To ensure a realistic near- linear- ecalatioen path, a value should be selected rougqhly half y
bhetw.4een. -the A UI value and the value calculated for AS! value. The value wil be b asoed on
radiation monitor reading to exceed 200 times the Technical Specifiation limit and releases are
net termnate4hd 14tin15W mnujjtes. T-h( ODCM4 establishes a methodology forF determijning efflueni
radiation monitorsetpgints. TheQ GM specifies defa1ul sourcGe terms and, for- gaseous releases,
pr-escribes the use of proe determined annual average mgeteoroloegy in the most limiting downwind
isector- for- showing compliance with the regulator-y commnitmenPts. This EAL can be determined
using thie m~ethodology if appropriate.]
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[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600 x ODCM for
5 minutes does not meet the threshold.I

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

-This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine release

pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NMP2 Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual Sections D.3.1.1, D.3.2.1, D.3.3.1, D.3.3.2

2. N2-OP-79 Radiation Monitoring System

3. NEI 99-01 IC AA1
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Category: R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
> 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RA1.2 Alert

ANY liquid monitor reading > Table R-1 "Alert" column for > 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous

RadWwaste/RB Vent Effluent 5.5E+7 pCi/s 5.5E+6 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Main Stack Effluent 1.OE+10 pCi/s 1.0E+9 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Liquid

Service Water Effluent N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Liquid RadWaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 2 x DRMS High(red)

Cooling Tower Blowdown N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The value shown for each monitor in Table R-1 is two hundred times the high (red) alarm

setpoint for the Digital Radiation Monitoring System (DRMS). The DRMS high (red) alarm

setpoints for the listed monitors are conservatively set to ensure ODCM radioactivity

release limits are not exceeded (ref. 1). Instrumentation that may be used to assess this

EAL is listed below (ref. 2):

* Service Water Effluent Loop A/B Radiation

monitor: 2SWP*RE146A/B
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recorder: 2SWP*RR146A/B

annunciator: 851258

Cooling Tower Blowdown Line

monitor: 2CWS-RE-157

annunciator: 851258

The designation "N/A" in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is VALID when a release path is established. If the release

path to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not VALID for

classification.

Generic

[Refer to Appendix 4 for a detailed bhsis of the rFadielogcal effluent /C/EALs.]

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This Ir-EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant
as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period
of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [These contrls. aroe ocated in thM O.f site
Do986e Cal•claýtn Manua! (.D.. , and for- plants tat have not im.plomented Genecri Letter 39 01,
in the RadielegiGal Effuent Techni•ai SpeificationGs, '-RETS The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[Some sites m~ay find it advantagooue to address gaseous and liquid roloases with Soparato
E4L6.]

The R-E--200 x DRMS high (red) multiples are specified in AU! aRd .•. only to distinguish
between non-emergency conditions, and from each ether. While these multiples obviously
correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the
degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose
rate.

j[To ensure a realisti near- #near- eScalatin path, a value should4 be selected roeughly half way
bet ween the .4U1I v.afuc and the value calculated for- AS! value. The value will be based en
radiation moinitor Feading to excood 200 times the Technical Spocification limit and raleasos aro
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not torminoted within 15 m~inutos. The ODCM ostablishos a methodology for dotermning offluont
radiation moenitor- setpoints. The ODCM spoc~ifio do fault sourco torms andý, for- gasoous raleasos,
preesiboo the use of pro determined annual averoge moetoorology in the mosat limiting downwind
soctor- for showing cornqplianco with the regulator-y commitmo~nts. This EAL= can be dotemiinoe
using this methodoelogy if appr-opriato.

{Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600 x ODCM for
5 minutes does not meet the threshold.]

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

This FEAL iinnddforF sites that have established effluent monitoring On non routine relea6e

pathways fer which a discharge permit would not normnally be prcparod.

-EAL #2

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the IG-EAL established by the radioactivity
discharge permit. This value may be associated with a planned batch releaseT or a continuous
release path.

[in either- ease, the value is ostablished b9y the ODCM to warFn of a release that is noti
compliance with the RIETS. Indo4_xAing the EAL to the ODCMA setpoints in this mgannor- insures that

tho EAL wil never- be loss than tho sotpoint ostablishod b~y a &pocific dischar-ge per4it.J

T"hisEAL addresses•unco n..trlled releas.s that are detected by sample analyse, paticuulaly

on unmonitered pathways, e.g., spills of radioactiVe liquids into storm~ drains, heat exchanger
leakage in river water systems, etc.

E, ALs #4 and #5

The 10.0 MRAhrvaluc in EAL #4 , and the site specific value for EAL #6,0s based9ona rcleaso
rate net emceeding 500 mrom~ per yearW.

Pa provided in the ODnM / RETS, pr,,ratd Ov•r U7665 hous, mutpfi"d bOy 200, and rOunded.
(:500 -- 7-6 6 0200 - 4 1A.Vl

EAL #1 aRnd, #2 directtly correlate with the IC since annual avea.e m.eteorolo or is ruired to

beJ ue ihewing compliance With the 0C, JAnd is used in calculating the alarm sotpeints.

EaA.1s #1 anRd #5 are a func;tion Of actalmteorolgI~y, which Will likely be different f9Rom the limiting
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annual average value. Thus, there will likely be a neal nsstny

The- un1derlying basism of this ENL invelver, the degradatien i the level of safety of the plant
implied by the unnrrertlld releae.. EvxceedinR FL'1 .r 04 iF 95an nRdiGatieA• - •n ur4,ncentrolied

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NMP2 Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual Sections D.3.1.1, D.3.2.1, D.3.3.1, D.3.3.2
2. N2-OP-79 Radiation Monitoring System
3. NEI 99-01 IC AA1
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Category: R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
> 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RA1.3 Alert

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations or
release rates > 200 x ODCM limits for > 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Confirmed sample analyses in excess of two hundred times the site Offsite Dose

Calculation Manual (ODCM) limits that continue for 15 minutes or longer represent an

uncontrolled situation and hence, a potential degradation in the level of safety. This event

escalates from anthe Unusual Event by raising the magnitude of the release by a factor of

100 over the Unusual Event level (i.e., 200 times ODCM). Prorating the 500 mRem/yr

basis of the 10 CFR 20 non-occupational MPC limits for both time (8766 hr/yr) and the 200

multiplier, the associated Exclusion Area Boundary dose rate would be approximately 10

mRem/hr. If sample analysis indicates the threshold is met and nothing is done within 15

minutes to effect a release reduction, the ED can conclude that the EAL threshold is met

without second sample results.

Generic

[Ro fer to Appondix A for- a detailed basi of the radiblogincal effl~'ont IG'A&4s]

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This 4•-EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant
as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period
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of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [These control, are located in the rff 6ite
Don-Se Calculba tion Manual (9D CM), and for- plantsR thaPt hav1ek- not implornented-1 GenPe ricP L etter- 59 014,
i. the Rad.ological EfflenASPt Teha..., Specca.tiOns (RETS9.. The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

IseTme eitos may Anda it aelvantaqGRGoous to- addrFess QasooUs and Iqgwd roloasos With separate
EAsAI

The RT-S--T200 x ODCM limit,,,-p.es isafe specified in A..I and ^ . only to distinguish between
non-emergency conditions, and from eoch othor. While these multiples obviously correspond to an
off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level
of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

Fgo ensure a r-ealistic nearline-ar escalatin path, a value should be selected roughly half way
bet ween the Al valu w~ ~and the value calculated for-ASi value. The value will be based on4
ra;diation monitor-roadings to oxcooed 200 timos the Technical Spciictin iit and rleo r
not tormina ted within 15 Minuts. The DCM o-tabli-shog a methodology for d..termining effluent
radiation monitor setpeits The ODCM speGifes default source terms and, for gaseoe
pr-escribes the use of proe determined annual aver-age mgeteoroelogy in the moest limiting downwind

using this ,ethodolo•gy if appropriate]
FeqUicia9fil GGR4R9tFFHef4I6. *Htti eAh: Gan Ide dtiteFmiHe

[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600 x ODCM for
5 minutes does not meet the threshold.]

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

This FEAL iinoddfor sites that have established effluent monit9orig on non routine release
pathwaYs for Which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.

r-^l #2)

This EAL addresses radioactiVity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monito reeadings, to exceed the threshold intfeinthe IC established by te radiactit

discharge permit. T-hi value may be associated with a planne.d batc. W-h r e, o a. continuous
, ..ease pa. ..

[In either- case, the value is established b9y the ODCM to warn of a release that is net in
compliance with the RE=TS. MIndeXing the EAL to the ODCM A s etpointS in this manrisur-es that

C7 wo Cr" Cy Ir Cr U" 0 C"Crur ww"rr .J I • I d
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-This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly
on unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger
leakage etc. in .i... wat+r sy.t.m. , etc.

EALs #4, and, #

The 10.0- mRnhr value in EAL #4 , and the Site specific value for EAL #6,06 based on a release
rate net exc.eding 5,00; n m... peryear-.

[as prvid•d- in the QD,., R•,T,, prrated vo-r • 7•66 hours, mIt.-,,d b•y 200, and ron, d.
(500 . 7-666200- 11]..j

E.AL W1 and #2 directly correlate with the IC since annual average meteorology is required to
be used 4i shRowing comAplian•e with the •ODM a• d is used in calculating the alarm iotpOint.

EALs #4 and #5 are a functiOn of actual moetcOrology, which will likely be different fromA the limniting
annual average value. Thus, there will likely be a numerical icnitny

The underl,,Ying basi•s of thi EAL involves the degradation in the level of safety of the plant implied
by the UnAcoGntroll ed reeaIse. A6PFExne edin. g EAL #4 or ..5 is a n indcain o-f anR RG uncotrolled relIease-.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NMP2 Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual
2. NEI 99-01 IC AA1

W.
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
> 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RUI.1 Unusual Event

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 "UE" column for _Ž 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE I Alert UE

Gaseous

RadWwaste/RB Vent Effluent 5.5E+7 pCi/s 5.5E+6 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Main Stack Effluent 1.OE+10 pCi/s i.OE+9 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Liquid

Service Water Effluent N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Liquid RadWaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 2 x DRMS High(red)

Cooling Tower Blowdown N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The value shown for each monitor in Table R-1 is two times the high (red) alarm setpoint

for the Digital Radiation Monitoring System (DRMS). The DRMS high (red) alarm setpoints

for the listed monitors are conservatively set to ensure ODCM radioactivity release limits

are not exceeded (ref. 1). Instrumentation that may be used to assess this EAL is listed

below (ref. 2):

Radwaste/Reactor Building Vent Effluent Monitoring System

monitor: 2RMS-PNL180C
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recorder: 2RMS-RRI70/180

annunciator: 851248

* Main Stack Effluent Monitoring System

monitor: 2RMS-PNL170C

recorder: 2RMS-RRI70/180

annunciator: 851256

A radiation monitor reading is VALID when a release path is established. If the release

path to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not VALID for

classification.

Generic

[Refer- to Appendix A for a detald bassis of the radiologaic offluent !Q4EA41s.]

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This ,G-EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [These controls arc lc~atd in the Off site
Doss Calculationp Manulal (09G"~, and for- plants that have not Amplernentod Goneric Letter- 99 01,
0. the Rad•iýologal . ..fflbu.ent TeGchnical Spe•ifcations (RETS).] The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[Sorno sites may find it advantageeus to addross gacooua and #iquid roloaeso wit separate

The 2 x RE-S-DRMS (red) multiples are specified in .•l !nd ,A, only to distinguish between
non-emergency conditions, and from acch other. While these multiples obviously correspond to an
off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level
of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

{Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4 x ODCM for 30
minutes does not meet the threshold.]

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

-EAL--#-I
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This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the IC.

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine release
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.

[Th.e 00GAM estbihs s .ahAsh .... a me th .odlog for- de.termn .ing.e.un radiatiOnP m..itotr Setpoints.
Th e -0- QA6 sp ecifica de faulw t _qeurco_ termsg a nda, for- gas6eoeus roloaso s, proscrirb es th e use of pro

determined annual VQrago Motoorology in the moeSt &imiting dI9wnqWind setor-1 for Showing

omqpliance with4 the r-egulatory commi~tments. This E,4L should be determined using this

n~ethedelopy"

-. A.L#2

ThicS VEAL addresseS radioaGtiVity reloasos, thlat foiwri ;whatelver reason, cause cifluont rad_.ia 4tion1

monitor readings to exceeed the threshold identified in the IC established by the radioactivity
discharge permnit. This value mnay be assocGiated with a planned batch release, or a continoRusL

[in eiter- case, the value is established by the ODCM to warn of a rloaise that is not in
om4pliance ith the A RE-TS. Indexin9Wg the EAL to the ODCM sotpoints in this manner. insuores that

thei EA i evr be loss thanq the setpeint established lay a specifi di6Ghar-go permit.]

Thfis EAL addresses uncon~trolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, pa~tiGUlarly

on unmonior~ed pathways, e.g., spills Of radioactive liquids into stormn drains, heat exchanger
leakage in river watcr systems, etc.

E.A.1s #1 and #t5

Theq 0.10 mR'hr value in; EAL #4, anPd the site specific value for EAL= #5,is based on A release;
rate not exceeding 500 FArem per year-.

[As provided in the GDGCM / RETS, prorated- over _87-66 hours, mqultpid by twig, and roeund.
(500 8766 o62 -0.14 44

FEAL I VIand UP directly correlate with the IC since AnnAl' 'A'verage mneteorology is required to
bhe usdi6howing comnpliance with the ODCM and- isuedialculating the alarmn GetpointS.
E=Ais #4 and- 45 -are -a funcRtion of actual;; Imleteorology, which Will likely be different from the limitinc4

annual average value. Thus, there will likely be a nmrclicnitny
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The underlying basis of this EAL involves..e- the degradation in the level of safety of the plant

implied by the uncontrolle-d rlae Exceeding E.AL 04 or 05 is an indication o~f &An unconAtrolled

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NMP2 Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual Sections D.3.1.1, D.3.2.1, D.3.3.1, D.3.3.2
2. N2-OP-79 Radiation Monitoring System
3. NEI 99-01 IC AUl
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Category: R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
> 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RU1.2 Unusual Event

ANY liquid monitor reading > Table R-1 "UE" column for > 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous

RadWwaste/RB Vent Effluent 5.5E+7 pCi/s 5.5E+6 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Main Stack Effluent 1.OE+10 pCi/s 1.0E+9 pCi/s 200 x Alarm 2 x Alarm

Liguid

Service Water Effluent N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Liquid RadWaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 2 x DRMS High(red)

Cooling Tower Blowdown N/A N/A 200 x DRMS High(red) 2 x DRMS High(red)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The value shown for each monitor in Table R-1 is two times the high (red) alarm setpoint

for the Digital Radiation Monitoring System (DRMS). The DRMS high (red) alarm setpoints

for the listed monitors are conservatively set to ensure ODCM radioactivity release limits

are not exceeded (ref. 1). Instrumentation that may be used to assess this EAL is listed

below (ref. 2):

* Service Water Effluent Loop A/B Radiation

monitor: 2SWP*RE146A/B

recorder: 2SWP*RR146A/B
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annunciator: 851258

" Liquid Effluent Line

monitor: LWS-RE206

annunciator: 851258

* Cooling Tower Blowdown Line

monitor: 2CWS-RE-157

annunciator: 851258

A radiation monitor reading is VALID when a release path is established. If the release

path to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not VALID for

classification.

Generic

[Refer to AppendGx• A fodr a' de.ldIbasis Of the rd•a;olgi•,l effluent G,/I•IAs.]

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This IC addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [These Gcntrols are lcated in the Off aite
Dos@ Calculdatien Manuwal (ODGM), and for- plant~s that have- not implemented_ G eneric Letter- 39 01,
i0 the Radieolgial Effl-uent Technical Spci•f..cton•s (RE=TS)+ The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[Semoe sies m~ay find it advantagee-u-s to ad-dress gaseous and liquid releases with separate

The RETS-2 x ODCM limit multiples isa-e specified in ALP and AM. only to distinguish between
non-emergency conditions, and from each other. While these multiples obviously correspond to an
off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level
of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

fReleases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4 x ODCM for 30
minutes does not meet the threshold.I

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.
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Thies =Al= addl~rrosss radioactivity roloasos, that for whateVor roason, cause eflluont radiation
moniRtor readings to excood the threshold idontifiod in the IG.-

T-hie E.AL is. intended for sitos that have established offluont monRitorFing on non ro1utn roloaso
pahwI for which a diccharge peFrmit would not normnally be prepared.

[The ODCI ostablishes a methodology for- dete.kining effluont radiatien monitor- setpoints.
The ODCM4 apecifis do fabult -soUrce9 terms and-, for- gaseogus releases, pr-escribes the use of pre
dotermined -annuial ave-rage moteorolo~gy in the moest limiting downwind iseetor: qfo showing
coemphfance with the roegulatory cogmmitmnts. This FEAL shoould bo dotorMined us8ing this
mrethedoegey-4

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the Ir-EAL established by the radioactivity
discharge permit. This value may be associated with a planned batch release, or a continuous
release path.

rr ~.tLL...

tfn OffuHur wUdb, iWevatuu :#. eata&"Hef UY tHO-4L& 14 t i A o. vR4 of aoow ueae Ma i nor:
GOr•np;ien.. with the RE)TS. Indo;ng the EAL to the ODAM sotpo;÷s in this mannr in...os that

the EAL wil novor- be loss than the cotpoint establishod b~y a specifi discharge pormit.

EAL #3

This EAL= addresses unco~ntrolled- reele-asees, that aro dotectod by sample analyses, par-icularly
on unmoniteord pathway,, e.g., spill of radciv liquids into stor dFrain, heat ex.hango

leakage in river wator systems, otc.

EALs #4 and #5

The 0. 10 mR'hr value in EAL #4, and the site specific value for E=AL #5,06 based on a release
rate net eXceeding 500 rem Per year-.

"s provided in the ODCM / RETS•, prorated ever- 8766 hours, , mutiplied by twog, and rounded.

(500•' T -7 2- /0.,114)L-1

EAL #1 and #2 directly correlate with the IC sinGe annual average mnetoorolgy i•s equired to

be used in hewing comnpliance with the ODGM and is used in calcu1lating the alarmn 6etpoints.

EALs #4 and #5 are a func~tion of actual mneteorology, which Will likely be differen~t from the fimniting

ann~ual average value. Thus, there will likely be -A n-umPerical nositny
v

Thc underlying basis of this EAL involves the deGr~adation ion the level of safety of the rPlant
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I el P

IMPiioa by thA unotrioerloaso. tXcoeeang EAL #4I or #T5 6 an IndCHation of An u-ncontrolled

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NMP2 Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual Sections D.3.1.1, D.3.2.1, D.3.3.1, D.3.3.2
2. N2-OP-79 Radiation Monitoring System
3. NEI 99-01 IC AU1
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Category: R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
> 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RU1.3 Unusual Event

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations or
release rates > 2 x ODCM limits for > 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Releases in excess of two times the site Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) (ref. 1)

instantaneous limits that continue for 60 minutes or longer represent an uncontrolled

situation and hence, a potential degradation in the level of safety. The final integrated dose

(which is very low in the Unusual Event emergency class) is not the primary concern here;

it is the degradation in plant control implied by the fact that the release was not isolated

within 60 minutes. Therefore, it is not intended that the release be averaged over 60

minutes. For example, a release of 4 times the ODCM limit for 30 minutes does not exceed

this initiating condition. Further, the ED should not wait until 60 minutes has elapsed, but

should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will

likely exceed 60 minutes.

Generic

[Re ef• to Appendx A for- a detailed hasis of the radilogical ,ff,,ont IdE. s.]

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This W,-EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.
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Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [These contrhl are lccated in the Off pite
996e Calculatien Manual (ODCM), and for- plants that havo not ingplementod Gonoric Letter- 89 014,
in the R-adioeg/c•al Eff..ent Technic•! Specifications (RETeS) The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

r ,-s ..... :• ....... tt _- -I -'z - J ..... z _

izorno c:rvs may r:na n aavanraaoous zo aucress easoous ane ::auia roioasos I'ih nepa~ateI

The RE-T-S-2 x ODCM limit multiples are specified in ,A,'! and-d ,AA only to distinguish between non-
emergency conditions, and from och othe r. While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-
site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level of
safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x ODCM for 30
minutes does not meet the threshold.]

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

Thfis E AL' addrosses radioactivity roloasos, th-at for wghatever reason, causo effluent radiation
o•n•itor r.,eadings to eXe-d the threshold identified in the i•.

This EAL is intended for sites that have esta-blished- effluent Rmonitrig on non routfine release
pathways fo-r which -A discharge per~mit oudno-t normally be prepared.

[The QOnDC, establishes a methodoeogy for determ•ming efflusent radiation mgnitor stpeints.

r-A .. /../.,- . t oi ts

The ODCM specifies default sourcGe terms andL, for gaiseous releases, PreScribes the Us9 Of pro
deteirmed annu--al average meteoro;ogy iR the most #miting • dfon•Wi' d •• ctO, for sl ,ng -
corngplanco with the rogulatory commitments. Thi-s EAL -IShould be determined using this
m~ethedeleyd

EAL #2

This EAL addresses radionativity releases, that for whatever reasen, causesefflnt radiatiron
monitor readings to exceed the thrsphold identified in the IC established by the radieagtivity
discharge peFrmit. This value mnay be associated with a planned batch release, Or a continuou's

Pe5eae Ppat-h-0

[in either case, the value is established by theg QQ4 to 14aR4 of a release that is 0e in
compliance With thle RETS- -In, dex*ing the EAL1 to the QDGM sotpoints in thismne nsrsta
the- .A L will never- be lesqs than the -setpeint established by a specific discharge permit.]

This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly on
unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger leakage
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in ri*ye--water systems, etc.

The 0.10 mnR'hr value in EAL #4, and the site 6pecific value for EAL #6,is barsed on a release
Frate no-t oXceeding 500 mrem per year:.

ps provided in the ODGM / RETS9, prorated ever- 7-66 hew&, mqultplid by Ave, and ro9undedt.

(500• 8'766 w 2 -0-"114.4

EAL #1 a•nd #2 directl correlate with the IC since annual average motooeloav is required to

bo used in; showing 9cmpiance With the 0- DG M and is used in calculatIng the a'lFar G ItpointS.

.... . and .. . ae a' '1- iUR ei- .ThJUW-i e..;; lUI,, y, • .IGH. 1iklln' y be d;lfaFel:• t'Fr e 1Cit!

annual average value. Thus, there will likely be a nuImerical inconsIstency-

The underlying basis of this EAL involves, the degradation in the level of safety of the plant
implied by the unconrollU-1ed release. Exceeding EAL #4 Or #5 is- Wan indicgation of an uncon)troll~ed

Rg

Felese.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NMP2 Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual
2. NEI 99-01 IC AU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or
will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the Reactor
Vessel

RA2.1 Alert

Alarm on ANY of the following radiation monitors due to damage to irradiated fuel or loss
of water level:

" 2RMS-RE111
* 2RMS-RE112
* 2RMS-RE113
" 2RMS-RE114
* 2RMS-RE140
• 2HVR*RE14A
• 2HVR*RE14B

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

This EAL is defined by the specific areas where irradiated fuel is located such as the

reactor cavity, RPV or Spent Fuel Pool.

The bases for the area radiation high alarms and the Above Refuel Floor HVAC Exhaust

(2HVR*RE14A/B) high alarms are a spent fuel handling accident and are, therefore,

appropriate for this EAL.

Elevated readings on the ventilation monitors may also be indication of a radioactivity

release from the fuel, confirming that damage has occurred. However, elevated

background at the monitor due to water level lowering may mask elevated ventilation

exhaust airborne activity and needs to be considered.

However, while radiation monitors may detect a rise in dose rate due to a drop in the water

level, it might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered. For

example, the monitor could in fact be properly responding to a known event involving
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transfer or relocation of a source stored in or near the Spent Fuel Pool or responding to a

planned evolution such as removal of the RPV head. Interpretation of these EAL

thresholds requires some understanding of the actual radiological conditions present in the

vicinity of the monitors.

Generic

This IC-EAL addresses increases in radiation dose rates within plant buildings, and may be a
precursor to a radioactivity release to the environment. These events represent a loss of control
over radioactive material and represent an actual or substantial potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant.

[These events oscalato froem AU2 in that fuel activity has beon roloasod, oF is anticipatod due to
fuel hoatup. Ths IC G app•,es to spnt fuel rqu;r;ing water Goverage and is not intended to addres
spent fUel Which ig licenSed for- dry stora go.]

EAIL #2

[Site Spessf s indications moa intlode indstrimntatio n sue chv an/ter loveland d ocamare.
Ireadenation monitor, and personnel (e.g., meofing dcrw) roepors if avativable, video cameras fay
alonw frmite tbsat atin. Depending on avasable level introumentation, the declaration threshold
miay need to bo based on indeieations of watr- makeoup rate Or decrdease in water stlrage tan

[in light of Reoator Cavity Seoa fan ' o dents at two diffont PWRs and lo of we water- ini
Spent Fuel PiF-eu- TrvansRfer-- Canal at a BWR v : opii covoago • f these •t9s• •f events via
throshold # given their potential for increased doses to plant staff].1

PaeE8APM-EP-10

This EAL addresses radiation monitor indications of fuel uncovery and/or fuel damage.

Increased ventilation monitor readings may be indication of a radioactivity release from the fuel,
confirming that damage has occurred. Increased background at the ventilation monitor due to
water level decrease may mask increased ventilation exhaust airborne activity and needs to be
considered.

While a radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it
might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered.

[For- oxamplo, a r-efueling bridgo ARM reading m~ay incroaso duo to planned ovoluiogns such as
head lif, or even a fuel assembly being raised in the m~anipulator ma-st. A4lso, a moenitor- could in
fact be properly responding to a known event involving transfer Or relocation of a source9, storedi
or- near- the fuel pool! or- responiqng to a planned evolu tion sucih ;as removal of the reactor head.
Genorail increased radiation monitor- indications wil need to combinod with another indicator- (oe
por-sonnol ropeft) of water- loss.]I

[Appliation of this EAL rogukirs bund-e-rstaending of the actual radiological conditions presont in
the v~iciity of the moenitor-. in formation Notice Ne. 90 08, "KR 85 Hazards from Docayod Fuel"
should be considorod in ostablishing radiation moenitor- EALs.]
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Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on RS1.1, RS1.2,
RS1.3, RG1.1, RG1.2 or RG1.3AS1 er AG1.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-SOP-39 Refuel Floor Events
2. N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 851254
3. NEI 99-01 IC AA2
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Category: R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

Subcategory: 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or
will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the Reactor
Vessel

EAL:

RA2.2 Alert

A water level drop in a reactor refueling pathway that will result in irradiated fuel becoming
uncovered

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The reactor cavity and Spent Fuel Pool comprise the reactor refueling pathway (ref. 1).

The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies requires a minimum water level of 22 ft 3 in.

above the RPV flange and the top of spent fuel in the SFP. During refueling activities, this

maintains sufficient water level in the reactor cavity and SFP to retain iodine fission

product activity in the water in the event of a fuel handling accident (ref. 2, 3).

Allowing level to decrease could result in spent fuel being uncovered, reducing spent fuel

decay heat removal and creating an extremely hazardous radiation environment.

There is no indication that water level in the spent fuel pool has dropped to the level of the

fuel other than by visual observation by personnel on the refueling floor.

Generic

This IC add.oec iadiation d... Fatos Within plant building, and May be a prFcurFor
to a radioactiVity roloaco to the onViRon'rmont. Thcse events represents a loss of control over
radioactive material and represents an actual or substantial potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant.

[Those e.vents escalate frem AU2 in that fu-' ac"ivity has beon roloaaed, or is anti," 'at. d dio to
fuel hoatqp. Thi !G appvles to spont fuel requirng water- cerage and is not intended to adVd-res s
spent foel which is liconsed for d4y storago.1
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radiation m.onitor, and personnel (e.g., roqfuo.ing ce,) Fep•i... if available, video c•moras .may
allow romoto observation. Depending en available levol instrurnontation, the declaration thresholc
ma:y ne~d to- -bo ba-9o9d onP idicatilons of w4aterimakeup rate or dec-reaiso ip Watr: Gtorago tank

[In light ofReac;.tor Caviy Soa! failuwro incidents ath44o dfferont P14Rs and loss of water-in the

Spent Fuel Pit'Fuel Transfer- Canal at a 914R, eXPlici covorage of these typs of events via
throahcld #1 is appropriato given thekr potential for- increasod doses to plant staff.

EA, #2

This EAL addresse. r;adiatio•n; moni.t• indication of 'f uncov.e'y and/or fuel damagW4 .

Inc~rease-d venAtilation moenitor readings mnay be indication of a radioactivity release froM the fuci,
confFirmig that damage has occurred. InrGeased background at the ventilation moni~tor dUe to
water level decrease may mnask increased ventil-ation exhausot airborn~e actiVity and Reeds to be

While -A r-AdiationA 1monitor Gould detect annreaei deose rate due to a drop in the water leVel,
fit might Rot be a reliable indication of whether orF not the fuel is co)Vered.

[For- exampl, a rýefulng bridge_ A RM reading ma In rese due to planned ovolutions such as
head Ait or- even a fuol assembly being raisod in the m~anipulator- mast. Also, a m~onitor- could in
fact be preo pr• y responding to a known event involving transferor e rlocation of a sour-e, strd1ein
or- near- mhe Fuel pe:or er-aspenaing Fe a p Pnnoa evoluinfon sucn asromova: of the roactror noad
Genemll, incraased radiatiopn monitor- indication-s wi441 nooed to9 combinod with another- indicator- (e~
per-sonnel r-epeft) of water- loss.]I

[Application -of thiss EAL requires bund-erst-and-ing Of the actUal radqiolgical conditions present in
the WvOify of the monitoer. • n4•fmatio• n otice A1o9. 90 0-, m# R 85 Hazards from Decayed Fuel"
should be considered in establishing radiation monitor EALs.1

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on RASI.1, RS1.2,
RS1.3, er-RAG1.1, RG1.2 or RG1.3.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 9.1.2
2. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.7.6
3. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.9.6
4. NEI 99-01 IC AA2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

UNPLANNED rise in plant radiation levels

RU2.1 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED water level drop in a reactor refueling pathway as indicated by inability to
restore and maintain SFP level > low water level alarm (Note 3)

AND

Area radiation monitor reading rise on ANY of the following:

* 2RMS-REI 11

" 2RMS-RE112

" 2RMS-RE113

" 2RMS-RE114

* 2RMS-RE140

Note 3: If loss of water level in the refueling pathway occurs while in Mode 4, 5 or D, consider classification under

EALs CU3.1, CU3.2 or CU3.3

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The reactor cavity and Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) comprise the reactor refueling pathway (ref.

1).

The SFP is normally filled to a level of 352 ft 10 in. Level switches 2SFC*LS55A and B are

set at 2 inches below the normal water level (or 352 ft 8 in.) and activate annunciators

873317 and 875117 in the Control Room- (ref. 2, 3).

The phrase "... inability to restore and maintain level >..." allows the operator to visually

observe the low water level condition, if possible, and to attempt water level restoration

actions as long as water level remains above the top of irradiated fuel. Water level

restoration operations are performed in accordance with N2-OP-38 (ref. 4).

Technical Specifications requires that:

SFP water level be maintained 22 ft 3 in. above irradiated fuel seated in the storage
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racks during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the SFP (ref. 5).

* RPV water level be maintained 22 ft 3 in. above the top of the RPV flange during

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the RPV (ref. 6).

The listed aArea radiation monitors are located in the proximity of where spent fuel may be

located and have been selected to be indicative of a decrease in radiation shielding due to

decreasing refueling pathway water level (ref. 1). While a radiation monitor could detect a

rise in dose due to a drop in the water level, it might not be a reliable indication, in and of

itself, of whether or not the fuel is uncovered. For example, the reading on an area

radiation monitor located on the refuel bridge may rise due to planned evolutions such as

RPV head lift or a fuel assembly being raised on fuel grapple. Elevated radiation monitor

indications will need to be combined with another indicator (or personnel report) of water

loss.

This event escalates to an Alert if irradiated fuel outside the RPV is uncovered.

Generic

This IC-EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases above
irradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in UNPLANNED increases in radiation
dose rates within plant buildings. These radiation increases represent a loss of control over
radioactive material and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

r-AI ./1.

[Site &pecific indicatibns May inGICled instr4rnontastion- Such as water- loya and local area
radiatien m,;nitors, and personnel (e.g., ,f•,l;ing -row) r t. r,. Ifa'a-•lalh, vid,. camras may

a[oonoto obf Re'ationC~;.g Dopending On avaiablQ fov, ed1 intstrurnontatien, th!dclaration t hola
m~ay need to be based en indications of water- makeup Fate or decroaso in water storage tanl
Jeveld

[in light of ReaGtor- Cavity Sea! failur-eincid9entr Pt twoR diffrent PWRR and4 101;9 f wtrin thq
Qnn# ami li~L.nn Tanfn C~M # IA'Dntnint nnr, C nfi ICr~ #~n ,,nns

thr-eshod #i 'proRite given thoir potontial for- incroa
Cy.

Se d doses to plant staff]
VW- ý . ý

The refueling pathway is a site-sp8eifiG combination of cavities, tubes, canals and pools. While a
radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it might not
be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered.

[For- ox*ampl, , a r;efeling bridge ARM reading m4a:y ineroae duo to planned evolutions , s;ch as,
hoad liW or even a; fuoel assembly being raised in the manipulator mast. Also, a moenitor could in

fac beproory responding to a known event invon taser-o relocation of a sourcGe, stored in
or- near- the fuel pool or- rosponding to a planned evolut14ion sRucnh as re-mo.n-valI of th e roacter- hoad.
Generallý, incroased radiation mnitore indications wil need to Gombhine-d with anothor- indicator (e;
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personno! reprwtr of water l,,ss.]

rAppl;;ati-n of this EAL rogui6r. und, r ;standig of the a-tual radiol;gial ,ond•itons present W;
tho v4ic"it of the moenitr, . information Notie No. go 0, , ',R 35 H ,azards from D,,ayd Fuol'

shold o cnsiord i osablshig adiation monitorEALs.]

For refueling events where the water level drops below the RPV flange, classification would be via
EAL CU3.1, CU3.2 or CU3.32. This event escalates to an Alert per EAL AA2--RA2.1 if irradiated
fuel outside the reactor vessel is uncovered. For events involving irradiated fuel in the reactor
vessel, escalation would be via the Fission Product Barrier Table for events in operating modes 1-
4.

r-AI Q

This_ E-AL= addreFe9 iceaesi plant radiation levels that represent a lo66 Of contolo
radioacRntive_ material resulting in a potential degrada;tion OR the level of safety of the plant-.w

Thir, EAL cXcludoc radiation leVel increases that reSult fromA planned activities such as use ot
radiographic sour~es and moevement ef radioactive waste mnaterials. A spec~ific. list of A RMs is not
reGuired at it Woul1d restrict the apolicability of the Threshold. The intet Ot to ideAO nt;'; At

--I ....... --r r ......... J ...... .. ...... j

controi 0; raaiOactiVo mnatoriai in any monioepag aerea.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

USAR Section 9.1.2
N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 873317
N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 875117
N2-OP-38 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System
Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.7.6
Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.9.6
N2-SOP-39 Refuel Floor Events
NEI 99-01 IC AU2
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Category: R - Radioactivity Release / Area Radiation

Subcategory: 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED rise in plant radiation levels

EAL:

RU2.2 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED area radiation readings rise by a factor of 1,000 over NORMAL LEVELS

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Assessment of this EAL may be made with survey readings using portable instruments as

well as installed radiation monitors.

Generic

This IW-EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases above
irradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in UNPLANNED increases in radiation
dose rates within plant buildings. These radiation increases represent a loss of control over
radioactive material and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

r-AI *1.

[Site spocifi indications m~ay incl-d-e- instraumont'ation sRuch as water lovel and- locral area9
radiation moenitors-, and per-sonnel (e.g.,re;fUoiing crow) repodS. if available, video camoras may
all1o1914. re-mote ebsotveation. Depending on available fevol in-strUmoentation, the declaration thro Shold
m~ay need to be based on ndication-q of 14ate4 makoup Fate or- docroase in wtrsoaetn
I&Veq

rin liGht of Reactor- Cavit Seal faJilure incidents at tWo- -diFfent PK4Rs and less Of -Water in th-e
Spent Fuiel 1244Fuol Trans for Cana! at a BW4

tohod#1 is appr-opriate given their poter
;e.-fep4cit Goverage of theso typol ofef onts via

.ncGro-a-sod doses to plant staff-]

The- refueling pathway is a Gite specific com~bin;ation Of caVitie6, tubes, canals, and pools. While
a radfiation moniRto-r couwld detect an inrGease in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it might
not be a reliable indication of whether Or not the fue i cvered-.

[For- example, a reqfueling bridge RAR roadig ma nRoas due to planned evolutions sucrh as,
head li#, or- even a fusel assemqbly being raised in the m~anipulatorma;st. Alsoe, a monitor could in

fat e rperly F9pending to a known event involving transfer or- relocation of a sourcoe, steroed in
or- near- the fuel pool or- responding to a planned evolutin such as remov-al of the re-actor hea;d.

Gnrly, inrorased radiation monitor indications 14ill need to combined wit ante iniato (0
per-sonnel ropeot) of water- losis.]
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[ ppl"cati"n of this EAL r'i...s understanding of the actual radiological eonditiOnS p. .. ent in
the v~iciity of the moenitor. Infor~mation Noetice Noe. 90 08-, "KR 85 Hazards from Desayed A ol"
should be Gensidored in establishing Fadiation moenitor- EAo~s.]

radioactive material resulting in a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

This EAL excludes radiation level increases that result from planned activities such as use of

radiographic sources and movement of radioactive waste materials. A specific list of ARMs is not
required as it would restrict the applicability of the threshold. The intent is to identify loss of control
of radioactive material in any monitored area.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC AU2
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Category: R - Abnormal Radiation Levels / Radiological Effluents

Subcategory: 3 - CR/CAS Rad

Initiating Condition: Rise in radiation levels within the facility that impedes operation of
systems required to maintain plant safety functions

EAL:

RA3.1 Alert

Dose rates > 15 mRem/hr in EITHER of the following areas requiring continuous
occupancy to maintain plant safety functions:

Control Room
OR

CAS

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The Control Room and Central Alarm Station (CAS) must be continuously occupied in all

plant operating modes at NMP2. CAS is included in this EAL because of its importance to

permitting access to areas required to assure safe plant operation.

Area Radiation Monitor (ARM) 2RMS-RE129 monitors radiation levels in the Control Room

at 306' elevation. This is one of three Control Building ARMs that actuate Control Room

annunciator 851246, CONTROL BLDG AREA RADN MON ACTVATED, giving personnel

sufficient warning of changing levels (ref. 1). There is no area radiation monitoring system

at NMP2 for the CAS. Abnormal radiation levels may be initially detected by routine

radiological surveys.

It is the impaired ability to operate the plant that results in the actual or potential

degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The cause or magnitude of the increase in

radiation levels is not a concern of this EAL. The Emergency Director must consider the

source or cause of the increased radiation levels and determine if any other EALs may be

involved. For example, a dose rate of 15 mRem/hr in the Control Room may be a problem

in itself. However, the increase may also be indicative of high dose rates in the primary

containment due to a LOCA. In the latter case, a Site Area Emergency or a General
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Emergency may be indicated by other EAL categories.

This EAL could result in declaration of an Alert at NMP2 due to a radioactivity release or

radiation shine resulting from a major accident at the NMP1 or JAFNPP. Such a

declaration would be appropriate if the increase impairs safe plant operation.

This EAL is not intended to apply to anticipated temporary radiation increases due to

planned events (e.g., radwaste container movement, depleted resin transfers, etc.).

Generic

This I•G-EAL addresses increased radiation levels that: impact continued operation in areas
requiring continuous occupancy to maintain safe operation or to perform a safe shutdown.

The cause and/or magnitude of the increase in radiation levels is not a concern of this 4GEAL. The
Emergency Director must consider the source or cause of the increased radiation levels and
determine if any other IG-EAL may be involved.

[At mutpe, -unit sitos, the E-ALs o ,,buld- r•os•ul;t in dec,,latn of an A,•eF at one u4nit due to a
radioGaGtiYity .. laso Or radiation .hin•, rsulting from a .majr accident at the other unit. T.is i.
appr..priat. if the incr . .. I.... opFations at the . perating unit.

[This !C is notmeant to apply to ' --coaos . thi cntainm•nt d•o., rad tion m•on•trs as th,,se
arc events which are addrossed in th9 fiSs: on product ba~reriotable.]

[The value Of 15MR'hr is derived fromg the GDC 19 va/uo of 5 rem in 30 days with adjustment
for expocted occupancy, tmose. Although Section W/.D.3 of NURE=G 0737-, "Clarification ofTM
Action Plan Requirements"L, provide-s that the 15 mR'.hr- value ca;n be ave14 ra~ged ever- the 30 days,
the value is used here withou t aveqraging9, as a 30 day duration4 iml a vnt potentaly mor~e
signifiant tha n a n Ao.] eýJ

Areas requiring continuous occupancy include the Ceontrol Rroom and as appropriate to the Sete,
any other control stations that are staffed continuously, such as the security alarm station CAS.
[Typisagy thA-ss arPeas-1 arc the Cont~rol Roo-m a;nd the Central Ala-;;rm StatioAn (CA S).]ý

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 851246
2. NEI 99-01 IC AA3
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Category H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

EAL Group: ANY (EALs in this category are applicable to

any plant condition, hot or cold.)

Hazards are non-plant, system-related events that can directly or indirectly affect plant

operation, reactor plant safety or personnel safety.

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Natural events include hurricanes, earthquakes or tornados that have potential to

cause plant structure or equipment damage of sufficient magnitude to threaten

personnel or plant safety. Non-naturally occurring events that can cause damage to

plant facilities ap,4 include aircraft crashes, missile impacts, etc.

2. FIRE or EXPLOSION

FIREs can pose significant hazards to personnel and reactor safety. Appropriate for

classification are FIREs within the site PROTECTED AREA or which may affect

operability of equipment needed for safe shutdown

3. Hazardous Gas

Non-naturally occurring events that can cause damage to plant facilities aP4 include

toxic, asphyxiant, corrosive or flammable gas leaks.

4. Security

Unauthorized entry attempts into the PROTECTED AREA, BOMB threats, SABOTAGE

attempts, and actual security compromises threatening loss of physical control of the

plant.

5. Control Room Evacuation

Events that are indicative of loss of Control Room habitability. If the Control Room must

be evacuated, additional support for monitoring and controlling plant functions is

necessary through the emergency response facilities.

6. Judgment

The EALs defined in other categories specify the predetermined symptoms or events
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that are indicative of emergency or potential emergency conditions and thus warrant

classification. While these EALs have been developed to address the full spectrum of

possible emergency conditions which may warrant classification and subsequent

implementation of the Emergency Plan, a provision for classification of emergencies

based on operator/management experience and judgment is still necessary. The EALs

of this category provide the Emergency Director the latitude to classify emergency

conditions consistent with the established classification criteria based upon Emergency

Director judgment.
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting VITAL AREAs

EAL:

HAl.1 Alert

Seismic event > OBE (0.075g)
as indicated by EITHER:

Computer Point ERSNC02, OBE Detected

OR

ANY amber LED light lit at the Seismic Monitor Panel, Response Spectrum
Annunciator

AND

Earthquake confirmed by ANY of the following:

* Earthquake felt in plant

* JAFNPP seismic instrumentation

* Control Room indication of degraded performance of systems required for the
safe shutdown of the plant

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

This EAL is based on the USAR design basis operating earthquake of 0.075g (ref. 1, 2).

Seismic events of this magnitude can cause damage to plant safety functions.

The method of detection relies on actuation of the NMP2 seismic monitor OBE alarm

confirmed by one or more indications such as shift operators on duty in the Control Room

determining that the ground motion was felt, degraded system performance or

corroborated by the NEIC.

NMP2 seismic instrumentation actuates at 0.01g upon sensing any seismic activity (ref. 2).

NMP1 and NMP2 share a common PROTECTED AREA border. Consideration should be

given to the opposite unit when classifying under this EAL.

Generic
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These EALs escalate from HU 1.1 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has
caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by control room indications of
degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of VISIBLE DAMAGE and/or
degraded system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report
should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No
attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here
is not that a particular system or structure was damaged, but ratherT that the event was of sufficient
magnitude to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction IsEALs.

r-AIs #2 -/. #5-.

[Tho"o EA,,s shoud .pocify site •s•poAf StFUtOs er areas that contain •,foty syStem, o,
Gomponent and fUnctions roquired for- safo shutdown of the plant. Site spRoifi Safe Sh1utdown
Analysis sheould- -be consulted for- equipment and plant areas r-equiredl to establish or- maintain saf

Seismic events of this magnitude can result in a VITAL AREA being subjected to forces beyond
design limits, and thus damage may be assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems.

r-Thi;- •1 I I I I J I I II IFa • •
rnresnoia snou:a no nasoci an ~irn snociric i-svu-~ ~io~.'on fli5~ San I~HHI ~n~n'~nroriU ----------- ------------ .---. ~.. .----.-. ----

"Gudolnosfor Nuclear- Plant Rosponso to an Eaghquakel, dated October- 1989, for- information on
soismie event catogoreio]

The Naioal athquake Center can con~fir.m if _An oarthquake hasF. occnurred in the area of the plant.

This E=A' is based 9R a tornado Gtriking (touching down) or high winds that have causwed VISIBLE
DAMAGE to structures containing functions Or systemsG rou~ired for safe shutdown of the plant.

[The high wind value should be based on Site Specifi FSAR design basis as long as it is withi the
range of tho instrument-ation available for- wind speed.]

This E.AL addresses the effect of internal floodfing caused by eventis suhas component failures,
equipment mnisalignment, or outage actiity mnishaps. it is based en the degraded performnance of
Sysotems, Or has created industral safety hazadrds (e.g., electrical shock) that preclude necessarýY
access to operate or monefitor safety equipment. The inability to access, ope-raten or monefitor safety

.... L + I I L I* I I I is r iI i I
eqIuipmRRent epresetsana auai or substantial potential aegradpation OT tne level of salety OT thle
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oeeoding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is enteriRg the .roo faster than

installed equipment i6 capable of removal, resulting i rise of water level withi the room.

Clasifcatonof this, EAL- shulnt be delayed wAhile coerrec-tive actionRs are being taken to slt
thewter soA-F[;urce.

[The Site Specifi amos- WInclud those aroas that contain &ystems roguirod for- safe Shutdown of the
plant, which are not dosigned to be pa.gialy or fuly submqergod. The plant's IPE-E m~ay provide

insight into arsas to bo considFerd whoen developing this E,44-.

This E=AL addresses the threat to safety related equipment imAposed by PROJERCTIL Fs; generated
by main t-rbine rotatiAg component failures. Therefore, this EAL is consistent with the definition of

an ALERT in that the potential exists for acul rsbstantial potential degradation of the level of
safety of the plant.

[Tho site specifi list of aroas should- includo all aroas containing safety structure, systom, 0;

component, their controls, and their power supplies.]

This EAL addresses vehicle crashes within the PROTECTED AREA that results fin VISIBL
DAMAGE to VITAL AREAS Or indication of damage to safety structures, systems6, or comnponents

containing functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

This E=AL addresses other Site specific phRe~noena that result in VISIBLE DAMAGE to VITAIL
ARE=ASZ Or resuts, innicto of damage to safety structueres, systems, Or comnponents containing

funtios ad systems6 required for safe shutdown of the plant (suc~h as hurricane, flood, or seiche)
that can also be precursorFs of more serious events-.

[SitoS 814bj9ct to SoVoe% we4-athor as defined in the NUMARG station blackout initativos should
include an EAL= based on activation of the sovoro weather mitigation procoduros (e.g.,
procautionamy shutdowns, dfiesel testing, staff call outs, etc.).]

NMVP2 Basis Reference(s):
1. USAR Section 3.7A.1.1
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2. N2-SOP-90 Natural Events
3. USAR Section 2.1.1.1
4. NEI 99-01 IC HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting VITAL AREAs

EAL:

HA1.2 Alert

Tornado striking

OR

Sustained high winds > 90 mph
resulting in EITHER:

VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM or
COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM or COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Building (including Primary Containment)
* Control Room
* Diesel Generator Engine and Board Rooms
* Standby Switchgear and Battery Rooms
* HPCS Switchgear and Battery Rooms
* Remote Shutdown Rooms
* Control Building HVAC Rooms
* Service Water Pump Rooms
" Electrical Protection Assembly Room

" PGCC Relay Room

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

All Category 1 structures are designed for a wind velocity of 90 mph (ref. 1). This EAL is

based on the structural design basis of 90 mph or impact by tornado. Wind loads of this

magnitude can cause damage to safety functions.
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Weather conditions are monitored at three locations:

* The 200 foot high Primary OR Main Meteorological Tower located 0.6 miles west-

southwest of NMP2

" The 90 foot Backup Tower located east of JAFNPP

" The 30 foot Inland Tower located at the Oswego County Airport near Fulton

Meteorological parameters such as wind speed are sent to the Control Rooms and

Technical Support Centers (TSC) at NMP1, NMP2, JAFNPP and the Emergency

Operations Facility (EOF). Data from sensors mounted on these towers are sent to both

digital and analog systems for display, processing and storage. Wind speed and wind

direction, as well as wind speed deviation and differential temperatures are monitored in

the NMP2 Control Room and recorded on strip chart recorders- (ref. 2).

Wind speed can be measured up to 100 mph.

Weather information may be obtained from (ref. 4):

* National Weather Service: 716-565-9001 or 800-462-7751

" Accu-Weather: 815-235-8650 or 814-237-5803

The PROTECTED AREA Boundary is depicted in USAR Figure 1.2-1, Plot Plan (ref. 3).

This threshold addresses events that may have resulted in a Safe Shutdown Area being

subjected to forces beyond design limits and thus damage may be assumed to have

occurred to plant safety systems. Safe Shutdown Areas are areas that house equipment

the operation of which may be needed to ensure the reactor safely reaches and is

maintained in cold shutdown. Safe Shutdown Areas include structures that contain the

equipment of concern. The Alert classification is appropriate if relevant plant parameters

indicate that the performance of safety systems in the affected Safe Shutdown Areas has

been degraded. No attempt should be made to fully inventory the actual magnitude of the

damage or quantify the degradation of safety system performance prior to declaration of

an Alert under this threshold.

Table H-i, Safe Shutdown Areas, includes all structures containing Category I equipment

and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 5).
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NMP1 and NMP2 share a common PROTECTED AREA border. Consideration should be

given to the opposite unit when classifying under this EAL.

Generic

Thp-se-This EALs escalates from HU1.2 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has
caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by control room indications of
degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of VISIBLE DAMAGE and/or
degraded system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report
should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No
attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here
is not that a particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient
magnitude to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction ,.CsEALs.

[Theso EALs shouid speciy, sto s,~'ocir:c ~Trrucruru~ or areas mar coninain szucnv svswrn. 0;
fir- R;A; Rh, 4-4-1", ^,F #k. nbýnf Q~f.- ýa,-4fL. CtL Qh.,#jifi4-A

Ana44sis sheuld be consultod for: equipmeont and plant areas rogquirod to o-st-abli-sh orimaintain safo-
shutclown'!

SoisMic events of this magnitude can result in a VITAL AREA being subjected to forces, beyond
design limits, and thus damage mnay be assumed to have occurred to plant 6afoty systoms

[This throishold should be based on site spocifis FSAR deisin basis. See E=PRI sponsored
"Quide lin es for- N1cloar- Plant ResponPSe to a;;n Eadh quake"L, da ted Qctobher. 1080, for. informa tion on

so/smc evnt catogores.]

The National Earthquake Contor can confirmn if an oarthquako has occurr~ed in the area of the plant.

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds that have caused VISIBLE
DAMAGE to structures containing functions or systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

[The high wind value should be based on site specifi FSA4R d(esgn basis as long as it is within the
range of the instrumentation avýailabe for Wind speed.]

This EAL= addresses the effect of inenlflooding caused by events SUch as compoenet failures,
equipment mnisalignment, Or outage activity mishaps. it is based on the degraded performnance of
systems, or has created industrial safety hazards (e.g., elecrAical chock) that preclude nocoscar;Y
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acceSS to operate or moenitor safety equipmont. The inability to access, operate Or monitor Safety
equipment represents an aculor substantial potential dogradation of the level of safety of the

Floding as u"ed in this EAL describe. a condition whore water is entering the room faster than
inRstalled equipment is capable of removeal, resulting in areof water level within the room
Classificatien of this EAL should net be delayed While corrective actions are being taken to isolate

the water 6ource.

[Te 6it9 Specifc areas include those areas that contain systems required for- safe shUtdownR Of the

plant, which are not designed to be pagially or- fully submerged. The plant's 1PE-EE m~ay provide
insight into areas to be consider-ed when develoing this EAL]

This E=AL addereses the threat to safety related equipment imposed by PROJECGTIL=Fs generated
by main turbine rotating com~ponent failures. T-herefore, this EAL= is consistent with the definition of
an ALEFRT- in that the potential exists for actual orF substantial potential degradation of the level of
safety of the plant.

[The site specific list of areas should include all areas;- con-tWaiingsafety str-uctur-e, system, et

cornponent, their contros, and their poersppie4

T-his EAL addresses vehicle crashes within the PROTECr-TED AREA that results i•'n VISIBLE

DAM~AGE to VIT AL AREAS Or Indication of damage to safety 6tructues, systemsG, or comFponents
contai•nig functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

Thir- EAL a.ddr.esses ether sites,,p-ec• phenomena that ,resul in VISIBL E' DAMAGE to VITAL

AREAS or result inidcto f damage to safety Structures. systems. 9F cempencnts centaininc I.v

of the plant (such as hurricane, flood, or Seiche)fUAG tiers and systemF rFequirted f safe slhutdlwn

Wa aRa 79F 91 E;ird~..UIt

. .ites subjet to sevre weather- as defined in the N..MAR. station blakout initiativ

inchude an EAL. based on activation of the severe we-athe~r mitigation procedur-es (e.g.-,
pr-ecautionary shutdowns, diesel testing, Staff call outs, etc.).

I I I
Should
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NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 3.3.1.1
2. N2-OP-102 Meteorological Monitoring
3. USAR Figure 1.2-1
4. N2-SOP-64 High Winds
5. USAR 9B and Figure 9B.6-1
6. NEI 99-01 IC HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting VITAL AREAs

EAL:

HA1.3 Alert

Internal flooding
resulting in EITHER:

An electrical shock hazard that precludes access to operate or monitor ANY SAFETY-
RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM or COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM or COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Reactor Building (including Primary Containment)
" Control Room
" Diesel Generator Engine and Board Rooms
• Standby Switchgear and Battery Rooms
" HPCS Switchgear and Battery Rooms
* Remote Shutdown Rooms
* Control Building HVAC Rooms

" Service Water Pump Rooms
* Electrical Protection Assembly Room
" PGCC Relay Room

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses the affect of flooding caused by internal events such as

component failures, Circulating, Component Cooling or Service Water line ruptures,

equipment misalignment, FIRE suppression system actuation, and outage activity

mishaps.

Table H-I, Safe Shutdown Areas, includes all structures containing Category I equipment
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and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1).

Uncontrolled internal flooding that has degraded safety-related equipment or created a

safety hazard precluding access necessary for the safe operation or monitoring of safety

equipment warrants declaration of an Alert.

Generic

Thosoe [E.A.1 escnalate from HUI- On that the occurr~nen of tho event h-As re-sulted OR VISIBLEF-
DAMAGE to plant struct... or aroaG conta.ining " quipment neoossar,- for a safo shutdoWn, or har
causod damage to the safety systems in those structurFes ovidoncod by control roomR indications oe
dogyaded system rosponso or portormanc. The uf VISIBLE DAMAGE and/or
dogad-d system ro•sp+ . .ntede to •dicri•mtinate again..t lessor .. n•ts. The in.itial repo. t
Should not be interprotod_ as, mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No
attempt is made in this F=ALI to ;rasses the_ actu al mnagnitude of the damage. The significanc~e here
s net that a particular system or strUcGtUe was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sAufficet

magnitude to cAuse-F this; degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALIGs.

[Theose EALs should &pecify Site spocifi 6tructuros or areas that contain eafety systomg, o9
Gomponent and functionis roguirod fo-r safe -phi-tdoWn of the plant. Site GpeGifi Safe shutdown
Analysis should be sonsulted for- equipment and plant areas r-equired to e-sta-bli-sh or maintain.4 sapfe-
shutdewnAj

9AL-#

Seic events. of this magni.tude can result in a 11 ' TAl AREA beffing subjected to ferces beyond
design limits, and thus damage may.be as.sumed to h"ave ecc.,urr"ed to plant safety syste ,ms.

[This thmeshold 6REWIG -he bhased- en site sp ,;ific FSAR d-s ign basis. See E-PRI sponsored
Gudef1n11 for Piul,.ar RIant ,Rspenee to an ,a.ar-quale'; dated -"to-er- 71(9, for- informatien onsesi ovo nt categories.4

The National Earthquake Center can con;fir~m if -;An earthquake has occGurred in the -area; of the plant.

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds that have caused VISIBLE
DA MAGE to structures containing functions or systems required for safe shu tdown; of the plan~t.

[T-hehih invaeshudb 'ased on site spec i;cF, AR design basis as long as it is ;;,ithin the

r;g.;y P U;- L-9. P. .e 6":JI:E_;4::u Qv1:i9sfQH W'J WtHE+ G4JUU.

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps. It is based on the degraded performance of
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systems, or the creation ofha&-ereated industrial safety hazards (e.g., electrical shock) that
preclude necessary access to operate or monitor safety equipment. The inability to access,
operate or monitor safety equipment represents an actual or substantial potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant.

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster than
installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of water level within the room.
Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are being taken to isolate
the water source.

[ The site specifi areas include these areas that contain systenms rogquired Afr safe Shutdown of the
plant, which aro not designed to be pagially or- fully submerged-. The plant's IRBEE9 may provide

insight into arcas to be -on-sidroed- when devoloing this EAL.]

This EAL addresses the throat to r afety rolatod equipmeCT impREd by PROJECTILEs gonoratod

by main turbine rotating component failuroc. Thoroforo, this EAL is consictont with the dofinition of

an. ALERT. in that the potential exists for actual or substantial potential degradation of the level oa
safety of the plant.

[The sitoe speeiftli•st of areas should in'ludo al ar••a• s co.ntaining safety str-uAr-, ystoIT, oI

corn4ponon, their controla, and their poe spleq

This EAL addresses vehicle crashes within the PROTCTEFGTFD AREA that results in VISIBLIE
DAMAGE to VITAL AREAS or indication of damage to safety structures, Systems, or cOMponents
containing functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

QAL-#g

T-his E.AL -addresses other site speciffic phenomena that Presul1t in; VISIB3LE D.AAAMAGrE toVIA
AREAS or results in indication of damage to safety structures, systems, or components containing
funRctis and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant (suc as hu, rriane, flod, OFr 6oeihe)

th[at can als;6o be precursors Of mo re serious event•St.

[Sites sub1ject tQ severe- we4ath-er as defined in the All MARC station blackoqut initiatives should
include aEAbadenatvtooftesvowetemigation preceduros (9.g.,
procautienary shutdowns, diesol testing, staff call outs, otcj.]
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NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR 9B and Figure 9B.6-1
2. NEI 99-01 IC HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting VITAL AREAs

EAL:

HA1.4 Alert

Turbine failure-generated PROJECTILEs
resulting in EITHER:

VISIBLE DAMAGE to or penetration of ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE,
SYSTEM or COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM or COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Building (including Primary Containment)
* Control Room
" Diesel Generator Engine and Board Rooms
* Standby Switchgear and Battery Rooms
" HPCS Switchgear and Battery Rooms
" Remote Shutdown Rooms
* Control Building HVAC Rooms
* Service Water Pump Rooms
* Electrical Protection Assembly Room
" PGCC Relay Room

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The turbine generator stores large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its rotor. In the

unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be transformed into both

rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. These fragments may impact the

surrounding stationary parts. If the energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine

generator parts is insufficient, external PROJECTILEs will be released. These ejected
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PROJECTILEs may impact various plant structures, including those housing safety related

equipment.

Table H-I, Safe Shutdown Areas, includes all structures containing Category I equipment

and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1).

Generic

Thisese EALs escalates from HU1.4 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has
caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by control room indications of
degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of VISIBLE DAMAGE and/or
degraded system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report
should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No
attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here
is not that a particular system or structure was damaged, but ratherT that the event was of sufficient
magnitude to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction 4GsEALs.

F-AIG #2 -#5 +'

[Tho•o EA"Ls sheoul speci. ' site spo....c structues or- areas that containSafoty sy.tom, e ,
corn ponont and functionis ro quirod for- safo ehutdewn of the plant. Site SpeGifi Safe Shi tdown
Analysis should be consulted for- equipment and plant aroas required to ostablish or- maintain safe

SeismiG event6 of thiS • nagnitud, can result in a VITAL AREA being subjected to forces beyond
design limi•t, and thus damage may be asum•ued to have oGcur.d to plant safety .ystems.

[This threshold should be based on site specific FSAR design basis. Soo EPRR sponsoed;
"Guidolinos for- Nuclear- Plant Response to an E-a~hquake", datod Octobor- 1Q99, for- infomation on

ses. event Gateegoro.]

The National Earthquake Contor can confirm if an earthquake h-as occAurrod- on the area of the plant.

T-his EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching doWn) or high winds that have caused VISIBLE
DAMAGE to structures containing functions Or systems6 roquirod for cafe shutdown of the plant.

[The high Wind value should be based on site specific FSAR design basis as long as# it iswithin the
range ef the instrumqent-ation ailbefor Wind seedf.]

T his~ ':-&X a"Fo~eS~e ther eftect 9f InteFRai V0961 dina i
eaý 0ipmont mnisalignment, or outage activity miSha

Isod by eve.nts suc,-,.h a-s.•6 cmpnent failures,I
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systems, or has reoatod induStrial safety hazards (e.g., elotrrical •ho•k) that preclude ,,,, ssa•h
accehs tE operate or morntor tafety re ted oability to access, ipeoatoeo ry mnROito safety
aqUipnlet in prhsanth an actual efor uatial por tntial degradation ef the lovel of tafety of the

Flooding as usoed in thiFS E.AL decrb A acondition where water is otoring the room fastor than
installed equiOpment is capable of removal, resultingi ieo water lovel withfin the room.

Classifictio f this; EAL should not be delayed whlocrroctivoe actions aro being taken toiolt
the watyr oufrce.

[The Sito sp.. cf-. a,.as il-..de these- ar,, as that c.ntain ,ysto..s required for- safe shutdown of the
plant, which are not designed to be padiall or- fuly submorgod. The plant's IPE-EE m~ay provide
insight into areas to be cenaidored mhon developing this EAL-.1

This EAL addresses the threat to safety related equipment imposed by PROJECTILEs generated
by main turbine rotating component failures. Therefore, this EAL is consistent with the definition of
an Alert in that the potential exists for actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of
safety of the plant.

[The site specG., i lit of aer.. sheu, include all area e ,-taining safet• trU.t., ,.O..m, e

cornponont, thoir contrels, and thei o'e - "''ppio

This EAL addresses Vehicle crashes within the PIROTECTED AREA that Fresuts finIIL

DAMAGE to VITAL= AREAS or iRdication of damage to safety structures, systems, Or •com•peents

ontaining futions and systems required for safe ,shutdow nof th.e plant.

9AL46

T-his EAL= addresses ether site specific phenomena that Fresult in VISIBLE D)AMAGE= to VITAL

AREAS 9r results in findication of damage to safety structures, systems, Or comRponents contain~fing

funct-ions and systems required for safo shutdown of the plant (such as hurricsane, flood, or soicho)
thaRt can also be prec.ursors of more s~eriousm events.

[Sites subject to soeree weather- as doefined in the NUMARC station blackout initiativesR shouldt

inclUdo an EAL Paedo activation Of the- sovoro 14eather mitigation pro~edurFes (e.g.,
procautionapl shutdowns, diesel testing, istaff call outs, etc.).]

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR 9B and Figure 9B.6-1
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2. NEI 99-01 IC HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting VITAL AREAs

EAL:

HA1.5 Alert

Lake water level > 254 ft

OR

Intake water level < 233 ft

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

This threshold covers high and low water level conditions that may have resulted in a plant

VITAL AREA being subjected to levels beyond design limits, and thus damage may be

assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems.

The high lake level is based upon the maximum probable flood level (ref. 1).

The low forebay water level corresponds to the minimum intake bay water level which

provides adequate submergence to the service water pumps (ref. 2, 3).

Generic
-L . rA,- --.. . ±..I .- £ I II 1 -- ±L.--J. 1.1 1

I rn~u :~L mciiii: umri i i~i in nnrr~nn i nnn~---a-niin In- -IM -4

DAMAGE to plant structures or areas containing eguipment necessar,' for a safe Shutdown, or has
causod damage to the 6afoty systems in thoso structuros ovidenced by conrol1 room indications ot
dogradod system response or peofermanco. The ocurnoof VISIBLE D.AM.AGE an;d/or
degraded syStemn response i!inene to- d-iscriminate against lesse(-r eets. The initial Fepot

shul nt be interpreted- -asanatn a lengthy damage assessm~ent prior tolssfcain NoA
attempt is made inthis Ert sss the actual:; magnitude of the damage. The significance hero
is not that a pa~ticUlaF system Or structure was damaged, but rather, that the evý.ent wasr Of sufficient
r;magn -itud to n;;- -R thisderdtin

Malfunction IGs.

[Thois, EAI~s shoe!d ispeeif site spas/f/c str-uctuos or- amoas that cantain safety systenm, 0;
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componont and functions roquirc d fereRafes .hd.o ..wi of the plant. Sie specic Safe Shutdown
Ana4ysý islo-uld toe consuitd tar- oguipmnent and plant areas roguirod to ostablish or-maintai sato

SeismicG events of this m~agnitudo can rosult fin a VIMT 'AL" A 'REA boing subjected to forces, boyond
dosign limits, and thurs damage may bo asue to hve ccured to plant safety systems

[This throsh olp d s hould bog basod o'n site specific FSAR design basis. See EPRP sponsorod
"Gidliesfor Nucloa;r Plant Response to an R;hquake'ý dated Octobor 1089, for- information on

seismc evnt categoro.

The NainlEadthquako Center can confiFrm if an oa~thquako hasr occu rred inthe area of the plant.

T-his EAL is based on a tornAado s-tri'king (touching down) Or high winds that have caus~ed VISIBLE
DAMAGE to structures containing functions or systems required for cafe shtow -f. the plant-.

[The high wind value90 should be based on sito specifi FAR dosign ba~'S a6 long as it is wi4thin the

systems, or hasr, crre;ated ; industri-al safety hazards (e.g., electrical •sh•k) that preclude Rnec•s•s•,'

access to operate or moni~tor safety equipment. The inability to access, operate Or moni~tor Safety
equipment represents an actual or substantial potential degradation of the leyve of safety of the

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition whore water is entering the roomn faster than
installed equipmvent is capable f remoVal, resuItig in a Vf wate level withflin the room.

Classificationp of thiFs E.AL s~hould- not be delayed whie orecntieve actions are being taken toislt
the w.ater- source.

[The site specifi areas include these areaPs that contain systems required for- safe shutdown4 Of the
plant, which aro net designed to ho padially or- fly submerged. The plant's PEEE may proid
inisight into -aropas to be consideroed when devoloping this EAL.]

EAL-44

This. E ,AL• add ++...resse the threat to safety Felated equipment imposed by PROJECTI+Es geReFrated
by mnain turbine rotating component fAIlures. Thperfore, this EAL is consfisten~t With the definition of
an ALERT in that the po~tent;ia Aexits fornnactual or substantial potential degradation of the level of
safety of the plant.

[The Site specific list of areas shuld includeR Rll area
corn penent, their controls, and their power- supplies.I

Gonlaininig safety str-ucture, 6; tom- 19

EAL-#5
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This EAI addre6se6, vnriclo craostnto sI.Aihir the, PROT CTI-- AREA that reoultl in \ISII-E
JL__ f

u~wi:~i19 *!+A[ A;~a 9FL; orRIae nicton damage to caTety GIructuroc, 6ystems, Or componGEnS
I A = i f f f I I I 4

containina TUflCtIOflC ana evereme ronuiron ror cam snumown or mc niant
...... .t ......... -I ............ ...... r- ......

This EAL addresses other site specific phenomena that result in VISIBLE DAMAGE to VITAL
AREAs or results in indication of damage to SAFETY RELATED STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, or
COMPONENTS containing functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant (sueh. a
huFrricae, flood, Or ...ch)- that can also be precursors of more serious events.

[S•e÷
a I = J

~s subject te sevore woamr-o a-- defined- in the NUA4ARG statin biackouit initi-athvore 649141d
..... J

-ncud -n &4k. asea on act~vat~n ot tme soeýr-e woat9hor rnitiatin procedUr-es (9.9.,
ffecautionaW Shutdons, diosol testing, Staff Gail OtS, etc.).4I v.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 2.4.5.2
2. USAR Section 2.4.1.1
3. USAR Section 9.2.5.3.1
4. N2-OSP-LOG-WO01
5. NEI 99-01 IC HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting VITAL AREAs

EAL:

HA1.6 Alert

Vehicle crash
resulting in EITHER:

VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM or
COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM or COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Building (including Primary Containment)
* Control Room
" Diesel Generator Engine and Board Rooms
" Standby Switchgear and Battery Rooms
" HPCS Switchgear and Battery Rooms
" Remote Shutdown Rooms

" Control Building HVAC Rooms
* Service Water Pump Rooms
* Electrical Protection Assembly Room
* PGCC Relay Room

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

This EAL is intended to address crashes of vehicle types large enough to cause significant

damage to plant structures containing functions and systems required for safe shutdown of

the plant. Vehicle types include automobiles, aircraft, trucks, cranes, forklifts, waterborne

craft, etc.

Table H-I, Safe Shutdown Areas, includes all structures containing Category I equipment
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and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1).

Generic

ThosA EAIs r alt from 14l in tha;t the; nocur rAncof tho eVent has resulted inVISIBLEF
-DAMNAGIE to plant structur96eso areas containing equipment nocessar; for a Safe shutdo)Wn, or has

caused damage to the safety systems in those 6tructures evidenced by control room indications, eT
degradcd system response or pgofranfc. The occurrence of VISIBLE DAMAGE and/or
degraded system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report
should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No
attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here
is not that a particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient
magnitude to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction IGsEALs.

[These E'•• s should spe"ify site ; poe" structur.es or- a..as that "ontain afety systom. , O;
cornpenont and functions roguired for- safe shutdown of the plant. Site spocwifi Safe Shutdewn
Analysis should be Gensultod for- equipment and plant ar-ea6 roguirod to establish or- maintain safe
shutdown.]

SeismicAA P-evets of this magnitude can result in a VI" T AL'I A 'REA being Subjected to forces beyond
design limits, and thus damage mnay bhe ass-umedd to have occu1rred to plant safety systems

[This threshold shoquld -be bhase-d On isite specifi 9&AR doisin basis. See EPRI sPonsod
"G,_idelino for- Nuc-'ar .Rant Response to an Ea.hq-uak'", datedf gOetber- 1989, for information on

seismc evnt catoggorio.4

The N-ational Earthquake CenA-ter can; cO~oFnfr if an earthquake has occurred in the area of the plant.

This EAL is based on a torn-adosriin (touching doWn) Or high Winds; that have caused VISIBLE
D.A.MAG~E to structures containing functions or SystemsG requfired for safe shutdown of the plant.

[The high wind value should be based on site specifi FSAR dosign basis as long as it isy within the
ran go of the instrumentation availablo for wind spood.]

This E.A addresses the effeit of r 9in ding caused by events suGch as GGc, Ponent failures,
equipment misalignment, r• •utage activity mishaps. it is based- P the d-eAgraded pe'rma •ot
systems, or has created industrial safety hazards (e.g., electrical shock) that preclude nGessa.,'
accress to- eperate Or monitor safety equipment. The inability to access, operate Or moniRtor safety
equipment represents an actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety of the
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Flooding as usod in this EAL doccriboc a condition whoro water ic ontoring the room factor thaninRstalled eqU.pmon.t is capablo of Fem•oval, resulting in a rco f wator lovel within the .oom
Classificstien of this EAL should not bo dolyo ilee n-oariroctivo action are being takon to isolate
the Water source.

[ The Site specWifi areas include these- areoas that contain systoms roguirod for- safe shutdown of the9
plant, vwnic aro, no einat epmii rrv umre.inopats.mypov

I • I # I

p ant, ,h,'h .................................................... Th plant's 1PE-E-.a May prov~a9
insiht into areas to be considored when developing this EAL.]

EAL#4

This E.AL addresses the throat to safety rolated equipment imposed by PROJ ECT-ILF~s generated
by maintWurbine rotating compe•nRt failrs. 1 irofre, this F-AL- is consistent with the dtfinieti-R e
an ALERT in that the potential exists forF atalr orsbstantial potential degradation of the level of
safety of thepat

[The site specific lis of areas should includo a#l aroas Gontaining safot structure, &Ystrnq, 0;
component, thoir controls-, and thoir power- 6upplic.]

This EAL addresses vehicle crashes within the PROTECTED AREA that results in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to VITAL AREAs or indication of damage to SAFETY RELATED STRUCTURES,
SYSTEMS, or COMPONENTS containing functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the
plant.

This EAL addresses ether site specifi phenomena. that result0 in VISIBLE DAMAGE to VIL

ARE=AS or reisults- in indircation of damage to safety structures, syctems, Or compnP9ents containing
functions and systems required for Safe shlutdoAwn of the plant (suc~h as huricane, flood, or coiche)
that an .•ls be pM MIUM'69F6 of merFe serious events-.

[Siteasubjeett-e~

includo an EAL b~

I I I d I I I

severo woamrno as dePerno Mn WWo K ivviq~ iaun 9 6-ci6eur iIRIFarQUVoS SnOut
'ased on activation of the severe weather- mitigation procoeduroes (e.g.,

precautionary shutdown4s, diesol testing, staff call outs,, etc.).]

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR 9B and Figure 9B.6-1
2. NEI 99-01 IC HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the PROTECTED
AREA

EAL:

HUI.1 Unusual Event

Seismic event identified by ANY two of the following:

* Annunciator 842121 SEISMIC ACCELERATION EXCEEDED indicates seismic event
detected

* Confirmation of earthquake received on NMP-1 or JAFNPP seismic instrumentation

* Earthquake felt in plant

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The NMP2 seismic instrumentation actuates at 0.01 g causing (ref. 1-4):

" Power to remote acceleration sensor units

" Activation of MRS1 recorders

* EVENT alarm light on PWRS1 to light

" EVENT INDICATOR on PWRS1 to turn from black to white

* Annunciator 842121 on panel 2CEC-PNL842 to be received

Annunciator 842121 provides the most direct indication in the Control Room that a seismic

event has occurred. The EVENT alarm light and EVENT INDICATOR are located on

2CES-PNL889 in the relay room (ref. 4). Other methods are indication received from NMP-

1 or JAFNPP instrumentation.

Evaluation of the magnitude of the event will require evaluation of data recorded by the

Seismic Monitoring Recorders.

NMP1 and NMP2 share a common PROTECTED AREA border. Consideration should be

given to the opposite unit when classifying under this EAL.
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Generic

The6eeEAI=s aFeis EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

EIAL-#44

Damage may be caused to some portions of the site, but should not affect the ability of safety
functions to operate.

As defined in the EPRI-sponsored Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake, dated
October 1989, a "felt earthquake" is: An earthquake of sufficient intensity such that: (a) the
vibratory ground motion is felt at the nuclear plant site and recognized as an earthquake based on
a consensus of control room operators on duty at the time, and (b) for plants with operable seismic
instrumentation, the seismic switches of the plant are activated.

[For- most plants MMt seismic inatrurnontatien, the seismicG SwM~itchs -are isot at an acceleration Pt
;bpit 0.0 1. This E AL shvuld be develvped en site spe•ifi basis. The gmethod vf detectioPn cran bo
base.d on instruwmentation, validated by a reliable source, oF operator- asseissment.]

The National Earthquake Con~tor can confirmn if an earthquake has, occUrrod in the area of the plant.

This EAL is based on a tornad st•riking (touching doWn) or high winds within the PROTECTED
ARFEA

[The high inPd- value4 shou19d be;R boe n site specifi ESAR design b9asis as leng as it is Within the

range of the instrumentation availa-ble feir widspeed.]

Esc1;Aalationm of thi6 emerglency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on; VISIBLE
DAMAGE, Or by other in plant conditions, via HAI.-

Thim EAl a;ddre sses the effect of ita flood.ing caued by events,- such as compon+en.t failur'es,

equipmei nt isalignment, or outage actiVity m~ishaps&.

[The site specific areasR inulbudeb thosle ar-eas that Gontain systemgs required for Safe shultdown of the
plant, which are net designed to be pagially or- flly isubmer-ged. The plant's !PE-9E may provie
inisight into areas to be considered when developing this EAL]

E=scalationR of this em~ergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based VISIBLE DAMAGE
via HAI, or by other plant conRditions.-
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EAL--#4

Trhis; EAL addresses Mai turbine rotating componenAtfailures, Of su"fficient magnitude to cause9
obserVable damnag to the turbine casing or to the seqalsb of the tur~bine genraterG. GenerAator seal
damage observed after generator purge does not mneet the intent of this EAL because it did not
imnpact normnal operation of the plant.

Of m~ajor concrn--F is3 the- potential for leakage 9f coGmbhu-Sti-ble fluids (lubricating oils) and gases
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant enVi~ron. Actual FIRES and flammable gas build up are
appropriately classified via HUJ2 and HU3.

This E=AL is; consisFtent 4 ith the definition of a NO01 Ghl YNGmaintawinig the anticipatOrY t' n Fatr

desireAd- Rand recgnizing the risk to non safety related equipment-.

Escalation of this emnergency classification level, if appropriate, would be to HAl based 9R damnage
done by PROJECT1L=ES: generated by the failure or by the radiological releases for a BWVR, orFi
conjunction with a steam generator tube rupture, for a PWVR. These lafter events would bye
Glassifiod by the radiological IGs or Fission Product Barrier IGS-.

This, E=AL addriq~esse other site specific phenomenRa (suc~h as hurricane, flood, Or seicho) that can
also be precursors Of meesrosevents.

[6itos SUbjoct to severe- Woathor-as defined in the AllUMARC station blac-kout initi-atives should
includo an EAL based on activation of the so yore 14oa-tho-r mitigation procedurs e6g
pr-ecautionary shutdowns, diesel testing, staff call outs, otG.).

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 3.7
2. Technical Requirements Manual Section 3.3.7.2
3. N2-OP-90 Seismic Monitor
4. N2-SOP-90 Natural Events
5. USAR Section 2.1.1.1
6. NEI 99-01 IC HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the PROTECTED
AREA

EAL:

HU1.2 Unusual Event

Tornado striking within PROTECTED AREA boundary

OR

Sustained high winds > 90 mph

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

All Category 1 safe shutdown structures are designed for a wind velocity of 90 mph, 30

feet above ground, and using a gust factor of 1.1 (ref. 1).

Weather conditions are monitored at three locations:

" The 200 foot high Primary OR Main Meteorological Tower located 0.6 miles west-

southwest of NMP2

" The 90 foot Backup Tower located east of JAFNPP

* The 30 foot Inland Tower located at the Oswego County Airport near Fulton

Meteorological parameters such as wind speed are sent to the Control Rooms and

Technical Support Centers (TSC) at NMP1, NMP2, JAFNPP and the Emergency

Operations Facility (EOF). Data from sensors mounted on these towers are sent to both

digital and analog systems for display, processing and storage. Wind speed and wind

direction, as well as wind speed deviation and differential temperatures are monitored 4i-in

the NMP2 Control Room and recorded on strip chart recorders- (ref. 2).

Wind speed can be measured up to 100 mph.

Weather information may be obtained from (ref. 3):
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" National Weather Service: 716-565-9001 or 800-462-7751

" Accu-Weather: 815-235-8650 or 814-237-5803

NMP1 and NMP2 share a common PROTECTED AREA border. Consideration should be

given to the opposite unit when classifying under this EAL.

Generic

These-This EALs-a-e is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

Damage Fnay be cau
functions to oporato.

cod to some portions. of the site, but shoul"d no-t a;ffecAt ability of Gal

As dfin•ed in; the EPRI sponnrod Guidelines for Nu1lealr Plant R•rponne to aRn Earthquake, dated
October 1989, a "felt oarthquake" is: An earthquake Of sufficient intensity such that: (a) the
vibratr; ground motioenF, i folt at the nuclear plant t and re•oFg•nized as an ,arthquak based on

a consensus1 o-f con-trol. room operators on duty at the time, and (b) for plants wit oprbe sismic
instrum~entation, the soismic switche6 of the plant are activated-.

[For- most plants with seismic instrumentatibn, the seismic switches are set at an acceleration at
albaut 0.041g. This EAL should lba developed on site specifi b9asis. The method of detectien Gan b9e
b9ased en instrumentation, validated by a r-eliable sourcGe, or-oeao sssmn.

The National Earthquake Center caG ofr fan earthquake haG occurred in the area of the plant.

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds within the PROTECTED
AREA.

[Tha high wind vaue shau. d be based an site specific ESAR desgn basis as long as it is within the
rangc of the instr-mentati.n avalable for wind speed.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on VISIBLE
DAMAGE, or by other in plant conditions, via EAL HA1.2.

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caus~ed by events such as component failures,
equipment mnisalignm~ent, or outage activity mi*shapS-.

[The site specifi areas include these areas that centain systems required for- safe shutdown of the
plant, which are net designed to be pagiall or- fuly submerged. The plant's IPE-E-E may previde
insiQht into areas to be consider-ed when develepin-QthisE4L-.
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Escalation of this omor~goncy classification level, if appropriato, would bo based V16ISIBL DAMAGE
via HMA or ,by other plant coRditionrs

This EAL add-ressesq--r mRain turbino rotating comBponont failures of sufficient magnitude to cause
obcervable damage to the turbine casing Or to the coals of the turbine generator. Generator seal
damage obhservoed- after generator purge does not mneet the intent o-f thi-s EAL because it did no
imFpact normal operation of the plant.

Of mnajor concern is the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricatfing ofils) and gases
(hydrogen coGolig) to the plant enviFArons. Actu-al FIRES and flammable gas build up are

appropriately classified via HU2 and HU31.

T-his EAL is consistent with the definitionR of aR NOUE while mnaintafining the anticipator,' nature
desired and recognizing the risk to non safety related equipment

Escalation of this emnergency classification level, if appropriate, would be to HAI based en damnage

aen..Dy .rgu. ;L•d ,gn;•ow y !Re TIHI-.ro• - r .Y Me raoioiogicai ro!cacos +Or a "rhK, Or !i

cnjunction with a steam generator tube rupture, for a P..R. These latter events would be

clasI-fied by the r-adiolgi•al I(6 oFr Fission Pr;du-ct Barri•r• ICs.

This E=AL= addrecces other cite specific phenomnena (such as hurricane, flood, or ceiche) that cAnR

also be precursors Of mor serou events.

[Silos sub. . t to so . .re weather- as defined in tho ANUMARC station blackout initiati"vo" s sho,,

inuh4de an EAI based on activat,

neamt- av hItreA1 diesel

on Of the sovoro WeaTher mit
testing, staff call outs, otc.).]

rgat~n p~r-eUeauo t019..,

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 3.3.1.1
2. N2-OP-102 Meteorological Monitoring
3. N2-SOP-90 Natural Events
4. NEI 99-01 IC HU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the PROTECTED
AREA

HU1.3 Unusual Event

Internal flooding that has the potential to affect ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE,
SYSTEM or COMPONENT required by Technical Specifications for the current operating
mode in ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Reactor Building (including Primary Containment)

* Control Room
• Diesel Generator Engine and Board Rooms
* Standby Switchgear and Battery Rooms

* HPCS Switchgear and Battery Rooms
* Remote Shutdown Rooms

* Control Building HVAC Rooms
• Service Water Pump Rooms
" Electrical Protection Assembly Room

" PGCC Relay Room

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses the affect of flooding caused by internal events such as

component failures, Circulating, Component Cooling or Service Water line ruptures,

equipment misalignment, FIRE suppression system actuation, and outage activity

mishaps.

Table H-i, Safe Shutdown Areas, includes all structures containing Category I equipment

and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1).

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster
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than installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of water level within the

room. Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are being

taken to isolate the water source.

Generic

T#ese-This EALs-aFe is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

Damage mnay be causod to seomo portions of the site, but should not affoct ability of Safety
functions to operate.

As defined in the EPRI sponsored Gu1idelines, for Nucea Plant Repne.oa.a.huke ae

October 1989, a "felt earthquake" i6: An earthquake o-f su-fficient intensity such that: (a)th
9iraor groud motion is felt at the nucl'ear plant site and recognized as an earthquake based on

a consensus Of control room operators On duty at the time, and (b) for plants With operable sefismic
inRstrumentation, the seismic switches of the plant are activated-.

[For- rnest plants with seismic instrumentation, the sesmcswthesq a;r4e;sa~t at an accr-el1eratin ot
about 0.04g. This EAL should be developed on site specific baisis. The mqethd ef detectin cnan -he
based on instrumentation, validated by a Feliable sourcGe, or- oper-ator- assessment.]

The National Earthquake Center can conRffirm if an earthquake has occurred in the area of the plant.

This E=AL= is bhasmed- on a tornado striking (touchin~g down) or high w..inds within the PROTECTED
AR=A~

[The high wind value should be based on s"t specific FSAR design basis as long as it is Within the
range ef the instrumentation available fer- wind speed.]

-AMA
tio of this emnergency
GE, or by ether in plant

I I ir I i I i I
GlaSSITica!ien level. f aGOMPnrito. woul-d- noQ nnOASP On VISIbL...... , -- -- rr" -r ....• .:• llA4

-. %-Aý............

E161=43a

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps.

[The site specifi areas include the-se -areas-1 thaPt contain systems required for safe shutdown of the
plant, w4iGh are net designed to be paialy or- f.ly submerged. . The pl-ant'S nPE may provide
insight into areas;-; to bhe-cniee when develpig this EAL]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on VISIBLE
DAMAGE via EAL HA1.3, or by other plant conditions.
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EAL-#4

Ths ..... nd.r... mn e tating component failures of u ent magnitud to cause

o-berable.;; -i damage to the turbine casing orF to the seals6 of the turbine genrator4. Generator sAlR

damage oosorb-Voa oA;erF generator purge aoee not meept the inent or tis L'\L bocauso it ddi not
apact n•ormal oprratin of the plant.

Of mnajor concern is the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricating oils) and gases,
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant en1Vieirons. Actual FIRES and flammable gas build uip are
appropriately classified via HU2 and HU3.

This EAL *s consis2tent with the definition of a NOUE0 w..hile maintawinig the anticipator,' nature
desbired- and recognizing the risk to non safety related equipmet

Escalation of this emenrgencGy classification level, if approriate, would be to HAI based oR damage

GOflO by PROJECIL-- generatea By !Refl w OFII BY r yMe aaeioiegica1 roicasos ror a 14K Or in
conjunc~tfion w.ith -A ste-am generator tube rupturc, for -A PAIR. These laftor events would be
classified by the radiological IGc OrFissi6on Proeduct Barrier IGS.

This EAL addressesr other site specific phenomena (such as hurricane, flood, Or Geicho) that can
also be precursorsG Of moesrosevents.

[SitoS 814biect to) SeVoro- 14oathorF;; defined in thig UAllI4RC i~tothqn bin okout initatwivo ~houid

includo an EAL based On arctivatiorpI of the seve-e .•w,',, theAIrImtgation p,.Gdf

ting, staff sai outs, ete.).]

"ýq 9 ý p q

pr-ocauffonxy sigmewR&n, dieso: re~

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR 9B and Figure 9B.6-1
2. NEI 99-01 IC HU]
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the PROTECTED
AREA

EAL:

HU1.4 Unusual Event

Turbine failure resulting in ANY of the following:

" Casing penetration

" Damage to turbine seals

* Damage to generator seals

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The turbine generator stores large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its rotor. In the

unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be transformed into both

rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. These fragments may impact the

surrounding stationary parts. If the energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine

generator parts is insufficient, external PROJECTILEs will be released. These ejected

PROJECTILEs may impact various plant structures, including those housing safety-

related equipment.

In the event of PROJECTILE ejection, the probability of a strike on a plant region is a

function of the energy and direction of an ejected PROJECTILE and of the orientation of

the turbine with respect to the plant region.

Failure of turbine or generator seals may be indicated by a loss of seal oil pressure or loss

of condenser vacuum (ref. 2, 3).

Generic

These EALs are categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to
be of concern to plant operators.
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Damage m-ay be caue• d to coma priUOrn Of ath 6ito, but should nlet afect abilityef atsafty
functiOnc to oparata.

As dofinad On the EPRI sponcra~d Guidelines far NucAleaar Plan;t Response to an Earthquake, dated
October 1989, a "felt athquake" is: A .. . n• OahIf 6ufficiet intansity .uch that: (a) the

,,,, ground motion isfelt at the nuclear plant site and recognized as an eabthquake based on
a concencuc- of controel room eperator ondtt the time, and (b) for plantc with operable coirMic
insru#mentation, the coismic SWitches of the plant are actfivated.

[F-oF most plants with seismic instr-umentation, the -oismifswithes are set at an acceleration oP
abeot 0.01g. This EAL should be dovolopod on Site SpecifiG basis. The mgethod Of detection Gan be
based en instrumqentation, validated by a reliable seurcGe, or- oe rater- assessrnent.1

The National Earthquake Cantor can confirm. if an carthguake has occurred in the area of the plant.

•i I PAl /• I m

nT', W-N is i~asaa on a 9oRnaeo 6rIKInE1 ROUcnIna aoWr1) or high winds within the PROTECTED
AREA.

[The high inPd- value96 should be6 ba-SRed on site spec-ific- ESA R desgn basis as long as it is within the
range of theinstruentatonaailabe for- wind speed4.

Escnalation Of thiSe omrgoncV classification level if annroniate would he hAsod on VI2181LR
DAMAGE, or by ether in plant conditions, via HAI,

EAL4-3

This EAL addresses the affect of internal flooding caused by evetrs su6c6nh as mpgni net faiures,
equipment misalignment, or eutaga activity mnishaps-.

[The site specifi areas tnrlde those arotas that cntain systems required fero safe shutdown of the
plant, whish aere not desgned to be pagialy or- fty msubmerged. The plant's PELbE muay provide
insight intoa aoreas tope -h oniorfd when develcping this EL.]

Ecalatior of thnis thepoeRGnY lassification level, of appompiate, would be based VISIBLE DAMAGE
via hAIo, or by othr pl plant conditions.

Eapporaeyclsiidva A U. ndE H31

This EAL addresses main turbine rotating component failures of sufficient magnitude to cause
observable damage to the turbine casing or to the seals of the turbine generator. Generator seal
damage observed after generator purge does not meet the intent of this EAL because it doesdid
not impact normal operation of the plant.

Of major concern is the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricating oils) and gases
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant environs. Actual FIRES and flammable gas build up are
appropriately classified via EAL HU2.1 and EAL HUM.1

This EAL is consistent with the definition of a -NQUE while maintaining the anticipatory nature
desired and recognizing the risk to non-safety related equipment.
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Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be to EAL HA1.4 based on
damage done by PROJECTILES generated by the failure or by the radielegical - oloaco. for a
1WRI, G in conjunction with a steam generator tube rupture,-feF-a-PRVV. These latter events would
be classified by the Category R ,adiele•iGal"" EALs or Fission Product Ba.'FrrCategory F
IGsEALs.

This EAL addresses other 6ito 6epoific phonomcna (cucGh as hurricane, flood, or 6oicho) that can
a'69 be procurcorcG of motro criouc~_,_ oavonts.

[Sites subject to severe weather- as defined in the AWMARG station blackout initiative Q shouldt

!ncrUo~e an 41'l PDCSOq on ;;vr~nor gwuAPo hi 1 & Wvo O wa Me#: PW49aYGR nrococP~reA !fl

staff•• #ll outs, etc.).]Qrocaurvonar.,' snuiaowns. amese;' Erosrnaq.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

N2-OP-21 Main Turbine System
N2-SOP-21 Turbine Trip
N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 851102
N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 851140
N2-SOP-09 Loss of Condenser Vacuum
NEI 99-01 IC HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the PROTECTED
AREA

EAL:

HU1.5 Unusual Event

Lake water level > 248.2 ft

OR

Intake water level < 237 ft

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses high and low lake water level conditions that could be a

precursor of more serious events.

The high lake level is based upon the maximum attainable uncontrolled lake water level as

specified in the USAR. Dams on the St. Lawrence River, under the authority of the

International St. Lawrence River Board of Control, are now used to regulate the lake level.

The low limit is set for el 74.37 m (244 ft) on April 1 and is maintained at or above that

elevation during the entire navigation season (April 1 to November 30). The upper limit of

the lake level is el 75.59 m (248.2 ft) (ref. 1).

The low level is based on intake water level and corresponds to the design minimum lake

level. The probable minimum low water level of Lake Ontario at the site has been

determined to be 72.0 m (236.3 ft) resulting from a setdown caused by a Probable

Maximum Wind Storm concurrent with the lowest probable lake level- (ref. 2).

Generic

These-This EALs-a-e is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

E-AL--#4

Damage May b39 caused to comne pertions of the Git9, bu6t 61hould- not -Affec-t ability of safety
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functions to oporato.

As defined In the EIPRVI lpnsored GuideVInosr for Nueloar Plant Rosponl o to an EaIhquake, dated
Octobor 1989, a "felt ea~thquake" is:- An ea~thquake of sufficiont intensity Such that: (a)th
Vibrator,' ground motion i6 felt at the nuGeoar plant site and recognized as, an earthquake based on
a conrsonsus- of coentrol room operators on duty at the time, and (b) for plants With Oporablo soismicin.stumentation, the seismicn.. sw.tch.. of the plant are activated.

[For- nost plants with segismic, instrumientation, the sosi Mwthos are set at an accoleratien of

The NatioRal Ea .hquake CenterF an ••of*•In if an earthquake has ocurred in the area Of the plant.

This E ,AL is based on a tornado 6stiking (toIuching down) high winds within the PROTECTED
AREA.

[The high wind value ehould be based on site spec~ifi ESAR design baisis as long as it is within the
range of the instruimentation available for- wind speed.]

Escala;;-;tion- of this, emnergencY classification level, if appropriate, weuld be based- on VISIBL
DAMAGE, oF by otheFr in plant conditionG, via HAI.

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures,
equipment miallgnment, •r• utage activity mFishaps.

[The site specifi areas include theise areas that contain systems required- fo-r caeshuftdown o9f the9
plant, which are not designed to be padOaly or fully submerged. The plant's IRE-EE m~ay provide
insight int areas to be considered when developing this EAL]

Escalation of this emnergency classfiffication level, if appropriate, would be based VISIBLE DAMAGE
via HAI, or by other plant conditions.

EAL-44

This FAL ad-dresFsesA miain tu-rbineA ro-tating comIponenAt faRilures of sufficient magnitude to cause
observable damage to the turbhine casing or to the sals f the turbine generator. Generator seal
damage ob~seppedd afteir generator purge does not mneet the intent of. theis E.AL because it did not
imFpact norm~al operation of the plant.

Of mcjor concern is the potential for leakage Of cOmbustible fluids (lubricating oils) and gases
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant environs. Actual FIRES and flammable gas build up are
approprfiately class3ified via HUJ2 and HU3.

This EAL is consistent with the definition of a NOUE while mnafintaining the antficipator, nature
desired and recognizing the risk to nonR safety related equimpment

EscGalat'Gn of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be to HAI based on damage
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dono by PROJECGTIL[ES gonoratod by the failuro Or by the radiological roloasoc for a BWR, Or in
conjunction With -A setam gonorator tube rupturo, for a PWIR. Those latter ovont e woud b
c-lasisified by the radliological IGG Or F0660io; Producnt BAr-rier- IG.

This EAL addresses other site-specific phenomena (SUch. as hurriGcR.o, flood, Or seiche) that c•
also be precursors of more serious events.

[Sites subject to severe weather- as defined in the AllUMARC st-atien bhlac;kout initiatives shoud
include an EA4L based en activation of the isevere9 weaqther mitigation proceedur-es (e.g.,
proc~autionari' shutdowns, diesel tesig stf cluts, etc.).]

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 2.4.1.2
2. USAR Section 2.4.11.2
3. N2-OSP-LOG-WO01
4. NEI 99-01 IC HU1

an
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 2 - FIRE or EXPLOSION

Initiating Condition: FIRE or EXPLOSION affecting the operability of plant safety
systems required to establish or maintain safe shutdown

EAL:

HA2.1 Alert

FIRE or EXPLOSION
resulting in EITHER:

VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM or
COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM or COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Building (including Primary Containment)

" Control Room
* Diesel Generator Engine and Board Rooms

" Standby Switchgear and Battery Rooms
" HPCS Switchgear and Battery Rooms
" Remote Shutdown Rooms

" Control Building HVAC Rooms

" Service Water Pump Rooms
* Electrical Protection Assembly Room

" PGCC Relay Room

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Table H-i, Safe Shutdown Areas, includes all structures containing Category I equipment

and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1).

Generic

VISIBLE DAMAGE is used to identify the magnitude of the FIRE or EXPLOSION and to
discriminate against minor FIREs and EXPLOSIONs.
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The reference to structures containing safety systems or components is included to discriminate
against FIREs or EXPLOSIONs in areas having a low probability of affecting safe operation. The
significance here is not that a safety system was degraded but the fact that the FIRE or
EXPLOSION was large enough to cause damage to these systems.

The use of VISIBLE DAMAGE should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage
assessment prior to classification. The declaration of an Alert and the activation of the Technical
Support Center will provide the Emergency Director with the resources needed to perform detailed
damage assessments.

The Emergency Director also needs to consider any security aspects of the EXPLOSION.

[This EAL Should Spocify Site Spocific 8tructuros or- arops that contain safot systorn, or- crngponont
and functions r-eguirod for Sf h-utdown of the plant. Sito apocific Safe Shutdown Analysis she',~
be consultod for- equipment and plant areas roguirod to eistabli-sh or-imaintain safe shut4down.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on EALs in System
Malfu;ti9RsCategory S, Fi=sson Produ-ct Barr•Or DegradationCategory F or Abnormal Rad Level! I
Radiological Effl-uent ICcCategory R.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR 9B and USAR Figure 9B.6-1
2. NEI 99-01 IC HA2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

2 - FIRE or EXPLOSION

FIRE within the PROTECTED AREA not extinguished within 15
min. of detection or EXPLOSION within the PROTECTED AREA

EAL:

HU2.1 Unusual Event

FIRE not extinguished within 15 min. of Control Room notification or verification of a
Control Room FIRE alarm in ANY Table H-1 area or Turbine Building (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Reactor Building (including Primary Containment)
" Control Room
• Diesel Generator Engine and Board Rooms
" Standby Switchgear and Battery Rooms
" HPCS Switchgear and Battery Rooms
" Remote Shutdown Rooms
* Control Building HVAC Rooms

" Service Water Pump Rooms
" Electrical Protection Assembly Room
" PGCC Relay Room

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Table H-I, Safe Shutdown Areas, includes all structures containing Category I equipment

and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1). The Turbine Building is included because

it is immediately adjacent to one or more Table H-1 areas and a FIRE within the Turbine

Building may potentially impact safe shutdown equipment should the FIRE not be

controlled.

Generic
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This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of FIREs or EXPLOSIONS that may be potentially
significant precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the FIRE!- EXPLOS!O, and not
the degradation in performance of affected systems that may result.

As used here, detection is visual observation and either report by plant personnel or sensor alarm
indication.

The purpose of this threshold is to address the magnitude and extent of FIREs that may be
potentially significant precursors to damage to safety systems. As used here, notification is visual
observation and either report by plant personnel or sensor alarm indication. The 15-minute period
to extinguish the FIRE begins with a credible notification that a FIRE is occurring or indication of a
VALID FIRE detection system alarm. Determination of a VALID FIRE detection system alarm
includes actions that can be taken within the Control Room or at nearby FIRE Panels to determine
that the alarm is not spurious. These actions include the use of direct or indirect indications such
as redundant alarms or instrumentation readings associated with the area to ensure the alarm is
not spurious and is an indication of a FIRE. An alarm verified in this manner is assumed to be an
indication of a FIRE unless personnel dispatched to the scene disprove the alarm within the 15-
minute period. The report, however, shall not be required to verify the alarm. If the alarm cannot be
verified by redundant Control Room or nearby FIRE Panel indications, notification from the field
that a FIRE exists would be required to start both the 15-minute classification and FIRE
extinguishment clocks.Th" 15 minute time period begins with a credible notification that a fire is

occurring oridication Of a fire detectiOn system alarm~actuation. Verification Of a fir detection
syte aarmatuation includeS actions that can be ta-ke-n wi~thin the- con9trol1 roomA Or ether nearby

site Specific oato to ensure that it is not spurio-us. An alarmn is assum:ed to be an indication Of a
fire un~less it is disproved within the 15 mninute period by personnel dispatched to the scene. in
other words, a personnel report froM the 6cene m~ay be used to disprove a censor alarmn if received
ithin8 15 minuteS Of the alarm, but shall not be requWied to verify t e alarm.

The intent of this 15 minute duration is to size the FIRE and to discriminate against small FIREs
that are readily extinguished (e.g., smoldering waste paper basket).

[The site spe4•i•;; IhouId be liitod and apples to b;ildings and areas in actual cntact with ,;

imm~ediately adlacant tO VITAL AREAS or: other- aignifiant builings 9F ar~eas. The intent of thi6 IC
i-s Ret toP incudo buildigs (i e., warehouses) or- areas that ar~e not in actual contact with Gi

immediately adlaent tO VITAL AREAS. This excGludes FIRE-S Withi administr;ation buildings,
:aQste b-askt FIRES, and other small FIRES of no safety consequence. Immediately adjacen

implies that the aroa immediately adjacent contains or- ma:y contain equipment or cabi9ng that coild
imgpact equipment located- in VITAL A4REAS4 or the fire couldd damg eupment insideg VITAL
AR÷RAr that•rec•ludes ;aces•s•t VITAL AREAS.]

This EAL addresses only those EXPLOSIONS of sufficient force to damage permnanent structures-
or quimet within the PROTECTED AREA.
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No attempt is mnade to access the actual magnitude of the damage. The occurr~ence ofth
EXPLOSIO hi isuficen for decaration.

The FmergencY di•rector also needs t Gconsder an.y security aspcts Of the EDXPL OSION•.,

Escalation of this emnergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based On HA2.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR 9B and Figure 9B.6-1
2. NEI 99-01 IC HU2
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 2 - FIRE or EXPLOSION

Initiating Condition: FIRE within the PROTECTED AREA not extinguished within 15
min. of detection or EXPLOSION within the PROTECTED AREA

EAL:

HU2.2 Unusual Event

EXPLOSION of sufficient force to damage permanent structures or equipment within the
PROTECTED AREA

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

While some EXPLOSIONs may also result in FIREs that exceed EAL HU2.1, no FIRE is

necessary to declare an emergency in the event of an EXPLOSION. If a FIRE also occurs

as a result ofeA-with an EXPLOSION, declare the Unusual Event based on the

EXPLOSION and monitor the progress of the FIRE for potential escalation due to FIRE

damage.

NMP1 and NMP2 share a common PROTECTED AREA border. NMPI and NMP2

PROTECTED AREA boundaries are illustrated in USAR Figure 1.2-1 (ref. 1).

Generic

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of FIRES eF EXPLOSIONs that may be potentially
significant precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the FPRE-/-EXPLOSION, and not
the degradation in performance of affected systems that may result.

Asue hero, dotoction ic Yisual obsor.'ation and report by plant porconnol Or cenSOr alarm

EAL#41

The 1 5 minute time poriod begins with a credible notific-ationA that a FIREisourngorndctn
of a; fire deAtection system. alrecuto.Vrfcto f R fire doetoction system ala"rmAc~tutonn

inluesations that can be takon within the- control roomn Or other nearby site Specifi location to
oncuro that it is not spurious. Ain alam is assumed to be an indication of a IVRE WnlcI It is
disproved MWiti the 15; minute period by personnel dispatched to the scone. In ether words, a
personnel Fepo~t fromn the scone may be used to disprove a sensr -alarm if received wvithin 15
.minu.R. tes oef the alarm, but shall not be required to verify the alarm.
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The intent of this 15 minute duat•ion is to size the FIRE and to discliminato againist small FIRES

that are readily essis onyhed (e.g., smOldefing waste paper basket).

[The site specifi list sho-Uld -he li~mited and applies to buidings and areas in actual contact With 0
immediattey adjacent to VITAL- thREacS or- other- sinfiant budamngs er aeas. The ou tent of this e
is9 n.Gt _to inclu~d@ buildngs (i.e., warehouses) -or a;re-as that arFe not in acGtual Icontact With OF
immediateNy adjaent to VITAL AREAS. Thio e des FIRES within ;dministration uidigs,

asthe bgaeket FiRESo, and other- small FIRES -of n saecty c seqsence. hmmediatel O adjaeni
implies that the area, iimmediately adjacent contains or- may contain equipment or cabling that coul
impact equipment lecated in VTAL AREAS 9o the fire i ould damoage eqwuipm ent inside V I1TAL
AREAS or that pfrencdes access to VITAL A REA

Q1. SA Fgre1.-

This EAL addresses only those EXPLOSIONs of sufficient force to damage permanent structures
or equipment within the PROTECTED AREA.

No attempt is made to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The occurrence of the
EXPLOSION is sufficient for declaration.

The Emergency Ddirector also needs to consider any security aspects of the EXPLOSION, if
applicable.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA2.1.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):
1. USAR Figure 1.2-1
2. NEI 99-01 IC HU2
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 3- Hazardous Gas

Initiating Condition: Access to a VITAL AREA is prohibited due to toxic, corrosive,
asphyxiant or flammable gases which jeopardize operation of
operable equipment required to maintain safe operations or safely
shutdown the reactor

EAL:

HA3.1 Alert

Access to ANY Table H-1 area is prohibited due to toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or
flammable gases which jeopardize operation of ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE,
SYSTEM or COMPONENT (Note 5)

Note 5: If the equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, or out of service, before the event occurred, then
EAL HA3.1 should not be declared as it will have no adverse impact on the ability of the plant to safely
operate or safely shutdown beyond that already allowed by Technical Specifications at the time of the event.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Building (including Primary Containment)
* Control Room
* Diesel Generator Engine and Board Rooms
" Standby Switchgear and Battery Rooms
* HPCS Switchgear and Battery Rooms
* Remote Shutdown Rooms
* Control Building HVAC Rooms
* Service Water Pump Rooms
* Electrical Protection Assembly Room

" PGCC Relay Room

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Table H-I, Safe Shutdown Areas, includes all structures containing Category I equipment

and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1).

For areas that contain no safety-related structure, system or component that would

potentially be required to be operated or for which the structure, system or component was
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already out of service or inoperable before the event, this EAL would not be applicable.

For purposes of this EAL, any gas (C02 included) is considered toxic when oxygen

concentrations in the affected areas have been or could be expected to be reduced to

<19.5% or toxicity of the gas will be injurious to persons inhaling it. For discharges of

Halon, NMP's systems are designed for a discharge concentration from 5% up to 6.5%. In

accordance with NFPA 12 A, Halon 1301 Fire Extinguishing Systems, exposures to levels

of up to 7% produce little if any noticeable effect (ref. 2).

Generic

Gases in a Safe Shutdown VI-T-AL-AREA can affect the ability to safely operate or safely shutdown I
the reactor.

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event.

Declaration should not be delayed for confirmation from atmospheric testing if the atmosphere
poses an immediate threat to life and health or an immediate threat of severe exposure to gases.
This could be based upon documented analysis, indication of personal ill effects from exposure, or
operating experience with the hazards.

If the equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, or out of service, before the event
occurred, then this EAL should not be declared as it will have no adverse impact on the ability of
the plant to safely operate or safely shutdown beyond that already allowed by Technical
Specifications at the time of the event.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

An uncontrolled release of flammable gasses within a facility structure has the potential to affect
safe operation of the plant by limiting either operator or equipment operations due to the potential
for ignition and resulting equipment damage/personnel injury. Flammable gasses, such as
hydrogen and acetylene, are routinely used to maintain plant systems (hydrogen) or to repair
equipment/components (acetylene - used in welding). This EAL assumes concentrations of
flammable gasses which can ignite/support combustion.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on System
.Maff,-nctieosEALs in Category S, Category F or Category R, Fission Prod'uct -arrir Dogradation
or Abnporimia Rad Levels!. Ra;dipac;;ntivo Effluent IQ6.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR 9B and Figure 9B.6-1
2. NFPA 12 A Halon 1301 Fire Extinguishing Systems
3. NEI 99-01 IC HA3
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 3 - Hazardous Gas

Initiating Condition: Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases
deemed detrimental to NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS

EAL:

HU3.1 Unusual Event

Toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases in amounts that have or could adversely
affect NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS is defined to mean activities at the plant site associated

with routine testing, maintenance, or equipment operations, in accordance with normal

operating or administrative procedures. Entry into abnormal or emergency operating

procedures, or deviation from normal security or radiological controls posture, is a

departure from NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.

For purposes of this EAL, any gas (CO 2 included) is considered toxic when oxygen

concentrations in the affected areas have been or could be expected to be reduced to

<19.5% or toxicity of the gas will be injurious to persons inhaling it. For discharges of

Halon, NMP's systems are designed for a discharge concentration from 5% up to 6.5%. In

accordance with NFPA 12 A, Halon 1301 Fire Extinguishing Systems, exposures to levels

of up to 7% produce little if any noticeable effect (ref. 1).

Generic

This EAL is based on the release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases of sufficient
quantity to affect NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event.

This IG,-EAL is not intended to require significant assessment or quantification. It assumes an
uncontrolled process that has the potential to affect plant operations. This would preclude small or
incidental releases, or releases that do not impact structures needed for plant operation.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
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Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA3.1.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NFPA 12 A Halon 1301 Fire Extinguishing Systems
2. NEI 99-01 IC HU3
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 3 - Hazardous Gas

Initiating Condition: Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases
deemed detrimental to NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS

EAL:

HU3.2 Unusual Event

Recommendation by local, county or state officials to evacuate or shelter site personnel
based on an offsite event

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

A recommendation by offsite officials that a potential evacuation of site personnel may be

required based on an offsite event assumes that the plant lies within an evacuation area

established by offsite officials due to a release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable

gas. In this case, it can be assumed that an actual or potential release of such hazardous

gas is anticipated to enter the PROTECTED AREA in amounts that could affect the health

of plant personnel or NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.

Generic

This EAL is bsoed on the reloass Of toxict, oresive, asphyxiant or flammable gased of suLffiiH3t

quantity to affect NORMAL PLANT OPERATION&.
The fac-t that SGBA May b9eWF G1orn doe A nteliminate the need to decl-1are the event.

T-his IQ is net int9Ended to require cignificant assess6ment or quantification;. it assumFes an
uncntoledprocess that has the potenti-al to affect plant opertBANRios. This WOUld precludle small Or

iniena eleases, or releases that do0 nEt impact structures needed for plant operation.

An asphyx~iant i6 a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonely, asphyxiants work by mnerely displacing air in an enclosed enviFroment. This
redclUer the concentration of oxygen below the normnal leyel of aroun~d 19%, which can lead to
breathing diffieulties, uncnciuness or even deaith.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA3.1.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC HU3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

HOSTILE ACTION resulting in loss of physical control of the
facility

EAL:

HG4.1 General Emergency

A HOSTILE ACTION has occurred such that plant personnel are unable to operate
equipment required to maintain safety functions

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Safety functions include:

" Reactivity control - ability to shut down the reactor and keep it shutdown

" RPV level control - ability to cool the core

* Decay heat removal - ability to maintain a heat sink

Generic

This EAL encompasses conditions under which a HOSTILE ACTION has resulted in a loss of
physical control of VITAL AREAs (containing vital equipment or controls of vital equipment)
required to maintain safety functions and control of that equipment cannot be transferred to and
operated from another location.

[Typially, theso safety functiens are roactiVity contFol (abiliy to shut doWn the roactor- and keep i
ishutdown) reactor- wator- ievol (ablit#y tO cool the core), and docay heat rornoval (ablit#y to m~ainti

ha hoat _ink) for- a BW14R. Th ee oui Valeont fuG69nctions fr a; PR 14 roF roeactt coV# GntProl, RCGS in ve ntomP
and- seon ahot r-emoval.]

[Loss of phy.sical control. Of the cont.o. roo..m Or 9rm.te shUtdoWn ,apabiity a.lne may not prevent
the abity to mailntain saft f unt" . in per Se. Dosign of the rornote shutdown capability and the
locatioen 4f the transfer- switche~s shoul4d be taken into account. Primary emphasis should be pla co
On thoSo components and instrUMonts that suP4pplyprtoction for- and information about safet

If control of the plant equipment necessary to maintain safety functions can be transferred to
another location, then the threshold is not met.
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Thfis EAL addressos failure Of spent fuel cooling systems as a recul-t of HOSTILE ACTION i
IMMINENT- fuel damage is likely, SUch as when a freshly off loaded reactor core is in the 6pent fuel

[A freshly off !oaded Feaster- GGF9 iS clef/nd by Site &peGXfi criteria I

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC HG1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security

Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION resulting in loss of physical control of the facility

EAL:

HG4.2 General Emergency

A HOSTILE ACTION has caused failure of Spent Fuel Cooling systems

AND

IMMINENT fuel damage is likely

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

None

Generic
E-AL4--I

This E=AL oncom~passos conditions undor Which a HOSTILE ACT-ION has rosultod in a loss of
physical conrol1 of VITAL AREAS (contaRinig vital eqOguipmot or conrols6 of vital oquipMont)
roquirod to mnaintain safety func~tions and coantrol1 of that eguipment cannot bo transforred to and
pocratod from another location.

[TypicalyL, those safot functiona aro roactivity control (abiliy to shut dow43 the reactor- and koop it
shutdown) roactor- water- levol (ability to Gool tho cGem), and docay heat rornoval (abiliy to m~aintain
a hoat sink) for- a BWR. The oquivalont fuinctions for- a PWR aro roactivty conftrol, RCS inventer/
and socondary heat remova.]

[Loss of physical control of the congtrol roomg or- remote shutdown capabiliy alone m~ay not prevent
the ebilit to m~aintain safety functionis per- so. Design of the remoto ishutdown Gapability and the
location of Mhe transfer- switches should- bop taken into account. Primary em~phasis should be placed

kinRtinh h hm

If control of the plant equipment necesar,' to maintain Safety functions can be transferred to
-Ano.A-t herw A locationR then&A the A t-h.r esRhoQId- i, neAt meAt.

This EAL addresses failure of spent fuel cooling systems as a result of HOSTILE ACTION AND4f
IMMINENT fuel damage is likely, such as When a freshly off loaded reactor core is in the spent fuel
PeGGI
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V"
A l B FI I m Im
\ Trsfy nw e;; aoag roatr oe is- denned by skte sper,41c cntena. 1

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC HG1
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Subcategory:

Attachment 1 - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION within the PROTECTED AREA

EAL:

HS4.1 Site Area Emergency

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as
reported by the Security Site Supervisor

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This condition represents an escalated threat to plant safety above that contained in the Alert in
that a HOSTILE FORCE has progressed from the Owner Controlled Area to the PROTECTED
AREA.

This EAL addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as that
experienced on September 11, 2001. It is not premised solely on the potential for a radiological
release. Rather, the issue includes the need for rapid assistance due to the possibility for
significant and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack elements.

The fact that the site is under serious attack with minimal time available for further preparation or
additional assistance to arrive requires Offsite Response Organization (ORO) readiness and
preparation for the implementation of protective measures.

This EAL addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events due to a HOSTILE
ACTION. It is not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or acts of civil
disobedience, such as small aircraft impact, hunters, or physical disputes between employees
within the PROTECTED AREA. Those events are adequately addressed by other EALs.

[Although nUcloar- plant socunty officers are wel# trained and pre pared to protect against HOS T44=
ACTION, it is approepriate for- OR~s to be notifid and encoura ged to begin proparations for pubi
pretoctivo aGtin& (W they d9 net normally to be better- pro paroed should it be necossar-y to conSido;

[If not pro vieusly notified by NJRC that the a irbornoeW()- HOTILEF=4Q J AtIO was intontional, then it wei
b9e oXpoct@9d, althUgh not Gertain, th-at notifcation b9y an appropriate Foederal agency woUld folow
in thiS .aso, appropriat. fedora. agency is intended to be NO.D, FBI, FAA or- NRG. Howe ver, the
doclaratin should net' beudl foayed awaitng Fedoral notifiation.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on actual plant
status after impact or progression of attack.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):
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1. NMP Site Security Plan
2. NEI 99-01 IC HS4
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

HOSTILE ACTION within the Owner Controlled Area or airborne
attack threat

HA4.1 Alert

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the Owner Controlled Area as
reported by the Security Site Supervisor

OR
A validated notification from NRC of an AIRLINER attack threat within 30 min. of the site

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

None

Generic

Note: Timely and accurate communication between the Security Site Supervisor.e...ity Shift
Supe•4isii and the Control Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs.

Th4ese-This EALs addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as that
experienced on September 11, 2001. They are not premised solely on the potential for a
radiological release. Rather, the issue includes the need for rapid assistance due to the possibility
for significant and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack elements.

The fact that the site is under serious attack or is an identified attack target with minimal time
available for further preparation or additional assistance to arrive requires a heightened state of
readiness and implementation of protective measures that can be effective (such as on-site
evacuation, dispersal or sheltering).

E-AL-#4First Condition

This E-AL-condition addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events due to a
HOSTILE ACTION. It is not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or acts of civil
disobedience, such as small aircraft impact, hunters, or physical disputes between employees
within the Owner Controlled Area. Those events are adequately addressed by other EALs.

Note that this E-AL-condition is applicable for any HOSTILE ACTION occurring, or that has
occurred, in the Owner Controlled Area. This inc'-ludc !SFSI'6 that may be outeido the
PROTECTED AREA but still Within the OW-NFER CONT•ROIILED"I ARRA
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E-AL-#2Second Condition

This EAAL-condition addresses the immediacy of an expected threat arrival or impact on the site
within a relatively short time.

The intent of this E/A-condition is to ensure that notifications for the AIRLINER attack threat are
made in a timely manner and that Offsite Response Organizations (OROs) and plant personnel are
at a state of heightened awareness regarding the credible threat. AIRLINER is meant to be a
LARGE AIRCRAFT with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant.

This E-AL-condition is met when a plant receives information regarding an AIRLINER attack threat
from NRC and the AIRLINER is within 30 minutes of the plant. Only the plant to which the specific
threat is made need declare the Alert.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the threat
involves an AIRLINER (AIRLINER is meant to be a LARGE AIRCRAFT with the potential for
causing significant damage to the plant). The status and size of the plane may be provided by
NORAD through the NRC.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NMP Site Security Plan
2. NEI 99-01 IC HA4
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Confirmed SECURITY CONDITION or threat which indicates a
potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant

EAL:

HU4.1 Unusual Event

A SECURITY CONDITION that does not involve a HOSTILE ACTION as reported by the
Security Site Supervisor

OR
A credible site-specific security threat notification

OR
A validated notification from NRC providing information of an aircraft threat

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

If the Security Site Supervisor determines that a threat notification is credible, the Security

Site Supervisor will notify the Operations Shift Manager that a "Credible Threat" condition

exists for NMP2. Generally, NMP2 Security Procedures address standard practices for

determining credibility. The three main criteria for determining credibility are: technical

feasibility, operational feasibility, and resolve. For NMP2, a validated notification delivered

by the FBI, the NRC or similar agency is treated as credible.

Generic

Note: Timely and accurate communication between Security Shift epele the Site Supervisor
and the Control Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs.

Security events which do not represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant are
reported under 10 CFR 73.71, or in some cases, under 10 CFR 50.72. Security events assessed
as HOSTILE ACTIONs are classifiable under EAL HA4.1, EAL HS4.1 and EAL HG4HG4.1.

A higher initial classification could be made based upon the nature and timing of the security threat
and potential consequences. The licensee shall consider upgrading the emergency response
status and emergency classification level in accordance with the site'NMP Site Security aid
Safcguardc COnting9ncy Plan and Emorgoncy Plan.

E-AL44First Condition
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Reference is made to site. peefi" security shift supervision because these individuals are the
designated personnel on-site qualified and trained to confirm that a security event is occurring or
has occurred. Training on security event classification confirmation is closely controlled due to the
strict secrecy controls placed on the plant Safoguards o-nting..,YNMP Site Security Plan.

This threshold is based on rito rpocific securitY pan.the NMP Site Security Plan. Site-speeifi
Safeouard C9ontingncY Plan, aroThe NMP Site Security Plan is based on guidance provided by
NEI 03-12.

EA6-#aSecond Condition

This threshold is included to ensure that appropriate notifications for the security threat are made in
a timely manner. This includes information of a credible threat. Only the plant to which the specific
threat is made need declare the .otification of an Unusual Event.

The determination of "credible" is made through use of information found in the NMP Site Security
Plan site sp•cific Safeguards CoRtingency Plan.

EAL--#3Third Condition

The intent of this EAL is to ensure that notifications for the aircraft threat are made in a timely
manner and that Offsite Response Organizations and plant personnel are at a state of heightened
awareness regarding the credible threat. It is not the intent of this EAL to replace existing non-
hostile related EALs involving aircraft.

This EAL is met when a plant receives information regarding an aircraft threat from NRC.
Validation is performed by calling the NRC or by other approved methods of authentication. Only
the plant to which the specific threat is made need declare the Unusual Event.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the threat
involves an AIRLINER (AIRLINER is meant to be a LARGE AIRCRAFT with the potential for
causing significant damage to the plant). The status and size of the plane may be provided by
NORAD through the NRC.

Escalation to Alert emergency classification level would-be-via EAL HA4.1 would be appropriate if
the threat involves an AIRLINER within 30 minutes of the plant.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NMP Site Security Plan
2. NEI 99-01 IC HU4
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H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

5 - Control Room Evacuation

Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation has been initiated and plant control
cannot be established

EAL:

HS5.1 Site Area Emergency

Control Room evacuation has been initiated

AND

Control of the plant cannot be established within 15 min. (Note 4)
Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is

determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

N2-SOP-78, Control Room Evacuation, provides specific instructions for evacuating the

Control Room/Building and establishing plant control in alternate locations.

Generic

The intent of this GJ,-EAL is to capture those events where control of the plant cannot be
reestablished in a timely manner. In this case, expeditious transfer of control of safety systems has
not occurred (although fission product barrier damage may not yet be indicated).

The intent of the EAL is to establish control of important plant equipment and knowledge of
important plant parameters in a timely manner. Primary emphasis should be placed on those
components and instruments that supply protection for and information about safety functions.
Typically, these safety functions are reactivity control (ability to shutdoW- tho roactor andreach and
maintain it-reactor shutdown), reactor water level (ability to cool the core), and decay heat removal
(ability to maintain a heat sink) for a BWR. The equivalent fu-nctincn for a PWR aro rFactivity
control, RCS invontor,', and 6econdar', heat removal.

The determination of whether or not control is established at the remote shutdown panel is based
on Emergency Director (ED) judgment. The Emergency Director is expected to make a reasonable,
informed judgment within the site specific time for transfer that the licensee has control of the plant
from the remote shutdown panel.

m• F

9he Soite SpocIfl tkirnob ortranstor- is iasea on ana~lsis or- assosisments as to heow quGwc'y control
must! be FeoStal.WiSeOd W4tlOut Gorn un -ern an/r- cor darn~a o. TP46 tUme sheuW not oxcood
15 m~inutos without additiona; iustiiastion I1

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be by EALs in Category F or
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Category RFission Product B13rror Dogradatio•n r ,Abnormal Rad Levics/Radiological Effluont

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-SOP-78 Control Room Evacuation
2. USAR Section 9B.8.2.2
3. NEI 99-01 IC HS2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

5 - Control Room Evacuation

Control Room evacuation has been initiated

EAL:

HA5.1 Alert

Control Room evacuation has been initiated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

N2-SOP-78, Control Room Evacuation, provides specific instructions for evacuating the

Control Room/Building and establishing plant control in alternate locations.

Generic

With the control room evacuated, additional support, monitoring and direction through the
Technical Support Center and/or other emergency response facilities may be necessary.

Inability to establish plant control from outside the control room will escalate this event to a Site
Area Emergency.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-SOP-78 Control Room Evacuation

2. USAR Section 9B.8.2.2
3. NEI 99-01 IC HA5
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Subcategory:

Attachment 1 - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - Judgment

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a General Emergency

EAL:

HG6.1 General Emergency

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or IMMINENT substantial
core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity or HOSTILE
ACTION that results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels (1,000
mRem TEDE or 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE) offsite for more than the immediate site area

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

None

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for General Emergency.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC HG2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - Judgment

Other conditions existing that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a Site Area Emergency

HS6.1 Site Area Emergency

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE ACTION that results in
intentional damage or malicious acts; (1) toward site personnel or equipment that could
lead to the likely failure of or; (2) that prevent effective access to equipment needed for the
protection of the public. ANY releases are not expected to result in exposure levels which
exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE) beyond the SITE BOUNDARY

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

None

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for Site Area Emergency.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC HS3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Attachment 1 - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - Judgment

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of an Alert

EAL:

HA6.1 Alert

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable life
threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE
ACTION. ANY releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA Protective
Action Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

None

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the Alert emergency classification level.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC HA6
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Category:

Subcategory:

Attachment I - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - Judgment

Initiating Condition: Other conditions existing that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a UE

EAL:

HU6.1 Unusual Event

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which indicate a potential degradation of the level
of safety of the plant or indicate a security threat to facility protection has been initiated. No
releases of radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring are expected
unless further degradation of safety systems occurs

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

None

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the NQUE emergency classification level.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC HU5
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Category E - INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI)

EAL Group: Not Applicable (the EAL in this category is

applicable independent of plant operating

mode)

An INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI) is a complex that is

designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and other

radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage. A significant amount of the

radioactive material contained within a cask/canister must escape its packaging and enter

the biosphere for there to be a significant environmental effect resulting from an accident

involving the dry storage of spent nuclear fuel. Formal offsite planning is not required

because the postulated worst-case accident involving an ISFSI has insignificant

consequences to the public health and safety.

An Notification of Unusual Event is declared on the basis of the occurrence of an event of

sufficient magnitude that a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY is damaged or

violated. This includes classification based on a loaded fuel storage cask/canister

CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY loss leading to the degradation of the fuel during storage or

posing an operational safety problem with respect to its removal from storage.

A hostile security event that leads to a potential loss in the level of safety of the ISFSI is a

classifiable event under Security category EAL HA4.1.

Minor surface damage that does not affect storage cask/canister boundary is excluded

from the scope of these EALs.
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Category: E - ISFSI

Subcategory: Not Applicable

Initiating Condition: Damage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY

EAL:

EUI.1 Unusual Event

Damage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY as indicated by measured dose
rates > then ANY of the following:

a 400 mRem/hr at 3 feet from the HSM surface

* 100 mRem/hr outside HSM door on centerline

a 20 mRem/hr end shield wall exterior

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The NMP site ISFSI utilizes the NUHOMS Horizontal Modular Storage System.

This EAL addresses any condition which indicates a loss of a cask CONFINEMENT

BOUNDARY and thus a potential degradation in the level of safety of the ISFSI. The cask

CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY is the NUHOMS 61BT Dry Shielded Canister (DSC). The

DSC is the pressure-retaining component of the storage system (ref. 1). Each loaded DSC

is housed within a Horizontal Storage Module (HSM). Indication of a loss of

CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY is any increase in external HSM radiation levels in excess of

Technical Specification limits (ref. 2).

Generic

An NOUE in this J.,-EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude that a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY is damaged or violated. This includes
classification based on a loaded fuel storage cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY loss leading to
the degradation of the fuel during storage or posing an operational safety problem with respect to
its removal from storage.

[ITh, r,-s,8 of the ISElS .Saft, Anay•h,; Rp•, (•-• R p•r- NUREG 1536 ,or SA4 rAfoer,•d ;M• ,.

,,a,1(/) C•,g;Wirate Of Corp;ianco ,9Pd• thPl%•flated NRC Safety Evaiati;n Rope, identify nat,-.

mh.en..mona evonts and -accdont Gcnditio-n that could ot.ntia//- offcv t the CONF!NEMEN
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BOUNDARY-. This EAL addresaos a dwro

PHUjEUGT41E= dlampgog, F4KE damage or

pod Gask-, a tipped ever- cask-, EXPLOSION,
natural phenomnena affecting a cask (e.g., seimi event,

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. CDP No. N1-07-092/N2-07-070 Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station - Conceptual Design,
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

2. Transnuclear, Inc. Standardized NUHOMS Horizontal Modular Storage System
Certificate of Compliance No. 1004, Attachment A Technical Specifications Section
1.2.7 HSM Dose Rates with a Loaded 24P, 52B or 61 BT DSC

3. NEI 99-01 IC E-HU1
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Category C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

EAL Group: Cold Conditions (RCS temperature 5 2000 F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more cold operating modes.

Category C EALs are directly associated with cold shutdown or refueling system safety

functions. Given the variability of plant configurations (e.g., systems out-of-service for

maintenance, containment open, reduced AC power redundancy, time since shutdown)

during these periods, the consequences of any given initiating event can vary greatly. For

example, a loss of decay heat removal capability that occurs at the end of an extended

outage has less significance than a similar loss occurring during the first week after

shutdown. Compounding these events is the likelihood that instrumentation necessary for

assessment may also be inoperable. The cold shutdown and refueling system malfunction

EALs are based on performance capability to the extent possible with consideration given

to RCS integrity, containment closure, and fuel clad integrity for the applicable operating

modes (4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel, D - Defueled).

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Loss of AC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and Eemergency Ceore Ceooling Ssystems

which may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category

includes loss of onsite and offsite power sources for the 4.16 KV emergency buses.

2. Loss of DC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and Eemergency CGore CGooling Ssystems

which may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category

includes loss of power to the 125 VDC buses.
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3. RPV Level

RPV water level is a measure of inventory available to ensure adequate core cooling

and, therefore, maintain fuel clad integrity. The RPV provides a volume for the coolant

that covers the reactor core. The RPV and associated pressure piping (Rfeactor

COoolant Ssystem) together provide a barrier to limit the release of radioactive material

should the reactor fuel clad integrity fail.

4. RCS Temperature

Uncontrolled or inadvertent temperature or pressure increases are indicative of a

potential loss of safety functions.

5. Inadvertent Criticality

Inadvertent criticalities pose potential personnel safety hazards as well as being

indicative of a losses of reactivity control.

6. Communications

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively communicate with

essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant emergency classification.
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of AC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 4.16 KV emergency
buses for >_ 15 min.

EAL:

CAI.1 Alert

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table C-1, to 4.16 KV emergency buses
2ENS*SWG101 and *2ENSSWG103 for >_ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as- it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-1 AC Power Sources

* 2EGS*EG1

U, * 2EGS*EG3
0

* Reserve Transformer A

* Reserve Transformer B

o * Aux Boiler Transformer

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 -

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Refuel, D - Defueled

2ENS*SWG101, 2ENS*SWG102, and 2ENS*SWG103 are the 4.16 KV emergency buses.

Bus 2ENS*SWG101 is dedicated to Division I of the On-site Emergency AC Electrical

Distribution System, bus 2ENS*SWG102 is dedicated to Division III (HPCS), and bus

2ENS*SWG103 is dedicated to Division I1. Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and *SWG103 feed all

Station redundant safety-related loads, except the HPCS system loads. The HPCS system

loads are fed by bus 2ENS*SWG102 (ref. 1,2).

* All three divisions are normally energized by the On-site Normal AC Electrical

Distribution System via the off-site power sources through the reserve station

service transformers 2RTX-XSR1A and 2RTX-XSR1 B.
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o 2ENS*SWG102 from transformer 2RTX-XSR1A

o 2ENS*SWG103 from transformer 2RTX-XSR1B.

" Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and 2ENS*SWG103 each have a backup source, the

Auxiliary Boiler Transformer 2ABS-Xl. Also, 2ENS*SWG101 and *SWG103 each

have a feeder to a normal AC (stub) bus, NNS-SWG014 and NNS-SWG015,

respectively.

" Bus 2ENS*SWG102 has a backup connection to the Reserve Station Service

Transformer 2RTX-XSR1 B, if required.

" Each of the three 4.16 KV emergency buses has a standby diesel generator

(2EGS*EG1, 2EGS*EG3, 2EGS*EG2) to carry its loads in case of a LOOP or in

case of a sustained degraded voltage condition on the offsite source (ref. 3, 4).

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or

provide RPV makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to vital buses. Even

though an essential bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e., loads that if lost would

inhibit decay heat removal capability or RPV makeup capability) are not operable on the

energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition loss of all AC power EAL

SS1.1.

Generic

Loss of all AC power compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric power including RHR,
ECCS, Containment Heat Removal, Spent Fuel Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink.

The event can be classified as an Alert when in cold shutdown, refuel4i4, or defueled mode
because of the significantly reduced decay heat and lower temperature and pressure.7 This
classification increasiesPg the time allowed to restore one of the emergency busses-, relative to that
specified for the Site Area Emergency EAL.

Escalating to Site Area Emergency, if appropriate, is by EALs in Category PAbnormnl Rad LeY9!s
RadiolG9ical Effluont ICe.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

[The, ,-,panion•Q IC SS1].
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NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 8.2
2. USAR Section 8.3
3. N2-SOP-03 Loss of AC Power
4. N2-SOP-01 Station Blackout
5. NEI 99-01 IC CA3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

AC power capability to 4.16 KV emergency buses reduced to a
single power source for _> 15 min. such that ANY additional single
failure would result in a complete loss of all 4.16 KV emergency
bus power

EAL:

CUI.1 Unusual Event

AC power capability to 4.16 KV emergency buses 2ENS*SWG101 and 2ENS*SWG103
reduced to a single power source, Table C-1, for > 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

ANY additional single power source failure will result in a loss of all power to 4.16 KV
emergency buses 2ENS*SWG101 and 2ENS*SWG103

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-1 AC Power Sources

* 2EGS*EG1

"fl . 2EGS*EG3

0

* Reserve Transformer A

* Reserve Transformer B

o * Aux Boiler Transformer

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Plant-Specific

2ENS*SWG101, 2ENS*SWG102, and 2ENS*SWG103 are the 4.16 KV emergency buses.

Bus 2ENS*SWG101 is dedicated to Division I of the On-site Emergency AC Electrical

Distribution System, bus 2ENS*SWG102 is dedicated to Division III (HPCS), and bus

2ENS*SWG103 is dedicated to Division I1. Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and 2ENS*SWG103

feed all Station redundant safety-related loads, except the HPCS system loads. The HPCS
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system loads are fed by bus 2ENS*SWG102 (ref. 1, 2).

" All three divisions are normally energized by the On-site Normal AC Electrical

Distribution System via the off-site power sources through the reserve station

service transformers 2RTX-XSR1A and 2RTX-XSR1 B.

o 2ENS*SWG102 from transformer 2RTX-XSR1A

o 2ENS*SWG103 from transformer 2RTX-XSR1B.

* Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and 2ENS*SWG103 each have a backup source, the

Auxiliary Boiler Transformer 2ABS-X1. Also, 2ENS*SWG1 01 and 2ENS*SWG1 03

each have a feeder to a normal AC (stub) bus, NNS-SWG014 and NNS-SWG015,

respectively.

" Bus 2ENS*SWG102 has a backup connection to the Reserve Station Service

Transformer 2RTX-XSR1B, if required.

* Each of the three 4.16 KV emergency buses has a standby diesel generator

(2EGS*EG1, 2EGS*EG3, 2EGS*EG2) to carry its loads in case of a LOOP or in

case of a sustained degraded voltage condition on the offsite source (ref. 3, 4).

The 15fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power

losses. If multiple sources fail to energize the unit safety-related buses within 15- minutes,

an Unusual Event is declared under this EAL. The subsequent loss of the single remaining

power source escalates the event to an Alert under EAL CA1.1.

Generic

The condition indicated by this IG-EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power
systems such that any additional single failure would result in a 6tation blackoutcomplete loss of
4.16 KV emergency bus AC power to one or both units. This condition could occur due to a loss of
off-site power with a concurrent failure of all but one emergency generator to supply power to its
emergency bus. The subsequent loss of this single power source would escalate the event to an
Alert in accordance with EAL CA1.13.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.

[At multi unit stations, the E4 18 shoeu, alw .r.edi for- oper.ation -of installed design features, u.ch
as Gross ties or-swing diesels, provided that abnormal or emergency operating procedures addros
thoir u6o. Howevor-, these stations mqust also Gonsider the impact of this- copndition on other- share
safot functins in devoloping the site spociic EAiL.]
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[lRants that have a proco.duFa•lizd capabity t; Gross tie A C power- from an off site power spplyh o
a com~panion unit mgay take credit qfo the reqdundant pewer- source in the associatod EAL for- this

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 8.2
2. USAR Section 8.3
3. N2-SOP-03 Loss of AC Power
4. N2-SOP-01 Station Blackout
5. NEI 99-01 IC CU3
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 2 - Loss of DC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of required DC power for >_ 15 min.

EAL:

CU2.1 Unusual Event

< 105 VDC on required 125 VDC emergency buses for >_ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The emergency 125 VDC power system includes three electrically independent and

separate switchgears (2BYS*SWG002A, 2BYS*SWG002B and 2CES*IPNL414). Division I

((2BYS*SWG002A) and Division II (2BYS*SWG002B) feed the redundant emergency DC

loads associated with Divisions I and II of the emergency onsite AC system, respectively.

Division III (2CES*PNP414) feeds the emergency DC loads associated with Division III

(HPCS system).

Each emergency 125 VDC distribution system has a battery and a battery charger that are

normally connected to the bus such that these two sources of power are operating in

parallel. The charger is normally supplying system electrical loads with the battery on a

float charge. Should both battery chargers for any particular battery be out of service at

any point in the DC load cycle, the battery is capable of starting and operating its

associated loads for 2 hr according to a precalculated load profile without the battery

terminal voltage falling below the minimum acceptable level, 105 VDC7 (ref. 1, 2, 3).

In Cold Shutdown mode and Refuel mode, requirements on emergency 125 VDC power

are relaxed. The term "required" in this EAL signifies the minimum Technical Specifications

requirements for shutdown conditions (ref. 2):

* One Division I or Division II DC electrical power subsystem; and
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* Division III DC electrical power subsystem when the HPCS system is required to be

operable.

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition loss of DC power

EAL SS2.1.

Generic

The purpose of this 40-EALaRnd its- •aciatd EALs is to recognize a loss of DC power
compromising the ability to monitor and control the removal of decay heat during Cold Shutdown or
Refueling operations.

[This EAL is intended to be antipatery- in as much as the eporating .. ew m.a.y net havo
d to he/css.]

t7cr " 0" t7tp" V utt" r"W" "am-m- --ý

[Plants Will 4Wutinely perform maintenance on~ a Train rolated basis during shutdown periods
The require-d busses; are the4 minimmallwdb Technical Specifiations for- the mde o

operatio.It iineddthat the loss of th peaig (operable) train is, to be considered. if this
los6 results in the inability to maintain cold shu--tdo':wn, the escalation to an A,,t will be per C,4.

[(Site specific bus voltage should be based on the minimum bus voltage necessary fo tho
operation of isafet related equipment. This voltage value should incorporate a m~argin of at least 15
m~inutes of operation begfoe the onset of inabilty to operate those load~s. This voltage is usuall
near- the min~imum voltage iselected when batter-y sizing is performed. Typically the value Afr the
entire batter-y set is approximately 105 VDC. For a 60 cell string of baperies the cell voltage is
typically 1.7-5 Volts per- cell F~or a 5 98 string ba toryW se t the9 mn~pim um vol- t-age is typicaly 1.91 Volt

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

NMVP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 8.3.2.1.2
2. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.8.5
3. N2-SOP-04 Loss of DC Power
4. NEI 99-01 IC CU7
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RPV Level

Loss of RPV inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with
Containment challenged

EAL:

CG3.1 General Emergency

RPV level < -14 in. for >_ 30 min. (Note 4)

AND

ANY Containment Challenge Indication, Table C-3

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-3 Containment Challenge Indications

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established

* Explosive mixture exists inside Primary
Containment (H2 > 6% and 02 -- 5%)

* UNPLANNED rise in Primary Containment
pressure

* RB area radiation > 8.00E+3 mR/hr

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

When RPV level drops to the top of active fuel (an indicated RPV level of -14 in.), core

uncovery starts to occur (ref. 1, 2).

Four conditions are associated with a challenge to Primary Containment integrity:

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is the procedurally defined actions taken to secure

containment (primary or secondary) and its associated structures, systems, and

components as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant

conditions. This definition is less restrictive than Technical Specification criteria

governing Primary and Secondary Containment operability. Therefore, If the
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Technical Specification criteria are met,-thefere,, CONTAINMENT CLOSURE has

been established- (ref. 3, 4, 5).

Explosive (deflagration) mixtures in the Primary Containment are assumed to be

elevated concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. BWR industry evaluation of

hydrogen generation for development of EOPs/SAGs indicates that any hydrogen

concentration above minimum detectable is not to be expected within the short

term. Post-LOCA hydrogen generation primarily caused by radiolysis is a slowly

evolving, long-term condition. Hydrogen concentrations that rapidly develop are

most likely caused by metal-water reaction. A metal-water reaction is indicative of

an accident more severe than accidents considered in the plant design basis and

would be indicative, therefree, of a potential threat to Primary Containment integrity.

Hydrogen concentration of approximately 6% is considered the global deflagration

concentration limit.

The specified values for this threshold are the minimum global deflagration

concentration limits (6% hydrogen and 5% oxygen), areaPn readily recognizable

because 6% hydrogen is well above the EOP flowchart entry condition. The

minimum global deflagration hydrogen/oxygen concentrations (6%/5%, respectively)

require intentional Primary Containment venting, which is defined to be a loss of the

Primary Containment barrier- (ref. 6, 7).

The USAR requires the H 2/0 2 analyzers to be able to provide and record

combustible gas concentration in the Primary Containment within 90 minutes

following a LOCA with safety system injection. The H2 /0 2 analyzers are normally in

standby and require a 30 minute warm-up/self-test period before they start

providing data- (ref. 6).

If the hydrogen or oxygen monitor is unavailable, sampling and analysis may

determine gas concentrations. The validity of sample results must be judged based

upon plant conditions, since drawing and analyzing samples may take some time. If

sample results cannot be relied upon and hydrogen concentrations cannot be

determined by any other means, the concentrations must be considered "unknown."

The monitors should not be considered "unavailable" until an attempt has been
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made to place them in service- (ref. 2).

" Any UNPLANNED rise in Primary Containment pressure in the Cold Shutdown or

Refuel mode indicates CONTAINMENT CLOSURE cannot be assured and the

Primary Containment cannot be relied upon as a barrier to fission product release.

* RB (Reactor Building) area radiation monitors should provide indication of increased

release that may be indicative of a challenge to CONTAINMENT CLOSURE. The

EOP Maximum Safe Operating level is 8.OOE+3 mR/hr and is indicative of problems

in the secondary containment that are spreading. The locations into which the

primary system discharge is of concern correspond to the areas addressed in Detail

S of N2-EOP-SC (ref. 7).

If RPV level is restored and maintained above the top of active fuel before a Containment

Challenge condition occurs and, subsequently, a Containment Challenge condition is

reached, this EAL is not met.

Generic

This IG-EAL represents the inability to restore and maintain RPV water level to above the top of
active fuel with containment challenged. Fuel damage is probable if RPV water level cannot be
restored, as available decay heat will cause boiling, further reducing the RPV water level. With the
Containment breached or challenged, t-he the potential for unmonitored fission product release to
the environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to be released to
the environment. This is consistent with the definition of a GE. The GE is declared on the
occurrence of the loss or IMMINENT loss of function of all three barriers.

[Thr,, EAL are based on ,,n,,rns raised by Genorc Lefter 88 17, Los6 of De-ay .e.a.
Rmoval, SEvY 91 283, Evaluatien of Shutdo, n and L•w Po"wor Risk Issues, NUREG 1449,
Shjutdown and Lo14w9n Pwr- Operatin at Common~r-ial Nusloar- Power- Rants in the United States,
and-, NUMAR 014 06, Guido;nos fer• Industr, y Actions to A ssess Shutdow, Manag•m•nt.]
A number of variables can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the fuel

clad barrier. Examples include:

[•WRS] initial Veel l9v0l, .hutd-W, hea_,t reAmoA0_l System deign

,P"W , mid-loop, reduced level/flange level, head in place, cavity flooded, RCS venting strategy,
decay heat removal system design, vortexing pre-disposition, steam generator U-tube draining

Analysis indicates that core damage may occur within an hour following continued core
U*eoveryuncover. Ttherefore, 30 minutes was conservatively chosen.

If CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core uncovery
time limit then escalation to General Emergency would not occur.
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[Site shutdown contingoncy plans typically provide for- Fe establishing CONTAINMENT GLOSURb

follOWing a loss Of heat removal OF RGS inventR"'fU6nctoS.]

[in the early stages of a core uncover,' event, it i6 unlkkly that hydrogen buildp due to a Gorp

uncovery Go6#d rosul1t in an eXploSivo miXtUro of dissolvod gasses in Containmgent. Howevor,
Conptain~mont mnitorFing and/r- sampling should bo pogrfored to verif this assumqptin and a
Gen~er-al Em=Rergoncy declared if it is diete-rmined that an oXplos~ nivom t' ro 9446t.]

[For- BWRs, the use of socondary containment radiation mnqkitos ishould provide indication or
increased relese that m~ay be indicative of a challenge to SecondarY' containmgent. Th4e site spocific_
.ra;diation.M monitor values should be ba-se d onp th e EO P "m-aximum safe values" beca-;u-se th ese

vales are easily r-ecognizablehW and have an emergency basis.]

Sump and tank leVelicraesms be evaluated against othor potential so-ur-e~s oef lpeakago such
as cooling water courcoc inside the containment to ensure they aro indicativo of RCS leakage.

[in the cold shutdow4n mode, normal RCS leve and RPV levol instrumontatien systemgs l
usually be available. in the refueling modo, normal means of RPV level indication may not b-e
alvaila-ble. Redfundant moean-s -of RPI/ level ind-ication WWIl usually be installed (including the abiltyt
Monp.itor level visually to asspures that the abilit to monpitor loAl1 will net be interrupted. However-,i
al# leve indicatio were to be lost during a loss of RCS invontory event, the operator-s would need
to determine that RPV inventory loseas ocufig by Obser'n supad tank lovoRl changes.
Sum~p and tank levol increases must be ovaluated against other- potontial sourGes of leakago such
aS cooling water- sourcos inside the otan ntq to nsuro they arc indicativo of RCS leaka go.]

As water level in the RPV lowe~rs, the dose rate above the core will inrGease. The d9e rate- duop to
thisq conre shine should result0 fin site specific monnitor indication and possible alarm.

[This EAL 8140uld Gonsorp'ativol estimate a ite seciG ficdse rate Setpent iniaiOof core

UnGGvuF' Vu., level at.:l.F). Fe SW~ that uu~ow 4au:nve w:tflfL:I Faua:w:w Mon:Lpa Gapa of
indicating coro uncovewm alternate site Spocific lovol indications Of core uncovor should be used.

[Post TPA studios indicated that the instaled nuclear- instrumgentation wil onorate erratically when

I

tho- cre,_r_ is uncovered and - th-at thisP sho uld be used asa a tool! for ma king such determiin ations.]

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-EOP-RPV RPV Control
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Attachment 1 - Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
NIP-OUT-01 Shutdown Safety
Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.6.1.1
Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.6.4.1
N2-EOP-PCH Hydrogen Control
N2-EOP-SC Secondary Containment Control
NEI 99-01 IC CG1
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RPV Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RPV inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with
Containment challenged

EAL:

CG3.2 General Emergency

RPV water level cannot be monitored with core uncovery indicated by ANY of the
following for >_ 30 min. (Note 4):

" ANY UNPLANNED RPV leakage indication, Table C-2

* Erratic Source Range Monitor indication

AND

ANY Containment Challenge Indication, Table C-3

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-2 RPV Leakage Indications

* Drywell equipment drain sump level rise

* Drywell floor drain sump level rise

* Reactor building equipment sump level rise

• Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise

* Suppression Pool level rise

* UNPLANNED rise in RPV make-up rate

* Observation of UNISOLABLE RCS leakage

Table C-3 Containment Challenge Indications

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established

* Explosive mixture exists inside Primary
Containment (H2 > 6% and 02 > 5%)

* UNPLANNED rise in Primary Containment
pressure

* RB area radiation > 8.OOE+3 mR/hr
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Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

If RPV water level monitoring capability is unavailable, all RPV water level indication would

be unavailable and, the RPV inventory loss must be detected by Table C-2, RPV Leakage

Indications. Level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage

such as cooling water sources inside the drywell to ensure they are indicative of RPV

leakage. Drywell equipment and floor drain sump level rise is the normal method of

monitoring and calculating leakage from the RPV. A Reactor Building equipment or floor

drain sump level rise may also be indicative of RPV inventory losses external to the

Primary Containment from systems connected to the RPV. With RHR System operating in

the Shutdown Cooling mode, an UNPLANNED rise in suppression pool level could be

indicative of RHR valve misalignment or leakage. If the make-up rate to the RPV

unexplainably rises above the pre-established rate, a loss of RPV inventory may be

occurring even if the source of the leakage cannot be immediately identified. Visual

observation of leakage from systems connected to the RCS in areas outside the Primary

Containment that cannot be isolated could be indicative of a loss of RPV inventory- (ref. 1,

2, 3).

Four channels of log count rate meters are available in the Control Room to detect erratic

source range monitor indications (ref. 4):

" SRM A & C on 2CEC*PNL606

" SRM B & D on 2CEC*PNL633

Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate erratically

when the core is uncovered and that source range monitors can be used as a tool for

making such determinations. Figure C-2 shows the response of the source range monitor

during the first few hours of the TMI-2 accident. The instrument reported an increasing

signal about 30 minutes into the accident. At this time, the reactor coolant pumps were

running and the core was adequately cooled as indicated by the core outlet

thermocouples. Hence, the increasing signal was the result of an increasing two-phase
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void fraction in the reactor core and vessel downcomer and the reduced shielding that the

two-phase mixture provides to the source range monitor.

Four conditions are associated with a challenge to Primary Containment integrity:

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is the procedurally defined actions taken to secure

containment (primary or secondary) and its associated structures, systems, and

components as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant

conditions. This definition is less restrictive than Technical Specification criteria

governing Primary and Secondary Containment operability. Therefore, If the

Technical Specification criteria are met,-4he-efere, CONTAINMENT CLOSURE has

been established- (ref. 5, 9, 10).

* Explosive (deflagration) mixtures in the Primary Containment are assumed to be

elevated concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. BWR industry evaluation of

hydrogen generation for development of EOPs/SAGs indicates that any hydrogen

concentration above minimum detectable is not to be expected within the short

term. Post-LOCA hydrogen generation primarily caused by radiolysis is a slowly

evolving, long-term condition. Hydrogen concentrations that rapidly develop are

most likely caused by metal-water reaction. A metal-water reaction is indicative of

an accident more severe than accidents considered in the plant design basis and

would be indicative,-thefere, of a potential threat to Primary Containment integrity.

Hydrogen concentration of approximately 6% is considered the global deflagration

concentration limit.

The specified values for this threshold are the minimum global deflagration

concentration limits (6% hydrogen and 5% oxygen), areand readily recognizable

because 6% hydrogen is well above the EOP flowchart entry condition. The

minimum global deflagration hydrogen/oxygen concentrations (6%/5%, respectively)

require intentional Primary Containment venting, which is defined to be a loss of the

Primary Containment barrier- (ref. 6, 7).

The USAR requires the H 2/0 2 analyzers to be able to provide and record

combustible gas concentration in the Primary Containment within 90 minutes

following a LOCA with safety system injection. The H2/0 2 analyzers are normally in
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standby and require a 30 minute warm-up/self-test period before they start

providing data. (ref. 6)

If the hydrogen or oxygen monitor is unavailable, sampling and analysis may

determine gas concentrations. The validity of sample results must be judged based

upon plant conditions, since drawing and analyzing samples may take some time. If

sample results cannot be relied upon and hydrogen concentrations cannot be

determined by any other means, the concentrations must be considered "unknown."

The monitors should not be considered "unavailable" until an attempt has been

made to place them in service- (ref. 7).

" Any UNPLANNED rise in Primary Containment pressure in the Cold Shutdown or

Refuel mode indicates CONTAINMENT CLOSURE cannot be assured and the

Primary Containment cannot be relied upon as a barrier to fission product release.

* RB (Reactor Building) area radiation monitors should provide indication of increased

release that may be indicative of a challenge to CONTAINMENT CLOSURE. The

EOP Maximum Safe Operating level is 8.OOE+3 mR/hr and is indicative of problems

in the secondary containment that are spreading. The locations into which the

primary system discharge is of concern correspond to the areas addressed in Detail

S of N2-EOP-SC (ref. 8).

If RPV level is restored and maintained above the top of active fuel before a Containment

Challenge condition occurs and subsequently a Containment Challenge condition is

reached, this EAL is not met.

Generic

This t,-EAL represents the inability to restore and maintain RPV water level to above the top of
active fuel with containment challenged. Fuel damage is probable if RPV water level cannot be
restored, as available decay heat will cause boiling, further reducing the RPV water level. With the
Containment breached or challenged, t-he4 the potential for unmonitored fission product release to
the environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to be released to
the environment. This is consistent with the definition of a GE. The GE is declared on the
occurrence of the loss or IMMINENT loss of function of all three barriers.

[Thes• EAI~s a, baseod n i Goni-m, F-isd by Gon.•re Letter _ 1 ,, Leos -f D ,say H-a,
Remoeval, SECY ,1 :2•3, Eval.,aton Of Sh• •dw nd Low, Poor, Rsk issues, NUREG 1440,
Shutdown and Low Power- Oporation at Comercnpial Nucloar- Power Plants in the Unitod States,
and, NUMARG 04 06, Guidlinos for •ndusft) Atien•s to Asse.s Shutdown Manageont..]
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A number of variables can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the fuel
clad barrier. Examples include:

•.W4?rs] initial Yes-el-RPV water level, shutdown heat removal system design

[PWRDa] m;,id loop, reduc•d•, levelWflage level, head on place, cavity flooded, RCS ''nting trFategy,
decay heat remoal system design, Yevexing pro disposition, steamr •neFator U tube draining.

Analysis indicates that core damage may occur within an hour following continued core uncovery.
Ttherefore, 30 minutes was conservatively chosen.

If CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core uncovery
time limit then escalation to General Emergency would not occur.

[Site sh uton , ontm•g Y p•,s• typiGagly prvde i fo,;,l -r P4•-e-stablishing CONTAINME1 T A l 4OSl I-G1QSURE
foWowing a less of heat romoval or- RGS invontor-y fu6ncton.]

[in the early stages of a Gore uncovorny event, it is unhikoly that hydrogen buildup due to a cor-e
uncvor-y could result in an explosive mixture of di66olvod gasses in Containment. However-,
Containment monitoreing andor- sampling sho.ld be pe.feod to verify this a...".pton, and a

Gen e ralI-Fn Eergency docglareod if it isq de;te;rm in ed tha t a n expleRAosie mixtu Ire exists.

[For- BW4Rs, the use Of secGondary containment rad-iation monitorsr -shoulfd proevide indication o;
increased 'ro'lease t 'hat ma be Indiative of a challenge to SecOndary' contain~ment. The site specific
ragd-i-atio-n monitoUPr 14a;huos should b e base d on th e FO-)P "maimum safe va luies" beca-Q u-se thoese
v alu-we s ar eail reco-gnAizabe-;h Q anPd have'9 anP em erg e ncy b asais.]

Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such
as cooling water sources inside the containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

[in Mth eld shutdoWn mode, normal RCS lvel anovtdh RPc level inSresmentation systems will
usually be avaable. in e ulinsespecg moide, normal mneans of RPV level indication may net be
aPvailab-e. Reundiant Means of RpV level inidndicaaetion wl uuA be installed (including the ability to
mniteor lie ve visualy) to assute that the abiuity to mntor l wori .no be I eted. Hows ., it
all evel indication were to be lost during a loss of RCS inventory event, the ould nee
to determine that RPV inventory loiss was GGccumng by ObSer'n *umpIand- tan;k level changes.
Sump and tank level inreases819- muwSt -be evalu;1-ated against ether potential sourGes of leakage isuch
ais cooling wate-r sources-19 inside the containment to ensurie they are indicative of RCS leakage.]

As water level in the RPV lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase. The dose rate due to
this core shine should result in site specific monitor indication and possible alarm.

[This EAL -shoul-d cosr-,kqatimv*l estimate a site specific dose rate sotpogint indicative of GoeF-
uncover,' (ie., level at TGAFR. For. BW4Rs that do not have9 installed radiaton monitor capable of
indicating core uncover; /oaost pcii oe iain of co eucver, Should boe Used.

[Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate erratically when
the core is uncovered and that this should be used as a tool for making such determinations.]

NMVP2 Basis Reference(s):
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1. USAR Section 5.2.5
2. USAR Section 7.6.1.3
3. N2-EOP-PC Primary Containment Control
4. N2-OP-92 Neutron Monitoring
5. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.6.4.1
6. N2-EOP-PCH Hydrogen Control
7. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
8. N2-EOP-SC Secondary Containment Control
9. NIP-OUT-01 Shutdown Safety
10. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.6.1.1
11. NEI 99-01 IC CGI
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Figure C-2: Response of the TMI-2 Source Range Measurement

During the First Six Hours of the Accident
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RPV Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RPV inventory affecting core decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CS3.1 Site Area Emergency

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established, RPV water level < 11.8 in.

Mode Applicability:

4- Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

When RPV water level decreases to 11.8 in., water level is six inches below the low-low-

low ECCS actuation setpoint (ref. 1).

The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint infers a failure of the

RCS barrier and Potential Loss of the Fuel Clad barrier.

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is the procedurally defined actions taken to secure

containment (primary or secondary) and its associated structures, systems, and

components as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant

conditions. This definition is less restrictive than Technical Specification criteria governing

Primary and Secondary Containment operability. Therefore, If the Technical Specification

criteria are met-4herefeie, CONTAINMENT CLOSURE has been established- (ref. 2, 3, 4).

Generic

Under the conditions specified by this IGEAL, continued decrease in RGSURPV level is indicative of
a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure boundary
leakage, or continued boiling in the RPV. Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted.

Escalation to a General Emergency is via EAL CG3.1, EAL CG3.2, RG1.1, RG1.24 or RAG1.3.

[6" below the bofton ID of the RCS Loop should be the level equal to 6" below the bottom of

the RPV Iloo- p penetration (not the low pigin t of the iOOP P-WRs un able to me-asbore- this level sheul
c-heese the first n-b-ern'able point below 4the -befleQm 1D -of the 1oop as the EcAL value. IfQ 1a water leve

insrumntisP net;ava;ilable Ruch thaqt the PW4R FA value cannot be determined-, then E41 3 shoul
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be usod to detormine if the IG has been met.]

[Since , WR have R.S penetrations belo] the EA value, continued level docroase may be
0.ndic;;at ive A of pr-essure boundapl loaka go.

[in the coRld _sh9thdw_11t rln modo, neFmal RGS lv! and RPV wvol intr•r-uenntatien syst•.rn• s wl

usually be a.. .ablo. In the . .rfuoling .mode, normal mo.ans of R. V lovel indicati.n mnay not be
available. Rodundant moeans of RPV4 loyal indioation Will usualyb ntlofnldigtoaltyo

mon.itorF kovol visually to assure that the abiity to moenitor- ievol will nCot boR into)Rrutod. 4owover-, it
al AQevo0l4_ in dic-atio-n wer4ke to bhe lo-steduring a loss -of RGS invo~ntory event, the operator-s would1 nee6d
to dotormino tha;t RPVinOventory loss wa ocu g by obsor~'ing sump and- t;ank Geo hanges.
Sump an d tank ieovo inGFrease Smust bo ovaheei _; ua tod- against othoer-potential sour-Gos of leakage such
as cooling water- sourcGes insido the onpt-ain~mont to ensure they are indicatiOE Of RCS toaka go.]

The 30 minutod duwration allows' GUAficent time forF actions tW be peofFrmed toecoe AnotGF'

control equipment.

As water leVAel in the- RPV lowers, the doe rate above the corFe Will inrGease. The dose rate due to
this cere Shine- shoulresut in 63te sGpecfiffic meniRter indiction and po60ible alarFm

[This EAL sho-uld- rcosew~ative6y estimate a sito specifi dose rate setpoint indcGative Of core
Unco verFy ffe., lovol at TOAFý. For- BWLRs that do not have instaiod radiation Pmonitorsa capable of

indicting oro u .,Ar alternato site specific lovol indications of cero unc evary should be used.]

[Post TMI studios indicatod that the installod nuclea-;r in ptrugmontation wil oporato orratically when

me core is uncovered and- tn-at hi-s Snould be usod as a too! for ma~:ng suc.h detorMinaUGns ".J

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-OP-33 High Pressure Core Spray
2. NIP-OUT-01 Shutdown Safety
3. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.6.1.1
4. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.6.4.1
5. NEI 99-01 IC CS1
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3- RPV Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RPV inventory affecting core decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CS3.2 Site Area Emergency

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established, RPV water level < -14 in.

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

When RPV level drops to the top of active fuel (an indicated RPV level of -14 in.), core

uncovery starts to occur (ref. 1, 2).

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is the procedurally defined actions taken to secure

containment (primary or secondary) and its associated structures, systems, and

components as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant

conditions. This definition is less restrictive than Technical Specification criteria governing

Primary and Secondary Containment operability. Therefore, If the Technical Specification

criteria are met,-4,efefeT CONTAINMENT CLOSURE has been established- (ref. 3, 4, 5).

Generic

Under the conditions specified by this I, EAL, continued decrease in R-GSRPV level is indicative of
a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure boundary
leakage, or continued boiling in the RPV. Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted.

Escalation to a General Emergency is via EAL CG23.1, EAL CG23.2, RG1.1, RG1.2 or RI--ei
AG1.3.

EAL #!

[6" elew the bof..m Q. of the RCS Loop shi'uld be the levo! equal to 6" below the bottom oe

the RRV loop pentVFation (not the low point of the loop). P-WRs unable to measue this level shoul,

choos:e the first ob6e9'able point below the bottom ,D of the loop as the E/AL value. if a ,w-ater fevol

ingtFRument i-9 not av'ailable such that tho- RPWR E=74 value cn;;not beigt~ind then EAL 3 shnoul

be used to dotoremn if the !G has be• n m t.]
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[Since BWR-s have RCS penetratiOns befow tho EAL value, Gontinued level decr-ease m~ay be

indficative of pressur-e boundary ieakage.]

[In the Geld 6hu4tdWPn mode, normal RCS level and RPV level instrumoentation systems wl

uisually be available. in the refueling moede, normalimoans of RPV level indication mqay noAt -be
availabl. . Redundant meanns of RP•loevel. iqnkd;ition will uually be installed (inluding the ability te

.mn. iter• level viIually) to assur-e that the abliy to monitor le•el• wil net be interruted. H owever, i,

al level indcatien were to be lest durng a less of RCS inventoy event, the ,peraters weuld need

to determine that RPV inventor-y leswas ocurig by obsen~'ng sump and tank level changes.

Sump and tank level icessmu19st be evaluated against ether- potentia source-es of lea;kage such

as cooling water- sourcesP in-side the con~tasinment to en-sure they are indicative Of RCS leakage.]

The_ 3-0 minute dIuration alloWc sufficient time for actions to be porforFmod to recovor ivntr

control N2u-pEPRPt.

As wateR level in the RPV lEewrg, the dose rate above the core will increase. The des o rate due to

thiG core shine should result in site pecific monitor ind~ic~ation. and possible alarmA.

[This EAL shouid consexativey estimate a site specific dose Fate setpoint indicative9 ofcore
UncOVeryI. oý., level at T49AFý. For- BW14Rs that -do net have instgalld- rad~iationP monRitorsP capable of

3.NdIP-OUT-01~ Sutdownp -Safety-_

indiatin cor u .,Ar alternate site specific level indications of core uncever-y should lbe uased]

[Post TI studies indicated that the instaled nucnler Pins Nucrtrum ation Wil operate eratically when
the core is uncovered and that this should lbe used as;- a; teool for- making such determinations.]

NMVP2 Basis Reference(s):

1 . N2-EOP-RPV RPV Control
2. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
3. NIP-OUT-01 Shutdown Safety
4. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.6.1.1
5. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.6.4.1
6. NEI 99-01 IC CS1
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RPV Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RPV inventory affecting core decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CS3.3 Site Area Emergency

RPV water level cannot be monitored for _Ž 30 min. (Note 4) with a loss of RPV inventory
as indicated by ANY of the following:

* ANY UNPLANNED RPV leakage indication, Table C-2

* Erratic Source Range Monitor indication

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-2 RPV Leakage Indications

•Drywell equipment drain sump level rise

•Drywell floor drain sump level rise

* Reactor building equipment sump level rise

* Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise

* Suppression Pool level rise

* UNPLANNED rise in RPV make-up rate

* Observation of UNISOLABLE RCS leakage

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

If RPV water level monitoring capability is unavailable, all RPV water level indication would

be unavailable and, the RPV inventory loss must be detected by Table C-2, RPV Leakage

Indications. Level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage

such as cooling water sources inside the drywell to ensure they are indicative of RPV

leakage. Drywell equipment and floor drain sump level rise is the normal method of

monitoring and calculating leakage from the RPV. A Reactor Building equipment or floor

drain sump level rise may also be indicative of RPV inventory losses external to the
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Primary Containment from systems connected to the RPV. With RHR System operating in

the Shutdown Cooling mode, an UNPLANNED rise in suppression pool level could be

indicative of RHR valve misalignment or leakage. If the make-up rate to the RPV

unexplainably rises above the pre-established rate, a loss of RPV inventory may be

occurring even if the source of the leakage cannot be immediately identified. Visual

observation of leakage from systems connected to the RCS in areas outside the Primary

Containment that cannot be isolated could be indicative of a loss of RPV inventory- (ref. 1,

2,3).

Four channels of log count rate meters are available in the Control Room to detect erratic

source range monitor indications (ref. 4):

" SRM A & C on 2CEC*PNL606

" SRM B & D on 2CEC*PNL633

Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate erratically

when the core is uncovered and that source range monitors can be used as a tool for

making such determinations. Figure C-2 shows the response of the source range monitor

during the first few hours of the TMI-2 accident. The instrument reported an increasing

signal about 30 minutes into the accident. At this time, the reactor coolant pumps were

running and the core was adequately cooled as indicated by the core outlet

thermocouples. Hence, the increasing signal was the result of an increasing two-phase

void fraction in the reactor core and vessel downcomer and the reduced shielding that the

two-phase mixture provides to the source range monitor.

Generic

Under the conditions specified by this MGEAL, continued decrease in RG&RPV level is indicative of
a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure boundary
leakage, or continued boiling in the RPV. Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted.

Escalation to a General Emergency is via EAL CG23.1, EAL CG23.2, RG1.1, RG1.2 or R--eO
AG1.3.

[6" below the boffom 0D of the RCS Loop should be the level equal to 6" below the bottomg of
the_ RP4 l-POP penetration (not the low point of the "O~.PRa unable to m~easur-e this lev-el shoul.d-
c-hoose the fir-st ebhsoeable point below the bottomR 0D of the loop as the EAL value. if a water love!
instr-ument is not available suhthat th~e P14R F=4L value can net be determined, then EAL 3 sheuld
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be used to determ;ine÷, if the !C has beon m.et.1

[Sinco BWRs have RGS ponotrations bolow the EAL value, centinuod level docroase may be

indicativo of prossuro beundary leaa go.]
R•AI 02"

[in the cold shutdown mo.do, normal R .S e k ,vand RPI .o.o. inst.um.entation sy.tom. . ..
usau ally boe avi a ilablhe. InRY th roulngode, normaf moans -of RRV loe!we indicGation m~ay not bhe
a;vailabllo. Rdundant moa,•• rof .P! Ievl in-di•cation, w4l11 ;11,,lhy be insta., ; ( lled ;In th'4e ablIt, to
.mone~.itorF keovel visually to aissure that the abiliy to moenitor leve wil not be interruted. However-, if
all le9vel indiation were to be lost during a loss of RCS inventor-y event, the operatorsa ould need
to dotormino that RPV invontory, 1osa was occurring by ebsep~ng sum~p and tank lovol changos.
Sump and tank level incroasea m~ust bhe evaluwatod- against other- potential so-urcos- -of Ieakago 81uGh
as cooling water sources inside the eontainmoent to ensure they aro indicatfive o-f RCS2 foaka go.]

The 30-minute duration allows sufficient time for actions to be performed to recover inventory
control equipment.

As water level in the RPV lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase. The dose rate due to
this core shine should result in site-specific monitor indication and possible alarm.

[This EAL shobuld ao_%Rerpmtive estimate a site 9poifi dose rate sotpoint indicative Of cFor

uncovepr,' gýe., iovel at T-OAF). For- BWRs that do not havo installed radiation moenitorsa capable or

indicating Goe un.overy,-, alternate site specif-l level indications of cre uncoer,' should be used-.,

[Pest ThMI studios indicated that the installed nu~lear in~trwmentatibn wil operate erratically when

the coem is uncoeýred and that this should be used a-s a toel for making such determinations.]

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 5.2.5
2. USAR Section 7.6.1.3
3. N2-EOP-PC Primary Containment Control
4. N2-OP-92 Neutron Monitoring
5. NEI 99-01 IC CS1
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Figure C-2: Response of the TMI-2 Source Range Measurement

During the First Six Hours of the Accident
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RPV Level

Loss of RPV inventory

CA3.1 Alert

RPV water level < 17.8 in.

OR

RPV water level cannot be monitored for Ž_ 15 min. with ANY UNPLANNED RPV leakage
indication, Table C-2 (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-2 RPV Leakage Indications

* Drywell equipment drain sump level rise

* Drywell floor drain sump level rise

* Reactor building equipment sump level rise

* Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise

* Suppression Pool level rise

* UNPLANNED rise in RPV make-up rate

* Observation of UNISOLABLE RCS leakage

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The threshold RPV water level of 17.8 in. is the low-low-low EGGS actuation setpoint (ref.

1).

Figure C-1 illustrates the RPV water level instrument ranges (ref. 2, 3).

In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be INTACT and standard RPV water level

monitoring means are available. In the Refuel mode, the RCS is not INTACT and RPV

water level may be monitored by different means, including the ability to monitor level

visually.
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In the second condition of this EAL, all RPV water level indication would be unavailable

and, the RPV inventory loss must be detected by Table C-2, RPV Leakage Indications.

Level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as

cooling water sources inside the drywell to ensure they are indicative of RPV leakage.

Drywell equipment and floor drain sump level rise is the normal method of monitoring and

calculating leakage from the RPV. A Reactor Building equipment or floor drain sump level

rise may also be indicative of RPV inventory losses external to the Primary Containment

from systems connected to the RPV. With RHR System operating in the Shutdown Cooling

mode, an UNPLANNED rise in suppression pool level could be indicative of RHR valve

misalignment or leakage. If the make-up rate to the RPV unexplainably rises above the

pre-established rate, a loss of RPV inventory may be occurring even if the source of the

leakage cannot be immediately identified. Visual observation of leakage from systems

connected to the RCS in areas outside the Primary Containment that cannot be isolated

could be indicative of a loss of RPV inventory- (ref. 4, 5, 6).

Depending on the configuration of the reactor cavity and Spent Fuel Pool (gates installed

or removed) and the status of refueling operations (all spent fuel seated in storage

racks/RPV or a bundle raised on the fuel grapple), a loss of inventory may reduce water

shielding above irradiated components or spent fuel. EALs in Subcategory R.2 should be

assessed for emergency classification due to the radiological consequences of such

events.

Generic

These-This EALs serves as a precursors to a loss of ability to adequately cool the fuel. The
magnitude of this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may
not be capable of preventing further RPV water level decrease and potential core uncovery. This
condition will result in a minimum emergency classification level of an Alert.

Eh.L 01

[The BWR Low Low EGGS Actuation Setpoint'Level 2 was chosen because it is a atandard
Setpoint at w4hic-h soAmle available injoction systemis autematicaM)' sta4. The PWR Bottom ID of the
RCS Loop Setpoint was shosen because at this level r-emote ' CS2 loe!,e indPcation may be lost and
lei% of suction to decay heoat Femoeval systemgs has ourd.The Bettom ID of the RCS Loop
Setpoint should be the level equal to the betteng of the RPV loop penetration (not the low point oe
the ieoej

The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint would be indicative of a
failure of the RCS barrier.
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[in the col-1d ShUtdow4Mn mode, normpal RCS love! and RPV love!l instrumentatien 6)ystem ill
usually bo availablo. In the r-efuefing mode, normal means o9f RPV lovoel indication m~ay not be9
aviaiablo. Redundant moeane of RPV love! indic-ation will usually be instaled (inclding tMo abiltyt
moWn~itoF le vel visually to assuwro that the a biliy to m~onitor-levol IwillI not bh9 intoRrPto. Howover-, iW

lllvlind-igatio4n 14or9 to bhe lost dfuring a loss -of RCS inventory event, the oporators would need
to determine that RPV inventoryliess, Was occriring by bebsovng isum~p and tank level changes.
Sump and tank !% vo increaises mqust be evaluated against other- potontial sourcoes of leakage such
as cooling water- sources inside the containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakaeg.]

[The 159 minuto duwration for- the loss of level indicatk
CS4 Site Aroa Emergency EAL duratin. Signifiant fuel
core has boon uncovered for- groator: than 1 hour- por the

IF 4,;- CZA 1 44 L,,, A.-4 .G F- A I,-.. ]

~n was Genson qeG6
-da.M. aei's nt-
anaRy6- f~eFe

"xp'
~use it is half of the
ected to occur- until the

ry"M cy - ft

IIVW VWVI V • WW• •l g• • I •VV•

If RPV water level continues to lower then escalation to Site Area Emergency will be via EAL
CS23.1, EAL CS3.2 or EAL CS3.3.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-OP-33 High Pressure Core Spray
2. N2-EOP-RPV RPV Control
3. N2-OP-34 Nuclear Boiler, Automatic Depressurization, and Safety Relief Valves
4. USAR Section 5.2.5
5. USAR Section 7.6.1.3
6. N2-EOP-PC Primary Containment Control
7. NEI 99-01 IC CA1
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Figure C-1 RPV Water Level Instrumentation Ranges (ref. 2, 3)
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TRIPE LOW LEVEL TRIP 17.8
INSTRUMENT ZERO 0

TOP OF ACTIVE FUEL -14.0

j

NOTE:
ALL LEVELS ARE REFERENCED
TO INSTRUMENT ZERO
(380.69".ABOVE VESSEL ZERO)

JET PUMP INSTR.
ACTIVE RANGE

--INACTIVE RANGE
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RPV Water Level

Initiating Condition: RCS leakage

EAL:

CU3.1 Unusual Event

RCS leakage results in the inability to maintain or restore RPV water level > 159.3 in.
for >_ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Figure C-1 illustrates the RPV water level instrument ranges (ref. 1, 2).

159.3 in. is the RPV low water level scram setpoint (ref. 1).

RPV water level is monitored from -165 in. to +545 in. to ensure adequate coverage for

expected and postulated conditions of RPV water level. RPV water level measurement is

derived by the differential pressure that exists between a reference leg and variable leg. All

level instruments are referenced to an "instrument zero,"- which is 380.69 inches above
"vessel zero."- The instrument zero is the top of the reactor vessel upper grid (top guide).

RPV water level monitoring is subdivided into five ranges identified as:

* Narrow provides indication and control signals for normal plant operation and

protection system actuation.

" Wide provides indication and control signals for transient conditions below the

normal operating band and emergency equipment actuation.

" Upset provides indication for transient conditions above the normal operating band.

* Shutdown provides indication for vessel flood up and activities.

" Fuel Zone provides indication for long- term accident conditions where reactor level

cannot be restored.
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The shutdown range level indication is utilized during cold reactor startup and vessel flood

up for refueling. The shutdown range instrument uses a single level transmitter

(21SC*LT105) to provide an input to a level indicator on 2CES*PNL851 (Computer Point

A486) (ref. 3).

This Cold Shutdown EAL represents the hot condition EAL SU8.17 in which RCS leakage

is associated with Technical Specification limits. In Cold Shutdown, these limits are not

applicable; hence, the use of RPV level as the parameter of concern in this EAL (ref -5).

Generic

This I,-EAL is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The
inability to maintain or restore level is indicative of loss of RCS inventory.

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this 4GEAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this I,-EAL if the relief
valve cannot be isolated.

Prolonged loss of RCS inventory may result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA2.1 or EAL GA4CA3.1.

[The d~ffer-nce bet1449i-P C-l nd CL12 deals with the RCS conditon-s th-at exist bet WenR -old

shutdo..n and;rofuolhing modes. in the rofuoling moedo the RGS is not intact4 and RPV le vel and
inventor arc onitoro~d by difefornt moans. in cold- shutdown4A MPo RCS6 Will norMally be intact and
standard RCS inventer-y and loyal mognitering m~eans are available.]

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-EOP-RPV RPV Control
2. N2-OP-34 Nuclear Boiler, Automatic Depressurization, and Safety Relief Valves
3. NIP-OUT-01 Shutdown Safety
4. NEI 99-01 IC CUl
5. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.4.7
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Figure C-1 RPV Water Level Instrumentation Ranges (ref. 1, 2)
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RPV Water Level

Initiating Condition: RCS Leakage

EAL:

CU3.2 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED RPV water level drop below EITHER of the following for 2 15 min. (Note 4):
* 364 in. (RPV flange)
* RPV water level band (when the RPV water level band is established below the

RPV flange)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The RPV flange level is at 364 in. or 330 ft 10 in. el (ref. 1).

Figure C-1 illustrates the RPV water level instrument ranges (ref. 2, 3).

RPV water level is monitored from -165 in. to +545 in. to ensure adequate coverage for

expected and postulated conditions of RPV water level. RPV water level measurement is

derived by the differential pressure that exists between a reference leg and variable leg. All

level instruments are referenced to an "instrument zero,"- which is 380.69 inches above
"vessel zero."- The instrument zero is the top of the reactor vessel upper grid (top guide).

RPV water level monitoring is subdivided into five ranges identified as:

* Narrow provides indication and control signals for normal plant operation and

protection system actuation.

" Wide provides indication and control signals for transient conditions below the

normal operating band and emergency equipment actuation.

* Upset provides indication for transient conditions above the normal operating band.

" Shutdown provides indication for vessel flood up and activities.

* Fuel Zone provides indication for long- term accident conditions where reactor level
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cannot be restored.

The shutdown range level indication is utilized during cold reactor startup and vessel flood

up for refueling. The shutdown range instrument uses a single level transmitter

(21SC*LT1 05) to provide an input to a level indicator on 2CES*PNL851 (Computer Point

A486) (ref. 4).

This Cold Shutdown EAL represents the hot condition EAL SU8.17 in which RCS leakage

is associated with Technical Specification limits. In Cold Shutdown, these limits are not

applicable; hence, the use of RPV water level as the parameter of concern in this EAL (ref.

5).

Generic

This ,G-EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential degradation
of the level of safety of the plant.

Refueling evolutions that decrease RGS-RPV water level below the RPV flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. An UNPLANNED event that results in water level decreasing
below the RPV flange, or below the planned RGS-RPV water level for the given evolution (if the
planned R-GS-RPV water level is already below the RPV flange), warrants declaration of a NQUE
due to the reduced RCS inventory that is available to keep the core covered.

The allowance of 15 minutes was chosen because it is reasonable to assume that level can be
restored within this time frame using one or more of the redundant means of refill that should be
available. If level cannot be restored in this time frame then it may indicate a more serious
condition exists.

Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA2.1 or EAL GA4CA3.1.

[The diqffonco between C94 and QC12 doAls With thig RCS cond~itin6 that oxist between cOl
shtonand ro9fuoling moed-es. In coled shutdown the RCS wil normally be- intant and- stan-da*rd

RGS inventepl and level mnitoreing moeans aro availablo. in the roefueling moedo the RCS is fbi
intact and RPV Jo vol and invontory are-monpito-rod- by difforont moeans].

This EAL involves a decrease in RCS level below the top of the RPV flange that continues for 15
minutes due to an UNPLANNED event. This EAL is not applicable to decreases in flooded reactor
cavity level, which is addressed by EAL RU2.1AU2 EAL!, until such time as the level decreases to
the level of the vessel flange.

[Fo9r -WRs if RPV lovol ontiRus to docreas, and reacho R h •ULo 41Low ECCS Actution•

Sotpoint thon oscalation to C.Al woul61d be appropriato-.

[For- P-WRs] if RPV love, coentinueso to docroaso and roaches the oto ID of the RGS Loop then
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I J I I A A J I I I
eicalation to u:1I would bo appropriate.

This EAL addResses conditiong in the refueling mnde when normal means of core temperatue
indicatiOn ad RPS level indoiation may not be available. Redundant m f RPV level

Ndication Will Nermally be installed (including the ability to monor level visually) te assrfe that the
ability to monitrUB lelWall net be interrupted. However, if all level indica,-;tion Iwore to be- lost duFrig a

l of RCs invecntry event, the periatiors dneeMdi toe dPitNearmie that RPV inUentNo. loss was
occurring by ebsorying sump and tank level changes. Sump and- tank levl increases Mu6t be
evaluated against other potential sourueAs of lo-akage suc~h as, cooling water sources inside the
containment to ens~ure they are indicative of RCR leakage.

Esc6nalat-ion- ton t-hte A.Ie~t emnergency classification level would be via either CAl or CM

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1 . N2-SOP-31 R Refueling Operations Alternate Shutdown Cooling
2. N2-EOP-RPV RPV Control
3. N2-OP-34 Nuclear Boiler, Automatic Depressurization, and Safety Relief Valves
4. NIP-OUT-01 Shutdown Safety
5. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.4.7
6. NEI 99-01 IC CU2
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Figure C-1 RPV Water Level Instrumentation Ranges (ref. 2, 3)
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RPV Water Level

Initiating Condition: RCS Leakage

EAL:

CU3.3 Unusual Event

RPV water level cannot be monitored with a loss of RPV inventory as indicated by ANY
UNPLANNED RPV leakage indication, Table C-2

Table C-2 RPV Leakage Indications

* Drywell equipment drain sump level rise

* Drywell floor drain sump level rise

* Reactor building equipment sump level rise

• Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise

* Suppression Pool level rise

* UNPLANNED rise in RPV make-up rate

* Observation of UNISOLABLE RCS leakage

Mode Applicability:

5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

In this EAL, all RPV water level indication would be unavailable and, the RPV inventory

loss must be detected by Table C-2, RPV Leakage Indications. Level increases must be

evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside

the drywell to ensure they are indicative of RPV leakage. Drywell equipment and floor

drain sump level rise is the normal method of monitoring and calculating leakage from the

RPV. A Reactor Building equipment or floor drain sump level rise may also be indicative of

RPV inventory losses external to the Primary Containment from systems connected to the

RPV. With RHR System operating in the Shutdown Cooling mode, an UNPLANNED rise in

suppression pool level could be indicative of RHR valve misalignment or leakage. If the

make-up rate to the RPV unexplainably rises above the pre-established rate, a loss of RPV
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inventory may be occurring even if the source of the leakage cannot be immediately

identified. Visual observation of leakage from systems connected to the RCS in areas

outside the Primary Containment that cannot be isolated could be indicative of a loss of

RPV inventory- (ref. 1, 2, 3).

Depending on the configuration of the reactor cavity and Spent Fuel Pool (gates installed

or removed) and the status of refueling operations (all spent fuel seated in storage

racks/RPV or a bundle raised on the fuel grapple), a loss of inventory may reduce water

shielding above irradiated components or spent fuel. EALs in Subcategory R.2 should be

assessed for emergency classification due to the radiological consequences of such

events.

Generic

This 4G-EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential degradation
of the level of safety of the plant.

Refueling evolutions that decrease RGS-RPV water level below the RPV flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. An UNPLANNED event that results in water level decreasing
below the RPV flange, or below the planned RGS RPV water level for the given evolution (if the
planned RGS-RPV water level is already below the RPV flange), warrants declaration of a NQUE
due to the reduced RGS-RPV inventory that is available to keep the core covered.

The allowMAn~e o-f 15 minutes was chosen because it is ro-asona-blo to arSUm~e that levol can be
rostored within this ti~mo frame using one or mor~e of the redundant mneans Of rcfill that should be
availablo. if level cannot be roStorod in this time framoe then it mnay *ndicatc a ooso 6u
condition eoists.

Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA3.1 or EAL CA4.1.

[The diffe6Rene between GUI anpd G-612 deals with the RGCS conpd-itionPs that exist between -old
ehutdown and refueling m~edes. in GOld 6h1utdoWn the RCS wil nrmqally be intaet and standar4
RGS inventerz' and level moenitoring m~eans, are availabie. kn the r~efueling moede the RGS isA not
intac-t and- RPV level and inventor-y are- monitor-ed- by different moeans].

This EAL involves a decAreasoe in RCS level below the top of the RPV flange that continues for
15F minu'-tes- due to an UNSPL-ANNEFmD event. This EAL is, net applicable to decreases in flooded
reactor caiy"lve, whic.. h is, addressed by AUJ2 EALI, URNti such time as the level decreases to the
level of the vessel flange-.

[For- BWRa] if RPV level continues to dccroease and reaches the Lo-W LAow EGGS Actuatn
Setpofint then escalatien to CAl would be appropriate-.

[For- PWR6] if RP2V level continues-G to decAre-ase -;And- reAc;hes the Bot#tom QD of the RCS Loo9p the
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I I D L • A A I B g
ercalanton to GAI would bo apprpoprat.

This EAL addresses conditions in the refueling mode when normal means of core temperature
indication and RCS level indication may not be available. Redundant means of RPV water level
indication will normally be installed (including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the
ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a
loss of RGS-RPV inventory event, the operators would need to determine that RPV inventory loss
was occurring by observing sump and tank level changes. Sump and tank level increases must be
evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the
containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

I Le g dl A I L I I I I I g Dml A A • A A •
t6calat eR to tnoA1F e'd n omogoncY claccITlatlon lovel would- bO va3 aitnor u:\1 Or G

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 5.2.5
2. USAR Section 7.6.1.3
3. N2-EOP-PC Primary Containment Control
4. NEI 99-01 IC CU2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

4 - RCS Temperature

Inability to maintain plant in cold shutdown

CA4.1 Alert

An UNPLANNED event results in EITHER:

RCS temperature > 200OF for > Table C-4 duration

OR

RPV pressure increase > 10 psi due to an UNPLANNED loss of decay heat removal
capability

Table C-4 RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds

CONTAINMENT
RCS Status COSURE DurationCLOSURE Status

INTACT N/A 60 min.*

Established 20 min.*
Not INTACT

Not established 0 min.
* If an RCS heat removal system is in operation within this time

frame and RCS temperature is being reduced, the EAL is not
applicable.

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2001F). These include (ref. 2):

* Recirc operating - Temperature Recorder B35-R650 at P602:

o Loop A: Channel 1, RCS LOOP A SUCTION

o Loop B: Channel 6, RCS LOOP B SUCTION

* Shutdown cooling operating -Temperature Recorder E12-R601 at P601
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o Loop A: Point 1, RHR INLET TO HX A

o Loop B: Point 2, RHR INLET TO HX B

If Rx Recirc or Shutdown Cooling pumps are not in operation and reactor coolant

temperature is greater than or equal to 212 0F, RCS temperature can be obtained by

converting the RPV pressure to temperature using the saturated steam tables.

If RCS temperature exceeds 2000F, an operating mode change occurs. Although the event

may have originated in cold conditions, the emergency classification shall be based on the

operating mode that existed at the time the event occurred (prior to any protective system

or operator action initiated in response to the condition). For events that occur in Cold

Shutdown or Refuel, escalation is via EALs that have Cold Shutdown or Refuel for mode

applicability, even if Hot Shutdown (or a higher mode) is entered during any subsequent

heat-up. In particular, the fission product barrier EALs are applicable only to events that

initiate in Hot Shutdown or higher.

The RCS should be considered INTACT when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal

condition for the cold shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams).

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is the procedurally defined actions taken to secure

containment (primary or secondary) and its associated structures, systems, and

components as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant

conditions. This definition is less restrictive than Technical Specification criteria governing

Primary and Secondary Containment operability. Therefore, If the Technical Specification

criteria are met,-4lwefeFe, CONTAINMENT CLOSURE has been established- (ref. 3, 4, 5).

The pressure rise of greater than 10 psig infers an RCS temperature in excess of the

Technical Specification cold shutdown limit (2000F) for which this EAL would otherwise

permit up to sixty minutes to restore RCS cooling before declaration of an Alert (RCS

INTACT). This EAL therefore covers situations in which it is determined that, due to high

decay heat loads, the time provided to reestablish temperature control should be less than

sixty minutes (as indicated by significant RCS re-pressurization).

Wide range pressure indication (0-1200 psig) is capable of measuring pressure changes of

10 psig (ref. 6).
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If RCS temperature exceeds 2000F, an operating mode change occurs. Although the event

may have originated in cold conditions, the emergency classification shall be based on the

operating mode that existed at the time the event occurred (prior to any protective system

or operator action initiated in response to the condition). For events that occur in Cold

Shutdown or Refuel, escalation is via EALs that have Cold Shutdown or Refuel for mode

applicability, even if Hot Shutdown (or a higher mode) is entered during any subsequent

heat-up. In particular, the fission product barrier EALs are applicable only to events that

initiate in Hot Shutdown or higher.

Escalation to a Site Area Emergency would be under EAL CS3.1 should boiling result in

significant RPV water level loss leading to core uncovery.

Generic

eFr EAL !, tThe RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds Ttable C-4 addresses complete loss of functions
required for core cooling for greater than 60 minutes during refuelir4 and cold shutdown modes
when RCS integrity is established. [RCS into"gr"ty should be cnded oA be in placo Whon the

frooze isods or- nozzlo darns). The sttus of CONTAINME-NT- CLOSUREZ in thi-s cond-ition i
immaterial given that the RCS is providing a high pr.ssu-o barrior to fis'si, product ,oloaso to the
... .... #+The 60 minute time frame should allow sufficient time to restore cooling without there
being a substantial degradation in plant safety.

The RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds Ttable C-4 also addresses the complete loss of functions
required for core cooling for greater than 20 minutes during R-efueli4; and cold shutdown modes
when CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is established but RCS integrity is not established Ar RCs
ainventOry is reduced f(e.g., mid loop operation in PW14Rs). [As discussed above, RCS integrt
should be assumed to be in place when the RCS pr-esisure boundary is in its normal coenditin for
theo GId shutdoW• . R,,• Of ,Oprati.n (e-g., nf ezo.; . OaF. or ...... dam•s).!. The allowed 20
minute time frame was included to allow operator action to restore the heat removal function, if
possible. [The allowed tie frame is consistent With the guidance provided by Generic•Letter 88
17-, "Loss Of Decay Heat Removal" (discussoed later- in this b3as60 and i6 bolievod to be ce-nser-'athge
given that a low pressure_ Contain~ment bharrier to fission proeduct release is established.]

Finally, complete loss of functions required for core cooling during Rr-efueli4; and cold shutdown
modes when neither CONTAINMENT CLOSURE nor RCS integrity are established is addressed.
[RCS integrity is on place when the RCS pressure boundar,' is in; its normal condition for the cold
shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams). No delay time is allowed
because the evaporated reactor coolant that may be released into the Containment during this
heatup condition could also be directly released to the environment.1

The note (*) indicates that this EAL is not applicable if actions are successful in restoring an RCS
heat removal system to operation and RCS temperature is being reduced within the specified time
frame.

in EAL 2, ,The 10 psig pressure increase addresses situations where, due to high decay heat
loads, the time provided to restore temperature control; should be less than 60 minutes. The RGS
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RPV pressure setpoint was chosen chould be 10 psi obecause it isf the lowest pressure that the
site can read on installed Control Board instrumentation that is equal to or greater than 10 psig.

Escalation to Site Area Emergency would be via EAL CS3.1 should boiling result in significant RPV
level loss leading to core uncovery.

[FLr, P, R, this G anpd its associated ,- -F=A , ar, based en coen,•,, rai•ed by Gnric I ofte:
98 17, "ýLess of Decay Heat- Re-moval. ".4 nbrOf phonn~emna such aS prosSUriZation, VG.~exigL,
steam genoirator 1U t-Abe draAinig, RCS-- 109v49 diA-Ffo.rancos 14hon operating at a mid !oOP condito
decay heat remgoval system design, and level instruiimentation problems can lead to conditions.
w.,h e o d-kcray h e at rom e 14;; iS keost anP4d crne re-ncP very ca n occuI ir. NRC-P anpa-y0sos ishoew th at th rc ~are
sequonces that can cause coro uncovory in 15 to 20 minutes and sevora corp damage within an
hpier o;ffor deo;,y ht;ot romovol is IciFti

....... .I

A loss of Technical Specification components alone is not intended to constitute an Alert. The
same is true of a momentary UNPLANNED excursion above the Technical Specification cold
shutdown temperature limit when the heat removal function is available.

The Emergency Director must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that
exceeding the EAL is IMMINENT. If, in the judgment of the Emergency Director, an IMMINENT
situation is at hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. N2-OSP-RCS-@001 RCS Pressure/Temperature Verification
3. NIP-OUT-01 Shutdown Safety
4. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.6.1.1
5. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.6.4.1
6. N2-OP-34 Nuclear Boiler, Automatic Depressurization and Safety Relief Valves,

Attachment 1
7. NEI 99-01 IC CA4
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CU4.1 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED event results in RCS temperature > 2001F

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2001F). These include (ref. 2):

* Recirc operating - Temperature Recorder B35-R650 at P602:

o Loop A: Channel 1, RCS LOOP A SUCTION

o Loop B: Channel 6, RCS LOOP B SUCTION

* Shutdown cooling operating -Temperature Recorder E12-R601 at P601

o Loop A: Point 1, RHR INLET TO HX A

o Loop B: Point 2, RHR INLET TO HX B

If Rx Recirc or Shutdown Cooling pumps are not in operation and reactor coolant

temperature is greater than or equal to 212 0F, RCS temperature can be obtained by

converting the RPV pressure to temperature using the saturated steam tables.

If RCS temperature exceeds 2000F, an operating mode change occurs. Although the event

may have originated in cold conditions, the emergency classification shall be based on the

operating mode that existed at the time the event occurred (prior to any protective system

or operator action initiated in response to the condition). For events that occur in Cold

Shutdown or Refuel, escalation is via EALs that have Cold Shutdown or Refuel for mode

applicability, even if Hot Shutdown (or a higher mode) is entered during any subsequent

heat-up. In particular, the fission product barrier EALs are applicable only to events that
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initiate in Hot Shutdown or higher.

Generic

This •G-EAL is be-a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown, the ability to remove
decay heat relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide this forced
cooling may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or RCS inventory. Since the
RCS usually remains INTACT in the cold shutdown mode, a large inventory of water is available to
keep the core covered.

[EDntrey inWe ld she letdewn tendRVito nsmay be attained wiin hourve of opofatng at pefwr.Entgy
into ho rfuoing Mod& procodural may not occur- for- tyicaly 100 hour-6 (6ito 6peGXfic or- ln go;

afteor tho trator has been shutdown. Ths the heatup thfoat aed thare fore thp o thoa t e damaginlg
thro e clad may bo ow for f -ent that eocclr in the reuceing mnord With irreaditd f m l in thd
RPV (note that the heatup threat oured heo lonther for m Gold shutdn condtons if the ent into cold
Lhudownq wais folowing a r1fuoing). in addition, the ,poatF6 .should be able to mnonitor R-R
temperature and RPV lovel so that besalatioe to the alRe lovol via GAd4 or- CA1 ai o iPV
rfequfted.]

During refueling the level in the RPV will normally be maintained above the RPV flange. Refueling
evolutions that decrease water level below the RPV flange are carefully planned and procedurally
controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at reduced inventory may result in more rapid
increases in RCS/RPV temperatures depending on the time since shutdown.

[Unlike the coldW Rshutdow.4Qn91modo,] nNormal means of core temperature indication and Ra.s;RPV
water level indication may not be available in the R1efuel44 mode. Redundant means of RPV
water level indication are therefore procedurally installed to assure that the ability to monitor level
will not be interrupted. Howovor, if all level and tomporature indication Wore to be ocst in either the
cold shutdown of rofuoling moedoc, E=AL 2 would result in declar-ation of aA NOQUE if both tomnporature
an~d lovolI indication cannot be Fostorod withi 159 m~iutoc fromR the loess of both moeanc of indication.
Escalation to Alert would be via EAL CA3.1 based on an inventory loss or EAL CA4.14 based on
exceeding its temperature duration or pressure criteria.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. N2-OSP-RCS-@001 RCS Pressure/Temperature Verification
3. NEI 99-01 IC CU4
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CU4.2 Unusual Event

Loss of all RCS temperature and RPV water level indication for _ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2001F). These include (ref. 2):

" Recirc operating - Temperature Recorder B35-R650 at P602:

o Loop A: Channel 1, RCS LOOP A SUCTION

o Loop B: Channel 6, RCS LOOP B SUCTION

* Shutdown cooling operating - Temperature Recorder E12-R601 at P601

o Loop A: Point 1, RHR INLET TO HX A

o Loop B: Point 2, RHR INLET TO HX B

If Rx Recirc or Shutdown Cooling pumps are not in operation and reactor coolant

temperature is greater than or equal to 212 0F, RCS temperature can be obtained by

converting the RPV pressure to temperature using the saturated steam tables.

RPV water level is monitored from -165 in. to +545 in. to ensure adequate coverage for

expected and postulated conditions of RPV water level. RPV water level measurement is

derived by the differential pressure that exists between a reference leg and variable leg. All

level instruments are referenced to an "instrument zero, "T which is 380.69 inches above
"vessel zero.". The instrument zero is the top of the reactor vessel upper grid (top guide).
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RPV water level monitoring is subdivided into five ranges identified as:

" Narrow provides indication and control signals for normal plant operation and

protection system actuation.

" Wide provides indication and control signals for transient conditions below the

normal operating band and emergency equipment actuation.

" Upset provides indication for transient conditions above the normal operating band.

" Shutdown provides indication for vessel flood up and activities.

" Fuel Zone provides indication for long- term accident conditions where reactor level

cannot be restored.

The shutdown range level indication is utilized during cold reactor startup and vessel flood

up for refueling. The shutdown range instrument uses a single level transmitter

(21SC*LT105) to provide an input to a level indicator on 2CES*PNL851 (Computer Point

A486) (ref. 3).

Although the event may have originated in cold conditions, the emergency classification

shall be based on the operating mode that existed at the time the event occurred (prior to

any protective system or operator action initiated in response to the condition). For events

that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refuel, escalation is via EALs that have Cold Shutdown or

Refuel for mode applicability, even if Hot Shutdown (or a higher mode) is entered during

any subsequent heat-up. In particular, the fission product barrier EALs are applicable only

to events that initiate in Hot Shutdown or higher.

Generic

This 4,-EAL is be-a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown, the ability to remove
decay heat relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide this forced
cooling may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or RGS-RPV inventory.
Since the RCS usually remains INTACT in the cold shutdown mode, a large inventory of water is
available to keep the core covered.

[Entry into Gold shutdown conditions may be attained within hours of operating at power-. Entr-y
Wn.t th,, r1fueing • o•d• prooeduy fma y,, not occur for typicafly 100• hours (sit,•, ;• pe,- i or- • o•n e
a~fter the reacato~rhai btogen shuton Thus the hoatup throat an-d theqrofore the threat to damgaging
th e fuel clWad m~ay be lowor: for- events that occUr in' th 'r4of4419ol 'ing moedo with irradiated fuel in the
RPV (note that the hoeatup throat coulld-_QW14 be wr for- cold shutdown conditon if the ontr-Y into cold
sQhu1tdown.4V Ias followig a r-efueling). In additin, the operatorsq Shoud- -beg able to monitor RCS
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tornpeorowr anel HHV ;eve! so m.at oecowotwn to mei aiort ;eve!' wa 6A4 or- 6A; mwl occur:

During refueling the level in the RPV will normally be maintained above the RPV flange. Refueling
evolutions that decrease Water level below the RPV flange are carefully planned and procedurally
controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at reduced inventory may result in more rapid
increases in RC&RPV temperatures depending on the time since shutdown.

[Unrlke the cold ,h"dn . od.,] nNormal means of core temperature indication and RGS-RPV
water level indication may not be available in the Rr-efuelig mode. Redundant means of RPV
water level indication are therefore procedurally installed to assure that the ability to monitor level
will not be interrupted. However, if all level and temperature indication were to be lost in either the
cold shutdown of refueling modes, EAIL-2this EAL would result in declaration of a 9QUE if both
temperature and level indication cannot be restored within 15 minutes from the loss of both means
of indication. Escalation to Alert would be via EAL CA3.1 based on an inventory loss or EAL
CA4.14 based on exceeding its temperature criteria.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. N2-OSP-RCS-@001 RCS Pressure/Temperature Verification
3. NIP-OUT-01 Shutdown Safety

4. NEI 99-01 IC CU4
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 5 - Inadvertent Criticality

Initiating Condition: Inadvertent criticality

EAL:

CU5.1 Unusual Event

An UNPLANNED sustained positive period observed on nuclear instrumentation

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The term "sustained" is used to allow exclusion of expected short-term positive periods

from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core alteration. These short-

term positive periods are the result of the rise in neutron population due to subcritical

multiplication,

Generic

This IG-EAL addresses criticality events that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refueling modes-f[(-WRG
1449, Shutdown and Low- Power Operation at Co.mmercial Nu-cleor Power Plants in the United
States))- such as fuel mis-loading events and inadvertent dilution events. This IC-EAL indicates a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant, warranting a NQUE classification.

[This eondNitin Gan be id'ntifod ,•s4ig p-n d•r moniteo/setatup rFte monitor. The ter,
"cuctainod" is used in ordor- to allow ocuinof oxpoctod shoet torm psitivo poriods/startup rato
from planned fuel bundlo or contr-ol o ovot during Gerao altoratone for- PW4;s and 6144Q;
Tho__so; short term positivo periods/startu Fates amo the rosult of the inGroase in noutron population
duo1s to- su11b crital mutiplication.]

Escalation would be by Emergency Director judgment.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC CU8
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown, / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 6 - Communications

Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities

EAL:

CU6.1 Unusual Event

Loss of all Table C-5 onsite (internal) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform routine operations

OR

Loss of all Table C-5 offsite (external) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform offsite notifications

Table C-5 Communications Systems

System Onsite Offsite
(internal) (external)

PBX (normal dial telephones) X X

Gaitronics X

Station radio (portable) X

Control Room installed satellite phones (non portable) X

ENS X

RECS X

UHF radios X

Mode Applicability:

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Onsite/offsite communications systems are listed in Table C-2 (ref. 1, 2, 3).

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition EAL SU6.1.

Generic
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The purpose of this I,-EALand its accciatod E.ALe is to recognize a loss of communications
capability that either defeats the plant operations staffs ability to perform routine tasks necessary
for plant operations or the ability to communicate issues with off-site authorities. The loss of off-site
communications ability is expected to be significantly more comprehensive than the condition
addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform federal,
state, and local authorities of plant issues. This EAL is intended to be used only when
extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from radio transmissions, individuals being sent
to off-site locations, etc.) are being utilized to make communications possible.

L~IO socnc srroronsir comuicaon ios nWsr encomRpassF 6o Os or i meanS O
routine comnctos(e.g., commercqial tele phones, sound powered phone systemgs, page pa.!Y
sylstem and rad-ios / w4a/kb talkes,).

Site specifi list for- off site communications less m4USt encomqpass the less of all moans oe
commnicaionsWith Off site Q1utheritio. This should includo the ENS, commercOia teehono lines,

telecepy transP-mi6ssiksH. S. and dedicated phone 'ytom-s.]

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 9.5.2
2. Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station Site Emergency Plan, Section 7.2
3. N2-OP-76 Plant Communications
4. NEI 99-01 IC CU6
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Category S - System Malfunction

EAL Group: Hot Conditions (RCS temperature > 2000F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more hot operating modes.

Numerous system-related equipment failure events that warrant emergency classification

have been identified in this category. They may pose actual or potential threats to plant

safety.

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Loss of AC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and Eemergency CGore CGooling Ssystems

which may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category

includes loss of onsite and offsite power sources for the 4.16KV emergency buses.

2. Loss of DC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and Eemergency CGoore Cooling Seystems

which may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category

includes loss of power to the 125 VDC buses.

3. Criticality & RPS Failure

Inadvertent criticalities pose potential personnel safety hazards as well as being

indicative of a losses of reactivity control.

Events related to failure of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) to initiate and

complete reactor scrams. In the plant licensing basis, postulated failures of the RPS to

complete a reactor scram comprise a specific set of analyzed events referred to as

Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) events. For EAL classification however,

ATWS is intended to mean any scram failure event that does not achieve reactor

shutdown. If RPS actuation fails to assure reactor shutdown, positive control of

reactivity is at risk and could cause a threat to fuel clad, RCS and containment integrity.

4. Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions
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System malfunctions may lead to failure of the plant to be brought to the required plant

operating condition required by Ttechnical Sspecifications if a LUimiting Coondition for

Oeperation (LCO) is not met.

5. Instrumentation

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively assess plant conditions

within the plant warrant emergency classification. Losses of annunciators are in this

subcategory.

6. Communications

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively communicate with

essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant emergency classification.

7. Fuel Clad Degradation

During normal operation, reactor coolant fission product activity is very low. Small

concentrations of fission products in the coolant are primarily from the fission of tramp

uranium in the fuel clad or minor perforations in the clad itself. Any significant increase

from these base-line levels (-5% clad failures) is indicative of fuel failures and is

covered under Category F, Fission Product Barrier Degradation. However, lesser

amounts of clad damage may result in coolant activity exceeding Technical

Specification limits. These fission products will be circulated with the reactor coolant

and can be detected by coolant sampling and/or the Letdown radiation monitor.

8. RCS Leakage

The RPV provides a volume for the coolant that covers the reactor core. The RPV and

associated pressure piping (Rfeactor Ceoolant Ssystem) together provide a barrier to

limit the release of radioactive material should the reactor fuel clad integrity fail.

Excessive RCS leakage greater than Technical Specification limits are utilized to

indicate potential pipe cracks that may propagate to an extent threatening fuel clad,

RCS and containment integrity.
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S -System Malfunction

1 - Loss of Power

Prolonged loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 4.16 KV
emergency buses

EAL:

SGI.1 General Emergency

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table S-1, to 4.16 KV emergency buses
2ENS*SWG101 and 2ENS *SWG103

AND EITHER:

Restoration of 4.16 KV emergency bus 2ENS*SWG101 or 2ENS *SWG103 within 4
hours is not likely

OR

RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above -14 in. or RPV water
level cannot be determined

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

* 2EGS*EG1

•* 2EGS*EG3

- 2EGS*EG2 (with 2ENS*SWG102
0 crosstied to 2ENS*SWG101 or

2ENS*SWG103)

4 Reserve Transformer A

e Reserve Transformer B
0 * Aux Boiler Transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation,

Basis:

Plant-Specific

2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

2ENS*SWG101, *SWG102, and *SWG103 are the 4.16 KV emergency buses. Bus

2ENS*SWG101 is dedicated to Division I of the On-site Emergency AC Electrical

Distribution System, bus 2ENS*SWG102 is dedicated to Division III (HPCS), and bus

2ENS*SWG103 is dedicated to Division I1. Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and *SWG103 feed all
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Station redundant safety-related loads, except the HPCS system loads. The HPCS system

loads are fed by bus 2ENS*SWG102 (ref. 1, 2).

" All three divisions are normally energized by the On-site Normal AC Electrical

Distribution System via the off-site power sources through the reserve station

service transformers 2RTX-XSR1A and 2RTX-XSR1B.

o 2ENS*SWG102 from transformer 2RTX-XSRIA

o 2ENS*SWG103 from transformer 2RTX-XSR1B.

" Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and *SWG103 each have a backup source, the Auxiliary

Boiler Transformer 2ABS-Xl. Also, 2ENS*SWG101 and *SWG103 each have a

feeder to a normal AC (stub) bus, NNS-SWG014 and NNS-SWG015, respectively.

" Bus 2ENS*SWG102 has a backup connection to the Reserve Station Service

Transformer 2RTX-XSR1 B, if required.

* Each of the three 4.16 KV emergency buses has a standby diesel generator

(2EGS*EG1, 2EGS*EG3, 2EGS*EG2) to carry its loads in case of a LOOP or in

case of a sustained degraded voltage condition on the offsite source (ref. 3, 4).

2EGS*EG2 (Division Ill) is capable of powering either the Division I or Division II

4.16 KV emergency bus througlý manual breaker alignments. The availability of

2EGS*EG2 as an onsite AC power source in Table S-1 only applies if 2EGS*EG2 is

aligned to energize 2ENS*SWG101 or 2ENS*SWG103.

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or

provide RPV makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to vital buses. Even

though an essential bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e., loads that if lost would

inhibit decay heat removal capability or RPV makeup capability) are not operable on the

energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.

Four hours is the station blackout coping period (ref. 4, 5).

An RPV water level instrument reading of -14 in. indicates RPV water level is at the top of

active fuel. When RPV water level is at or above the top of active fuel, the core is

completely submerged. Core submergence is the most desirable means of core cooling.

When RPV water level is below the top of active fuel, the uncovered portion of the core
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must be cooled by less reliable means (i.e., steam cooling or spray cooling). If core

uncovery is threatened, the EOPs specify alternate, more extreme, RPV water level control

measures in order to restore and maintain adequate core cooling (ref. 6). Since core

uncovery begins if RPV water level drops to -14 in., the level is indicative of a challenge to

core cooling and the Fuel Clad barrier.

Consistent with the EOP definition of "cannot be restored and maintained," the

determination that RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above the top of

active fuel may be made at, before, or after RPV water level actually decreases to this

point- (ref. 6).

When RPV water level cannot be determined, EOPs require RPV flooding strategies. RPV

water level indication provides the primary means of knowing if adequate core cooling is

being maintained. When all means of determining RPV water level are unavailable, the

Ffuel CGlad Bbarner is threatened and reliance on alternate means of assuring adequate

core cooling must be attempted. The instructions in EOP-C4 specify these means, which

include emergency depressurization of the RPV and injection into the RPV at a rate

needed to flood to the elevation of the main steam lines or hold RPV pressure above the

Minimum Steam Cooling Pressure (in ATWS events) (ref. 7). If RPV water level cannot be

determined with respect to the top of active fuel, a potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier

exists.

Note that EOP-C5 may require intentional uncovery of the core and control of RPV water

level between -14 in. and -39 in., the Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level

(MSCRWL) (ref. 8). Under these conditions, a high-power ATWS event exists and requires

at least a Site Area Emergency classification in accordance with the ATWS/Criticality

EALs.

Generic

Loss of all AC power to emergency busses compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric
power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink. Prolonged
loss of all AC power to emergency busses will lead to loss of fuel clad, RCS, and containment, thus
warranting declaration of a General Emergency.

[The (site speGifi hebbcs) to restore AC power can b-9 basted- en a sithe balackou coping analysi
pedo9rmod in conformance_ With 10Q C-FR -50.1632 a;nd RogUlatl9F)' Guide 1.1455, "Station Blackiut, " as
avaablo. Approprate alo•wance for off site emegency reponse including evacuatWin 4
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surrounirdning-v .9 ar-eas should be- ,-nqsQid,-r,,d'. A
Fiss,,n -roduct A--, r Degradation 1G, its
recognition and emqergency) response7]

Itough this 1Q m~ay be We4qewG -AS dUIn.d;Int to the
Gt4RR% or~upJer-Y EG 09Fuvr a6w10e &Me

This WG-EAL is specified to assure that in the unlikely event of a prolonged station blackoutloss of
all AC power to 4.16 KV emergency buses, timely recognition of the seriousness of the event
occurs and that declaration of a General Emergency occurs as early as is appropriate, based on a
reasonable assessment of the event trajectory.

The likelihood of restoring at least one emergency bus should be based on a realistic appraisal of
the situation since a delay in an upgrade decision based on only a chance of mitigating the event
could result in a loss of valuable time in preparing and implementing public protective actions.

In addition, under these conditions, fission product barrier monitoring capability may be degraded.

0L1thOugh it May be diffict to prodict when power- can be . estor.Ed, ft is n.Iear to give the

Emnergency Director a reasonable idea of how quickly (s~he m~ay need to decl4are a Genper-al
EMeargencv based on to miR cnidqrations:- I .. . . .. . . . . . .. . j -I

1. UAe ther any presen indicats that ce cooling i6 already deg8aded to the point that /988
or- potential loss of n Ssion Product Rambrs is IMM.IE3T?

2. if there are no present indioatiens of such core coolng degradation, hew Aiel is it that powe
can be re-stored in time to assure that a less of two baffi'r-a with a potential less of the thir

bar.rSir cpan be preventeid?

Thus, indicationp of cnetinun cor cooling degra-dation M-11St beQ bhased- en Fission-A Product Barrier
mognitoring with pa.Wicuar- emphasis on Emergen6cy Dire cter-fiudgment as it rela1-tesP to IMMINEN)T

less or- potential loss of fission preducrt bharriers and degraded ability to mgonitor fission produci

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 8.2
2. USAR Section 8.3
3. N2-SOP-03 Loss of AC Power
4. N2-SOP-01 Station Blackout
5. USAR Section 8.3.1.5.2
6. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
7. N2-EOP-C4 RPV Flooding
8. N2-EOP-C5 Failure to Scram
9. NEI 99-01 IC SG1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 4.16 KV emergency
buses for >_ 15 min.

EAL:

SS1.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table S-1, to 4.16 KV emergency buses
2ENS*SWG101 and 2ENS*SWG103 for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

. 2EGS*EG1

0 2EGS*EG3

0 2EGS*EG2 (with 2ENS*SWG1020 crosstied to 2ENS*SWG101 or
2ENS*SWG103)

* Reserve Transformer A

" Reserve Transformer B
0 * Aux Boiler Transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 -

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

2ENS*SWG101, *SWG102, and *SWG103 are the 4.16 KV emergency buses. Bus

2ENS*SWG101 is dedicated to Division I of the On-site Emergency AC Electrical

Distribution System, bus 2ENS*SWG102 is dedicated to Division Ill (HPCS), and bus

2ENS*SWG103 is dedicated to Division I1. Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and *SWG103 feed all

Station redundant safety-related loads, except the HPCS system loads. The HPCS system

loads are fed by bus 2ENS*SWG102 (ref. 1, 2).

* All three divisions are normally energized by the On-site Normal AC Electrical
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Distribution System via the off-site power sources through the reserve station

service transformers 2RTX-XSR1A and 2RTX-XSR1 B.

o 2ENS*SWG102 from transformer 2RTX-XSR1A

o 2ENS*SWG103 from transformer 2RTX-XSR1B.

* Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and *SWG103 each have a backup source, the Auxiliary

Boiler Transformer 2ABS-Xl. Also, 2ENS*SWG1 01 and *SWG1 03 each have a

feeder to a normal AC (stub) bus, NNS-SWG014 and NNS-SWG015, respectively.

* Bus 2ENS*SWG102 has a backup connection to the Reserve Station Service

Transformer 2RTX-XSR1 B, if required.

" Each of the three 4.16 KV emergency buses has a standby diesel generator

(2EGS*EG1, 2EGS*EG3, 2EGS*EG2) to carry its loads in case of a LOOP or in

case of a sustained degraded voltage condition on the offsite source (ref. 3, 4).

2EGS*EG2 (Division Ill) is capable of powering either the Division I or Division II

4.16 KV emergency bus through manual breaker alignments. It is unlikely that these

actions could be performed within the 15fiftee-minute interval of this EAL. The

availability of 2EGS*EG2 as an onsite AC power source in Table S-1 only applies if

2EGS*EG2 is aligned to energize 2ENS*SWG101 or 2ENS*SWG103.

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or

provide RPV makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to vital buses. Even

though an essential bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e., loads that if lost would

inhibit decay heat removal capability or RPV makeup capability) are not operable on the

energized bus, then the bus should not be considered operable.

The 15f9fteea-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power

losses.

Generic

Loss of all AC power to emergency busses compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric
power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink. Prolonged
loss of all AC power to emeFgeRy 4.16 KV emergency busses will lead to loss of Fuel Clad, RCS,
and Containment, thus this event can escalate to a General Emergency.
1 5-FifteeR minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of off-site
power.
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[pt mquti unit 6tations,, the EALr, should allw credit for operation of installod design features, ""c'i
aas cres tie 8 r sQingdiesels, previd-d- tha;t abnoi-rmal or omorgency operating proce~du1res- addres
thegir use. Hoetoe stations mqust also consider the impact of thisp ronitin en on ther sharedp
safoty functions- in develop4ing tho ie s4 pecific EtL]
[Plants that hIv a peedualiZed capabiliy to cmros tie AC poqwer fromn an off site power supply of
a com~panion unit m~ay take credit for- the rodundant powor- sourco in the associated EAL for- this

Escalation to General Emergency is via F4ier.-. PF99
IC SGI, "Prolonged Lce of A-ll1 Off site Pow-r aRd P
SG1.1.2

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 8.2
2. USAR Section 8.3
3. N2-SOP-03 Loss of AC Power
4. N2-SOP-01 Station Blackout
5. NEI 99-01 IC SS1

uGrA taF
, r.eg.adateG"EALs in Category F or
Lcss of All OR cto ACG Pe-or.EAL
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

AC power capability to 4.16 KV emergency buses reduced to a
single power source for Ž15 min. such that ANY additional single
failure would result in a complete loss of all 4.16 KV emergency
bus power

EAL:

SA1.1 Alert

AC power capability to 4.16 KV emergency buses 2ENS*SWG101 and 2ENS*SWG103
reduced to a single power source, Table S-1, for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

ANY additional single power source failure will result in a loss of all power to 4.16 KV
emergency buses 2ENS*SWG101 and 2ENS*SWG103

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

0 2EGS*EG1

* 2EGS*EG3

" 2EGS*EG2 (with 2ENS*SWG102
0 crosstied to 2ENS*SWG101 or

2ENS*SWG103)

4) * Reserve Transformer A

* Reserve Transformer B
0 * Aux Boiler Transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

2ENS*SWG101, *SWG102, and *SWG103 are the 4.16 KV emergency buses. Bus

2ENS*SWG101 is dedicated to Division I of the On-site Emergency AC Electrical

Distribution System, bus 2ENS*SWG102 is dedicated to Division III (HPCS), and bus
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2ENS*SWG102 is dedicated to Division II. Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and *SWG103 feed all

Station redundant safety-related loads, except the HPCS system loads. The HPCS system

loads are fed by bus 2ENS*SWG102 (ref. 1, 2).

" All three divisions are normally energized by the On-site Normal AC Electrical

Distribution System via the off-site power sources through the reserve station

service transformers 2RTX-XSR1A and 2RTX-XSR1 B.

o 2ENS*SWG102 from transformer 2RTX-XSR1A

o 2ENS*SWG103 from transformer 2RTX-XSRIB.

* Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and *SWG103 each have a backup source, the Auxiliary

Boiler Transformer 2ABS-XI. Also, 2ENS*SWG1 01 and *SWG1 03 each have a

feeder to a normal AC (stub) bus, NNS-SWG014 and NNS-SWG015, respectively.

* Bus 2ENS*SWG102 has a backup connection to the Reserve Station Service

Transformer 2RTX-XSR1 B, if required.

" Each of the three 4.16 KV emergency buses has a standby diesel generator

(2EGS*EG1, 2EGS*EG3, 2EGS*EG2) to carry its loads in case of a LOOP or in

case of a sustained degraded voltage condition on the offsite source (ref. 3, 4).

2EGS*EG2 (Division Ill) is capable of powering either the Division I or Division II

4.16 KV emergency bus through manual breaker alignments. It is unlikely that these

actions could be performed within the 154fifeen-minute interval of this EAL. The

availability of 2EGS*EG2 as an onsite AC power source in Table S-1 only applies if

2EGS*EG2 is aligned to energize 2ENS*SWG101 or 2ENS*SWG1 03.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If the capability for multiple sources to energize the unit vital buses within 15 minutes is not

restored, an Alert is declared under this EAL. The subsequent loss of the single remaining

power source escalates the event to a Site Area Emergency under EAL SS1.1.

Generic

[This ! and thea asoc,;iated EA74 a;r; intended t, pr-oWde an eolak;tio•n frm IC S1 , "1 ,- All
Q-ff RWito 4C QRq,,wor To- Em•r•,gency Busses for Gr-ater Than 4 5 Minutes.'1
The condition indicated by this ICEAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power
systems such that any additional single failure would result in a complete loss of 4.16 KV
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emergency bus AC power to one or both unitsstation b!acou't. This condition could occur due to a
loss of off-site power with a concurrent failure of all but one emergency generator to supply power
to its emergency busses. Another related condition could be the loss of all off-site power and loss
of on-site emergency generators with only one train of e~nme~ei~y-4.16 KV emergency busses
being backfed from the unit main generator, or the loss of on-site emergency generators with only
one train of emergeRIy-4.16 KV emergency busses being backfed from off-site power. The
subsequent loss of this single power source would escalate the event to a Site Area Emergency in
accordance with EAL SS1.1.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.

[At m~ult unit stations, tho- EA4 18Sh~hould- allwodi for- operation of instaiodl design features, such

as Gres tie or 6wing dieseis, provi~ded that abnormal or- omoFgoncy operating procodurais addres

thirue. owver-, these stations m-ust al-so consider- the impact Of thig conRditioAn on other shared

safety functions in d-evefloping the 849iteGsocfi EAIL.]

[Plants tMat have a pro~ed-uraliz-d- rapability to cross tie AG powerI from an off Gi& power- supqply of
a com~panion unit may tako Groedi for the rodundant powor- souwrce in the associated EAL for this

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 8.2
2. USAR Section 8.3
3. N2-SOP-03 Loss of AC Power
4. N2-SOP-01 Station Blackout
5. NEI 99-01 IC SA5
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Loss of all offsite AC power to 4.16KV vital buses for _> 15 min.

SUI.1 Unusual Event

Loss of all offsite AC power, Table S-1, to 4.16 KV emergency buses 2ENS*SWG101 and
2ENS*SWG103

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

0 2EGS*EG1

•* 2EGS*EG3
U)
r_ 0 2EGS*EG2 (with 2ENS*SWG102
0 crosstied to 2ENS*SWG101 or

2ENS*SWG103)

* Reserve Transformer A

" Reserve Transformer B
0 * Aux Boiler Transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

2ENS*SWG101, *SWG102, and 2ENS*SWG103 are the 4.16 KV emergency buses. Bus

2ENS*SWG101 is dedicated to Division I of the On-site Emergency AC Electrical

Distribution System, bus 2ENS*SWG102 is dedicated to Division III (HPCS), and bus

2ENS*SWG103 is dedicated to Division I1. Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and *SWG103 feed all

Station redundant safety-related loads, except the HPCS system loads. The HPCS system

loads are fed by bus 2ENS*SWG102 (ref. 1, 2).

All three divisions are normally energized by the On-site Normal AC Electrical

Distribution System via the off-site power sources through the reserve station

service transformers 2RTX-XSR1A and 2RTX-XSR1 B.
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o 2ENS*SWG102 from transformer 2RTX-XSR1A

o 2ENS*SWG103 from transformer 2RTX-XSR1B.

" Buses 2ENS*SWG101 and *SWG103 each have a backup source, the Auxiliary

Boiler Transformer 2ABS-X1. Also, 2ENS*SWG1 01 and *SWG1 03 each have a

feeder to a normal AC (stub) bus, NNS-SWG014 and NNS-SWG015, respectively.

" Bus 2ENS*SWG102 has a backup connection to the Reserve Station Service

Transformer 2RTX-XSR1 B, if required.

* Each of the three 4.16 KV emergency buses has a standby diesel generator

(2EGS*EG1, 2EGS*EG3, 2EGS*EG2) to carry its loads in case of a LOOP or in

case of a sustained degraded voltage condition on the offsite source (ref. 3, 4).

2EGS*EG2 (Division Ill) is capable of powering either the Division I or Division II

4.16 KV emergency bus through manual breaker alignments. It is unlikely that these

actions could be performed within the fifteen-minute interval of this EAL. The

availability of 2EGS*EG2 as an onsite AC power source in Table S-1 only applies if

2EGS*EG2 is aligned to energize 2ENS*SWG101 or 2ENS*SWG103.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

Generic

Prolonged loss of off-site AC power reduces required redundancy and potentially degrades the
level of safety of the plant by rendering the plant more vulnerable to a complete loss of AC power
to emergency busses.

The NMP2 electrical distribution configuration precludes restoration of offsite power sources within
15 minutes in all instances, once lost. Therefore no time component is allocated for this EAL
threshold.

Fiftoon min-utoc1 40was- _ooA6d a throcholId to o-Xcude tran~sient or moementwy, lossos of off ct
peweF.
[At multi unit statin,• , the EALs Should a#lw c,.... fo-r ope.ation of insta.led design features, su.h

asp cross8 Ities or- swing diesels, provided that abnormal or- enmrgoncy operating procoduwreo -ad-dross

thei us. Hwe ver, the-so sttsMust also consider- the impact of this cond~itin on ether- sharod
safety functions in develoing the sit' 'sp"ef EAL.4

[Plants that have a proceduraliZed capabilit to cross tic AG pow~er from an off site power- supply of
a co pano unit may ta~ke c-re-dit for- the redundant poewoa-brs Aorc in the a-ssoc~iated 1EA4L fo~r thisr
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NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 8.2
2. USAR Section 8.3
3. N2-SOP-03 Loss of AC Power
4. N2-SOP-01 Station Blackout
5. NEI 99-01 IC SU1
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 2 - Loss of DC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all emergency DC power for -> 15 min.

EAL:

SS2.1 Site Area Emergency

< 105 VDC on both 2BYS*SWG002A and 2BYS*SWG002B for Ž_ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The emergency 125 VDC power system includes three electrically independent and

separate switchgears (2BYS*SWG002A, 2BYS*SWG002B and 2CES*IPNL414). Division I

((2BYS*SWG002A) and Division II (2BYS*SWG002B) feed the redundant emergency DC

loads associated with Divisions I and II of the emergency onsite AC system, respectively.

Division III (2CES*IPNLP-NP414) feeds the emergency DC loads associated with Division

III (HPCS system). 2CES*IPNL414 is not included in this EAL because it only supplies

power to HPCS loads.

Each emergency 125 VDC distribution system has a battery and a battery charger that are

normally connected to the bus such that these two sources of power are operating in

parallel. The charger is normally supplying system electrical loads with the battery on a

float charge. Should both battery chargers for any particular battery be out of service at

any point in the DC load cycle, the battery is capable of starting and operating its

associated loads for 2 hr according to a precalculated load profile without the battery

terminal voltage falling below the minimum acceptable level, 105 VDC7 (ref. 1, 2, 3).

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition loss of DC power

EAL CU2.1.

Generic

Loss of all DC power compromises ability to monitor and control plant safety functions. Prolonged
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loss of all DC power will cause core uncovering and loss of containment integrity when there is
significant decay heat and sensible heat in the reactor system.

[Site spemintie aus veltage should be basod on theminidmeuam bus voltage npowssarey foseth
operation of saf Getrlatol equipmeny valwue shocrbld inCgorpRate a marin of at least 15
min Utes ofoperation befor. the onst of inat tod. This voltage i6 usial

northe- minimum volta~ge selected when battery sizing is pe.orrned-. Typially the valu for- the
entire- batter-y set is approximately 105 VDC. For- a 60 cell strng of batteries the cell voltage i
typically 1.7-5 Volts per- cel. Foer a 58 strng battery set the mh~inimu voltage is tyically 1.81 VoltS
per- eg]4

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Escalation to a General Emergency would occur by EALs in Category R and Category FAb..eFMaI
Rad Lovelc/Radiological Effluent, Ficcion Product Barrier Degra4datfion.

NMP112 Basis Reference(s):
1. USAR Section 8.3.2.1.2
2. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.8.4
3. N2-SOP-04 Loss of DC Power

4. NEI 99-01 IC SS3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Automatic scram and all manual actions fail to shut down the
reactor and indication of an extreme challenge to the ability to cool
the core exists

EAL:

SG3.1 General Emergency

An automatic scram fails to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power > 4%

AND

All manual actions fail to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power > 4%

AND EITHER of the following exist or have occurred:

RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above -39 in. or RPV water
level cannot be determined

OR

Suppression pool temperature and RPV pressure cannot be maintained below the
Heat Capacity Temperature Limit (N2-EOP-PC Figure M)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup

Basis:

Plant-Specific

This EAL addresses the following:

" Any automatic reactor scram signal followed by a manual scram that fails to shut

down the reactor to an extent the reactor is producing energy in excess of the heat

load for which the safety systems were designed (EAL SS3.1), and

* Indications that either core cooling is extremely challenged or heat removal is

extremely challenged.

Reactor shutdown achieved by use of the alternate control rod insertion methods of EOP-

C5 is also credited as a successful manual scram provided reactor power can be reduced

below the APRM downscale trip setpoint before indications of an extreme challenge to

either core cooling or heat removal exist (ref. 1, 2).

The APRM downscale trip setpoint (4%) is a minimum reading on the power range scale
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that indicates power production (ref. 1, 2). It also approximates the decay heat which the

shutdown systems were designed to remove and is indicative of a condition requiring

immediate response to prevent subsequent core damage. At or below the APRM

downscale trip setpoint, plant response will be similar to that observed during a normal

shutdown. Nuclear instrumentation (APRM/IRM) indications or other reactor parameters

(e.g., number of open SRVs, number of open main turbine bypass valves, main steam

flow, RPV pressure and suppression pool temperature trend, etc.) can be used to

determine if reactor power is greater than 4% power (ref. 2).

The combination of failure of both front line and backup protection systems to function in

response to a plant transient, along with the continued production of heat, poses a direct

threat to the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers.

By definition, an operating mode change occurs when the Mode Switch is moved from the

startup/hot standby or run position to the shutdown position. The plant operating mode that

existed at the time the event occurs (i.e., Power Operation or Startup), however, requires

emergency classification of at least an Alert. The operating mode change associated with

movement of the Mode Switch, by itself, does not justify failure to declare an emergency

for ATWS events.

Indication that core cooling is extremely challenged is manifested by:

* RPV level cannot be restored and maintained above -39 in. (ref. 1, 2). The Minimum

Steam Cooling RPV Water Level (MSCRWL) is the lowest RPV water level at which

the covered portion of the reactor core will generate sufficient steam to preclude any

clad temperature in the uncovered portion of the core from exceeding 15000F.

Consistent with the EOP definition of "cannot be restored and maintained," the

determination that RPV level cannot be restored and maintained above the

MSCRWL may be made at, before, or after RPV level actually decreases to this

point.

When RPV water level cannot be determined, EOPs require RPV flooding

strategies. RPV water level indication provides the primary means of knowing if

adequate core cooling is being maintained. When all means of determining RPV

water level are unavailable, the Ffuel CGlad Bbarrier is threatened and reliance on
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alternate means of assuring adequate core cooling must be attempted. The

instructions in N2-EOP-C4 specify these means, which include emergency

depressurization of the RPV and injection into the RPV at a rate needed to flood to

the elevation of the main steam lines or hold RPV pressure above the Minimum

Steam Cooling Pressure (in ATWS events) (ref. 3).

The HCTL is the highest wetwell temperature from which emergency RPV

depressurization will not raise:

o Suppression chamber temperature above the design value (270'F), or

o Suppression chamber pressure above the Primary Containment Pressure

Limit before the rate of energy transfer from the RPV to the containment is

greater than the capacity of the containment vent.

The HCTL is a function of RPV pressure and suppression pool water level. It is

utilized to preclude failure of the containment and equipment in the containment

necessary for the safe shutdown of the plant. Plant parameters in excess of the

HCTL could be a precursor of primary containment failure. (ref. 2).

The HCTL is given in N2-EOP-PC Figure M. This threshold is met when RPV

BLOW DOWN is required in N2-EOP-PC, Step SPT-6 (ref. 4). This condition

addresses loss of functions required for hot shutdown with the reactor at pressure

and temperature.

Generic

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat load for
which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are unsuccessful.

{The reactor should be considered shutdown when 4 producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (typiGay,•3 te4•"% power). -For-a- in
CSFST,, this EAL equates to the reria ,used, to doterm.ine a vaid Subcriticaity Red Rath. Feo
BWRs thiS EAL she-uld be the APRM de"-n•a•c trip sctp int.]

[For- PWRs, the oxtrene chal.ng. to the ability to cool the core is intended to moan that the cer
&Wi tornpeorat ires a'ro at or- approaching 1200 degrees-F= or- that the roactor- vossol water- iovel i8

below thotp of active fuol. For-plants using CSF=ST-s, this EAL equates to a Core Cooling RED
cond~itin com~bknod with a Subcritialiy RED conditin.]

[For- BW*4, the edr-eme challenge to the abiliy to- c-ool the cere- isq intend-e-d to-mean that the
VAe6ctor9 vose! ater l96evel ca-;nnot be rastkqrod and maintaineqd abpvo Minimuim Steam Coig RR'

Wa6tor. -level as doscri-bed in the E=OP baises.]
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[Another- consideration is the inab~l~y to initia, ly remoeve heat during the early stagos -ef t
6&214en~,. F=r-u P-+4 Uf+- eR'U~enqy&H:uu4'aAr RA is'~ ýQM:::Wrirc inPA rAJnn'e FRO -'n4nfv nr RT FAi

Fequired by design from at loast ono steam genorator-, an oxtrom~e chollongo shoUld be conSkIdede
to oxidst. For plants using CSFST-s, thi E4 equ atos to a Hoat Sink RED Gondgitio coMbinod with a
Sub c~rriticaality RED cond~itin.]

[For- 9BWPs, conSid,•ra,,•tin incl•uj inabiit , to remove ht va th main , or .vi the

suppression pool or- tor-us (e.g., duo to h" ter tempratu-,,.]

In the event either of these challenges exists at a time that the reactor has not been brought below
the power associated with the safety system design, a core melt sequence exists. In this situation,
core degradation can occur rapidly. For this reason, the General Emergency declaration is
intended to be anticipatory of the fission product barrier table declaration to permit maximum off-
site intervention time.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

N2-EOP-C5 Failure to Scram
NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
N2-EOP-C4 RPV Flooding
N2-EOP-PC Primary Containment Control
NEI 99-01 IC SG2
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Initiating Condition: Automatic scram fails to shut down the reactor and manual actions
taken from the reactor control console are not successful in
shutting down the reactor

EAL:

SS3.1 Site Area Emergency

An automatic scram failed to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power > 4%

AND

Manual actions taken at the reactor control console (mode switch in shutdown, manual
scram push buttons and ARI) failed to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power
> 4%

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup

Basis:

Plant-Specific

This EAL addresses any automatic reactor scram signal followed by a manual scram that

failed to shut down the reactor to an extent the reactor is producing energy in excess of the

heat load for which the safety systems were designed.

For the purposes of emergency classification at the Site Area Emergency level, successful

manual scram actions are those which can be quickly performed from the reactor control

console (i.e., Mode Switch, manual scram pushbuttons and ARI actuation). Reactor

shutdown achieved by use of the alternate control rod insertion methods of EOP-C5 does

not constitute a successful manual scram (ref. 1, 2).

The APRM downscale trip setpoint (4%) is a minimum reading on the power range scale

that indicates power production (ref. 1). It also approximates the decay heat which the

shutdown systems were designed to remove and is indicative of a condition requiring

immediate response to prevent subsequent core damage. At or below the APRM

downscale trip setpoint, plant response will be similar to that observed during a normal

shutdown. Nuclear instrumentation (APRM/IRM) indications or other reactor parameters

(e.g., number of open SRVs, number of open main turbine bypass valves, main steam
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flow, RPV pressure and wetwell temperature trend, etc.) can be used to determine if

reactor power is greater than 4% power.

By definition, an operating mode change occurs when the Mode Switch is moved from the

startup/hot standby or run position to the shutdown position. The plant operating mode that

existed at the time the event occurs (i.e., Power Operation or Startup), however, requires

emergency classification of at least an Alert. The operating mode change associated with

movement of the Mode Switch, by itself, does not justify failure to declare an emergency

for ATWS events.

Escalation of this event to a General Emergency would be under EAL SG3.1 or

Emergency Director judgment.

Generic

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat load for
which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are unsuccessful.
A Site Area Emergency is warranted because conditions exist that lead to IMMINENT loss or
potential loss of both fuel clad and RCS.

[The reactor should be considered shutdown when i4 producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (.''piGa"ly•-3• 45% power). F.ar-pasu .' .
CSF-STs, this EAL equates to the eritoria used to detorrnine a valid Subcritiality Red Path. For

WRIMS, th is EAL. ShOUld be theAS APR.LM doWn6Gale toi seotpoint.]I

Manual scram-(tri4) actions taken at the reactor control console are any set of actions by the
reactor operator(s) at which causes or should cause control rods to be rapidly inserted into the
core and shuts down the reactor.

Manual scram-(-4r-0 actions are not considered successful if action away from the reactor control
console is required to scram-(4#) the reactor. This EAL is still applicable even if actions taken
away from the reactor control console are successful in shutting the reactor down because the
design limits of the fuel may have been exceeded or because of the gross failure of the Reactor
Protection System to shutdown the plant.

[Although this I!,G aybe ,,eWd as Iodndant to th F•ission Pro-d-u,-t B-rrie;r. Degradation ,; .
inclusion is ,o•y tobettor assum tinoy rFoG .n•,,o and ,,nrgency roSPonso.]

Escalation of this event to a General Emergency would be due to a prolonged condition leading to
an extreme challenge to either core-cooling or heat removal.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-EOP-C5 Failure to Scram
2. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
3. NEI 99-01 IC SS2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Automatic scram failed to shut down the reactor and the manual
actions taken from the reactor control console are successful in
shutting down the reactor

EAL:

SA3.1 Alert

An automatic scram failed to shut down the reactor

AND
Manual actions taken at the reactor control console (mode switch in shutdown, manual
scram push buttons or ARI) successfully shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor
power < 4%

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The first condition of this EAL identifies the need to cease critical reactor operations by

actuation of the automatic Reactor Protection System (RPS) scram function. A reactor

scram is automatically initiated by the Reactor Protection System (RPS) when certain

continuously monitored parameters exceed predetermined setpoints. A reactor scram may

be the result of manual or automatic action in response to any of the following conditions

(ref. 1):

Parameter Setpoint Bypassed

SRM Upscale Trip > 2 x 105 cps Shorting links installed or
joystick to BYPASS

IRM Upscale Trip > 120/125 percent of scale Reactor mode switch in
RUN or joystick to BYPASS

IRM Inop Not in OPERATE Detector Reactor mode switch in
HV low Module unplugged RUN or joystick to BYPASS

APRM Upscale Neutron > 15% Reactor mode switch in
Flux (Setdown) RUN or joystick to BYPASS

APRM Upscale Neutron > 118% Reactor mode switch not in
Flux RUN or joystick to BYPASS
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Parameter Setpoint Bypassed

Thermal .58 (W - AW) + 59% 113.5% Joystick in BYPASS
maximum

APRM Inop Critical Self-test fault Joystick in BYPASS
detected APRM keylock
switch in INOP Watchdog
Timer timed out Loss of
input Power Note: Low
LPRM count INOP does not
insert a scram signal.

OPRM Upscale PBA: N > 16 and the < 30% Reactor power as
amplitude of the oscillation indicated by APRM's OR
is > 1.5 ABA: Oscillation when core drive flow is >
Peak > 1.3 GRBA: Cell 60% of rated
magnitude change > 1.3

Reactor Pressure High > 1052 psig N/A

Reactor Water Level Low < Low Level (159.3") N/A

Turbine Stop Valve Closure 5% closed < 30% power*

Turbine Control Valve Fast 530 psig ETS oil pressure < 30% power*
Closure

MSIV Closure 8% Closed Reactor mode switch not in
RUN

Scram Discharge Volume Level Switch - 48.5 inches Key-lock switch and Reactor
Level High Level Transmitter - 43.4 mode switch in

inches SHUTDOWN or REFUEL

Drywell Pressure High > 1.68 psig N/A

Manual Scram Pushbuttons N/A N/A

Mode Switch in N/A After 10 seconds
SHUTDOWN

Following a successful reactor scram, rapid insertion of the control rods occurs. Nuclear

power promptly drops to a fraction of the original power level and then decays to a level

several decades less with a negative period. The reactor power drop continues until

reactor power reaches the point at which the influence of source neutrons on reactor

power starts to be observable. A predictable post-scram response from an automatic

reactor scram signal should therefore consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as sensed
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by the nuclear instrumentation and a lowering of power into the source range. A successful

scram has therefore occurred when there is sufficient rod insertion from the trip of RPS to

bring the reactor power to or below the APRM downscale trip setpoint of 4%. For the

purposes of this EAL, a successful automatic initiation of ARI that reduces reactor power to

or below 4% is a not a successful automatic scram. If automatic actuation of ARI has

occurred and caused reactor shutdown, the automatic RPS scram must have failed. ARI is

a backup means of inserting control rods in the unlikely event that an automatic RPS

scram signal exists but the reactor continues to generate significant power- (ref. 2, 3).

For the purposes of emergency classification at the Alert level, successful manual scram

actions are those which can be quickly performed from the reactor control console (i.e.,

mode switch, manual scram pushbuttons, and manual ARI actuation). Reactor shutdown

achieved by use of the alternate control rod insertion methods of EOP-C5 does not

constitute a successful manual scram (ref. 2).

Following any automatic RPS scram signal, EOPs prescribe insertion of redundant manual

scram signals to back up the automatic RPS scram function and ensure reactor shutdown

is achieved. Even if the first subsequent manual scram signal inserts all control rods to the

full-in position immediately after the initial failure of the automatic scram, the lowest level of

classification that must be declared is an Alert.

If the operator determines the reactor must be scrammed before one of the RPS setpoints

is reached, procedures require that the Mode Switch first be placed in the shutdown

position. Although manipulation of the Mode Switch is a manual action, the RPS logic

trains are actuated as with an automatic RPS-initiated scram. If reactor power remains

above the APRM downscale trip setpoint after the Mode Switch is placed in shutdown,

RPS has failed and, as a minimum, an Alert emergency declaration is required. If

subsequent actuation of the reactor scram pushbuttons and manual initiation of ARI do not

reduce reactor power to or below the APRM downscale trip setpoint, a Site Area

Emergency declaration is required under EAL SS3.1.

In the event that the operator identifies a reactor scram is IMMINENT and initiates a

successful manual reactor scram before the automatic scram setpoint is reached, no

declaration is required. The successful manual scram of the reactor before it reaches its
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automatic scram setpoint or reactor scram signals caused by instrumentation channel

failures do not lead to a potential fission product barrier loss. If manual reactor scram

actions fail to reduce reactor power to or below 4%, the event escalates to the Site Area

Emergency under EAL SS3.1.

By procedure, operator actions include the initiation of an immediate manual scram

following receipt of an automatic scram signal. If there are no clear indications that the

automatic scram failed (such as a time delay following indications that a scram setpoint

was exceeded), it may be difficult to determine if the reactor was shut down because of

automatic scram or manual actions. If a subsequent review of the scram actuation

indications reveals that the automatic scram did not cause the reactor to be shut down,

consideration should be given to evaluating the fuel for potential damage and the reporting

requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 should be considered for the transient event.

By definition, an operating mode change occurs when the Mode Switch is moved from the

startup/hot standby or run position to the shutdown position. The plant operating mode that

existed at the time the event occurs (i.e., Power Operation or Startup), however, requires

emergency classification of at least an Alert. The operating mode change associated with

movement of the Mode Switch, by itself, does not justify failure to declare an emergency

for ATWS events.

Generic

{The reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (typial•" • t,-54% power). For&-#/t ..s,'
CSFSTs, this EAL equates.to. the crteria ... d to determine a vlid Subcriticality Red Path. Fo

IWRsa this EAL should be the, A 6R4 ,w,4n,••le trip s•h,•int.]

Manual scram-(-trp) actions taken at the reactor control console are any set of actions by the
reactor operator(s) which causes or should cause control rods to be rapidly inserted into the core
and shuts down the reactor.

[if the m~anual Scramq (trip sWitches'pushb1tton8 en the Gontroel room console panelsar
eonsidorod an automqatic input into the Roaetor- PretotieGn System, a failur to scramg (trp) withut
any etheF autonmati input would m~ake this thresheld applicable.]

This condition indicates failure of the automatic protection system to scram-(tu4p) the reactor. This
condition is more than a potential degradation of a safety system in that a front line automatic
protection system did not function in response to a plat traRiieRtscram signal. Thus, the plant
safety has been compromised because of the failure of RPS to automatically shut down the
plantd-ign limits of the fuel ,may have boon exceeded. An Alert is indicated because conditions
may exist that lead to potential loss of fuel clad barrier or RCS barrier and because of the failure of
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the Reactor Protection System to automatically shut down the plant.

If manual actions taken at the reactor control console fail to shut down the reactor, the event would
escalate to a Site Area Emergency.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, Table
3.3.1.1-1

2. N2-EOP-C5 Failure to Scram
3. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
4. NEI 99-01 IC SA2
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Initiating Condition: Inadvertent criticality

EAL:

SU3.1 Unusual Event

An UNPLANNED sustained positive period observed on nuclear instrumentation

Mode Applicability:

3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The term "sustained" is used to allow exclusion of expected short-term positive periods

from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core alteration. These short-

term positive periods are the result of the rise in neutron population due to subcritical

multiplication.

Generic

This I,-EAL addresses inadvertent criticality events. While the primary concern of this 4,G-EAL is
criticality. Thir, IC ,-AL addrs, s Gnad, oron i crGtcaliety .V.... This IG-EAL indicates a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant, warranting a NQUE classification. This 4G-EAL
excludes inadvertent criticalities that occur during planned reactivity changes associated with
reactor startups (e.g., criticality earlier than estimated).

[Th46 Genditio Gan be identified using poriod mognitors/4startup rate moenitor. The term "-su-stainod"2 iS
usoRd- in ordoer toq allow oxciusion of oxpocted short torrn positive periods/startup Fates fromg planno
GonRolI Fed movomo~nt6 qfo PW~s and BWRs (6Uch as ShUtdown ban~k wi4thdrawal4 for P1 6).

These short tormg positve periods/startup ratos aro the irosul1t ofitho increase An. neutron population
duo10 to subc-hritial mgultiplication.]

Escalation would be by tho Fissiýn Prod-ct -arrier T;bloEALs in Category F, as appropriate to the
operating mode at the time of the event.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC SU8
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions

Inability to reach required shutdown within Technical Specification
limits

EAL:

SU4.1 Unusual Event

Plant is not brought to required operating mode within Technical Specifications LCO
required action completion time

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) specify minimum requirements for ensuring safe

operation of the unit. The actions associated with an LCO state conditions that typically

describe the ways in which the requirements of the LCO can fail to be met. Specified with

each stated condition are required action completion times- (ref. 1).

Generic

Limiting Conditions of Operation (LCOs) require the plant to be brought to a required operating
mode when the Technical Specification required configuration cannot be restored. Depending on
the circumstances, this may or may not be an emergency or precursor to a more severe condition.
In any case, the initiation of a plant shutdown required by the site Technical Specifications requires
a four hour report under 10 CFR 50.72 (b), Non-emergency events. The plant is within its safety
envelope when being shut down within the allowable required action statemeRt completion time in
the Technical Specifications. An immediate N1UE is required when the plant is not brought to the
required operating mode within the allowable required action statemet -completion time in the
Technical Specifications. Declaration of a NQUE is based on the time at which the LCO-specified
required action 6tatemf.eRt completion time period elapses under the site Technical Specifications
and is not related to how long a condition may have existed.

[Other rgquirod Tehnial SpecificGation shtdowns that ÷, lve prFerars to mere serious events
are addressed by other System Malfunction, Hazards, or- Fissin Proeduct Barrior- Degradation i~s.]

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 1.3
2. NEI 99-01 IC SU2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

5 - Instrumentation

Inability to monitor a significant transient in progress

SS5.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss of > approximately 75% of annunciation or indication on all of the following Control
Room panels for >_ 15 min. (Note 4):

* 2CEC*PNL601

* 2CEC*PNL602

" 2CEC*PNL603

* 2CEC*PNL851

* 2CEC*PNL852

AND

A significant transient is in progress, Table S-2

AND

Compensatory indications are unavailable (Plant Process Computer, SPDS)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Table S-2 Significant Transients

" Automatic turbine runback > 25% thermal reactor power

" Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical load

* Reactor scram

* ECCS injection

* Thermal power oscillations > 10%

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Plant Process Computer and SPDS are considered compensatory indication.

Significant transients are listed in Table S-2.
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Generic

This IG-EAL is intended to recognize the threat to plant safety associated with the complete loss of
capability of the control room staff to monitor plant response to a significant transient.

"Planned" and "UNPLANNED" actions are not differentiated since the loss of instrumentation of this
magnitude is of such significance during a transient that the cause of the loss is not an
ameliorating factor.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift SwerviseF Manager be tasked with making a
judgment decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased monitoring
of system operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication powered
from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is
more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the NOUE is
based on EAL SU2 "Inability to Roac• Required Shutdown Within To.shnical SpocificAton
L=*m~ts."4.1

A Site Area Emergency is considered to exist if the control room staff cannot monitor safety
functions needed for protection of the public while a significant transient is in progress.

[Sit98G&fie-aAnnunciators for this EAL sheu14beare limited to include those identified in the
Abnormal Operating Procedures, in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (.g.,
area, process, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.)]

Site .pe.ifieG4ndications needed to monitor safety functions necessary for protection of the public
muet-include control room indications, computer generated indications and dedicated annunciation
capability.

[The apeo,,,s ind,,atien• should be these used to dotomno such functions-a•• the a,,iltY to shut
down the roactorn maint-ain the crneF Geoo/cd, to maintain the roactOr- coolant"co ntnact mnain
the spent fu4co/d n to m-aintain contain~mont intact.]

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as Plant
Process Computer and SPDS. This -hould inrahude all -omputer syst..ms a..i.ab for this uso
doponding on specific plant design and subseqUent retrofits.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

[Due to the li~mited- numbor of safety, &ystoms in operation during cold shutdown, rfuolieing and

dofelo moesno 1G is indicated during these m~odes of opegation.]
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NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Figure 1.2-15
2. N2-OP-91A Process Computer
3. N2-OP-91B Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS)
4. SOP-78A EOP Key Parameter Alternate Instrumentation
5. NEI 99-01 IC SS6
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

5 - Instrumentation

UNPLANNED loss of safety system annunciation or indication in
the Control Room with either (1) a significant transient in progress,
or (2) compensatory indicators are unavailable

EAL:

SA5.1 Alert

UNPLANNED loss of > approximately 75% of annunciation or indication on all of the
following Control Room panels for _> 15 min. (Note 4):

* 2CEC*PNL601

* 2CEC*PNL602

* 2CEC*PNL603

" 2CEC*PNL851

* 2CEC*PNL852

AND EITHER:
A significant transient is in progress, Table S-2

OR
Compensatory indications are unavailable (Plant Process Computer, SPDS)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Table S-2 Significant Transients

* Automatic turbine runback > 25% thermal reactor power

* Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical load

* Reactor scram

* ECCS injection

* Thermal power oscillations > 10%

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Plant Process Computer and SPDS are considered compensatory indication.
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Significant transients are listed in Table S-2.

Generic

This IG-EAL is intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring changing plant
conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication equipment during a
significant transient.

[Recognition -of the availabiliy of com~puter- based indication equipment is considerod (e.g., SPDS,
plant corn putor-, etG.).]

"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Supervpsie Manager be tasked with making a
judgment decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased monitoring
of system operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication powered
from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is
more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the NOUE is
based on EAL SU2 "Inability to Reach Required Shutdown Within TchniGcal SpecifiGAtion
L4R*t."&4.1.

Sete speGcfic-aAnnunciators or indicators for this EAL must-include those identified in the Abnormal
Operating Procedures, in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (e.g., area,
process, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).4

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as Plant
Process Computer and SPDS. [This should includ-e- a!!t om.puter. systems avaiable for- this use
depending on s&p,•ci, plant design and subsequent .etr, fits.] If both a major perFtln of the
annunciation .y.to.. and all computer monito.rig are unavailable, the Alert . required.

[Due to the limited number- of eafety systems in oporation during seod shutdown, refueling and
do fueled moedes, no !G is indicatod during theso moedos of operation.]

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

This Alert will be escalated to a Site Area Emergency if the operating crew cannot monitor the
transient in progress due to a concurrent loss of compensatory indications with a significant
transient in progress during the loss of annunciation or indication.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):
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1. USAR Figure 1.2-15
2. N2-OP-91A Process Computer
3. N2-OP-91B Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS)
4. SOP-78A EOP Key Parameter Alternate Instrumentation
5. NEI 99-01 IC SA4
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

5- Instrumentation

UNPLANNED loss of safety system annunciation or indication in
the Control Room for _> 15 min.

EAL:

SU5.1 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED loss of > approximately 75% of annunciation or indication on all of the
following Control Room panels for > 15 min. (Note 4):

* 2CEC*PNL601

" 2CEC*PNL602

" 2CEC*PNL603

* 2CEC*PNL851

" 2CEC*PNL852

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

None

Generic

This IC and its, asccnated EAL ate-is intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring
changing plant conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication
equipment.

Recognition of the availability of computer based indication equipment is considered[eg SP-D,
plant c•rnputer-, aet.I.

"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions.

It is further recognized that mest-plant designs provides redundant safety system indication
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powered from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of
annunciators is more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in
this EAL due to difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or
several, safety system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component
operability status. This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a
Technical Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via
10CFR50.72 If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the NQUE
is based on EAL SU2 "Inability to Roach Ro.uiro.d- Shutdown4... ItAh.inW Toc..hnical •Sp•ification
ILfmmts ."1.1.

{Site-speGifk.-aAnnunciators or indicators for this EAL must-include those identified in the Abnormal
Operating Procedures, in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (e.g., area,
process, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).1

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

[Due to the lir.itea- nu.mber- of safety &ystemsr in qpo.atien 6
•4 41,',.,1, ,14 •.,,1,4 U,' I ; ;, ; 41'-•,•'•,•" 4 ,.4 .4 ',,-', 4A,•,' 1,4,,- F•

144ng GGdic spiutaowng, retue!:ng, and
14 1

CFO, SP "Cra "I" a V twerra ".j

This NQUE will be escalated to an Alert based on a concurrent loss of compensatory indications or
if a significant transient is in progress during the loss of annunciation or indication.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Figure 1.2-15
2. N2-OP-91A Process Computer
3. N2-OP-91 B Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS)
4. SOP-78A EOP Key Parameter Alternate Instrumentation
5. NEI 99-01 IC SU3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

6 - Communications

Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities

EAL:

SU6.1 Unusual Event

Loss of all Table S-3 onsite (internal) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform routine operations

OR

Loss of all Table S-3 offsite (external) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform offsite notifications

Table S-3 Communications Systems

System Onsite Offsite(internal) (external)

PBX (normal dial telephones) X X

Gaitronics X

Station radio (portable) X

Control Room installed satellite phones (non portable) X

ENS X

RECS X

UHF radios X

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Onsite/offsite communications systems are listed in Table S-3 (ref. 1, 2, 3).

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition EAL CU6.1.

Generic
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The purpose of this IC and its accci-atod EALs is to recognize a loss of communications capability
that either defeats the plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for plant
operations or the ability to communicate issues with off-site authorities.

fThe loss of off-site communications ability is expected to be significantly more comprehensive
than the condition addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.1

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform federal,
state, and local authorities of plant problems. This EAL is intended to be used only when
extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from non-routine radio transmissions, individuals
being sent to off-site locations, etc.) are being used to make communications possible.

[Site speci&i list for op Site coemmunications loss m~ust encom pass the Aoss of all meanq -of
cr-nam-unications (e.g., com~morcial telephonos, sound poweradl phone s)4stoma, page pa.ty &Yatenm

(Gaitni•.s and radios , 1,4alki, t,,lkies) ,outely used for operatins.j

[Site &pocific list for- aff aito camrnunincatiansp la-SS Must encom~pass the leas of all moanst

onmP2 Bniations wi off site authoritios. TW6 h-A-is d inckde the ENS, cammarcial telephone inas,-

talacapyf trans~mi-ssions, and dadicatad phone systorngs that ara rautinoly bused- for aeffs-ita amargency

netiftiena#Ge

NMVP2 Basis Reference(s):
1.
2.
3.
4.

USAR Section 9.5.2
Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station Site Emergency Plan, Section 7.2
N2-OP-76 Plant Communications
NEI 99-01 IC SU6
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 7 - Fuel Clad Degradation

Initiating Condition: Fuel clad degradation

EAL:

SU7.1 Unusual Event

Reactor coolant activity > 4 pCi/gm 1-131 Equivalent

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

This EAL addresses reactor coolant samples exceeding Technical Specification 3.4.8

(ref. 1). A reactor coolant sample analysis with specific activity in excess of the Technical

Specification limit of 4 pCi/gm 1-131 Equivalent is indicative of a degradation of the fuel

clad, and is a precursor of more serious problems. This activity level for which operation is

allowed to continue for up to 48 hours to accommodate short duration Iodine spikes

following changes in thermal power.

Generic

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the Ficcion Product BarrfierEALs in Category F.

E-AL--#4

This throchold addroccoc 60to specifiG radiatioR nemnitor roadingse that provido indication of a
dogradation of fuel clad integrity.

[Such as BWR akir cj~tor mnitors, P.'.R f•.•o f,-hu monitr-s, .tc,."

E-AL-#2

This threshold addresses coolant samples exceeding coolant Ttechnical specifications for transient
iodine spiking limits.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, 3.4.8
2. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2,
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3.4.8.A.1
3. NEI 99-01 IC SU4
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 7- Fuel Clad Degradation

Initiating Condition: Fuel clad degradation

EAL:

SU7.2 Unusual Event

Offgas radiation DRMS high (red) alarm for > 15 min.

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Elevated offgas radiation activity represents a potential degradation in the level of safety of

the plant and a potential precursor of more serious problems. The Technical Specification

allowable limit is an offgas level not to exceed 350,000 pCi/sec (ref. 1). The DRMS alarm

setpoint has been conservatively selected because it is operationally significant and is

readily recognizable by Control Room operating staff. 15 minutes is allotted for operator

action to reduce the offgas radiation levels and exclude TRANSIENT conditions (ref. 2, 3,

4). The high offgas radiation alarm is set using methodology outlined in the ODCM (ref. 5).

Generic

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the EALs in Category F.

This threshold addresses sie rpeGAG radiation monitor readings that provide indication of a
degradation of fuel clad integrity.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No.2, 3.7.4
2. N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 851253
3. N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 851326
4. N2-SOP-17 Fuel Failure or High Activity in Rx Coolant or Offgas
5. Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 3.3.2
6. NEI 99-01 IC SU4
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 8 - RCS Leakage

Initiating Condition: RCS leakage

EAL:

SU8.1 Unusual Event

Unidentified or reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage > 10 gpm

OR

Identified reactor coolant leakage > 25 gpm

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Elevated RCS leakage may be detected by the following annunciators (ref. 1-4):

* 873115 DRWL FLR DRN LEAK RATE HIGH (setpoint 4 gpm)

* 873111 DRWL FLR DRN TANK 1 LEVEL HI-HI

0 873105 DRWL EQPT DRN TANK 1 LEVEL HI-HI

* 873110 DRWL EQPT DRN DAILY LK RATE HIGH

The Plant Process Computer monitors unidentified and identified leakage over six minute

intervals (Computer Point DERXA01) as well as a twenty-four hour average (Computer

Point 2DER-F1101). Leak rates can also be verified by alternate measurements according

to N2-OSP-LOG-S001, Attachments 6 and 7 (ref. 5, 6).

Generic

This ,G-EAL is included as a NOUE because it may be a precursor of more serious conditions and,
as a result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The 10
gpm value for the unidentified or pressure boundary leakage was selected as it is observable with
normal control room indications. Lesser values must generally be determined through time-
consuming surveillance tests (e.g., mass balances).

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this 4GEAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this WG-EAL if the relief
valve cannot be isolated.
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The EAL for identified leakage is set at a higher value due to the lesser significance of identified
leakage in comparison to unidentified or pressure boundary leakage. In either case, escalation of
this 4G-EAL to the Alert level is via Ficsion Product Ba3rior Dogreadatin 1CEALs in Category F.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 873115
2. N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 873111
3. N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 873105
4. N2-ARP-01 Annunciator Response Procedures for annunciator 873110
5. N2-OSP-LOG-SO01 Shift Checks - Mode 1
6. N2-OP-67 Drywell Equipment and Floor Drains System
7. NEI 99-01 IC SU5
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Category F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

EAL Group: Hot Conditions (RCS temperature > 2000F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more hot operating modes.

EALs in this category represent threats to the defense in depth design concept that

precludes the release of highly radioactive fission products to the environment. This

concept relies on multiple physical barriers any one of which, if maintained INTACT,

precludes the release of significant amounts of radioactive fission products to the

environment. The primary fission product barriers are:

A. Fuel Clad (FC): Zirconium tubes which house the ceramic uranium oxide pellets
along with the end plugs which are welded into each end of the fuel rods comprise
the FC barrier.

B. Reactor Coolant System (RCS): The reactor vessel shell, vessel head, CRD
housings, vessel nozzles and penetrations, and all primary systems directly
connected to the RPV up to the outermost Primary Containment isolation valve
comprise the RCS barrier.

C. Containment (PC): The drywell, the suppression chamber/pool, their respective
interconnecting paths, and other connections up to and including the outermost
containment isolation valves comprise the Primary Containment barrier.

The EALs in this category require evaluation of the loss and potential loss thresholds listed

in the fission product barrier matrix of Table F-1 (Attachment 2). "Loss" and "Potential

Loss" signify the relative damage and threat of damage to the barrier. "Loss" means the

barrier no longer assures containment of radioactive materials. "Potential Loss" means

integrity of the barrier is threatened and could be lost if conditions continue to degrade.

The number of barriers that are lost or potentially lost and the following criteria determine

the appropriate emergency classification level:

Unusual Event:
Any loss or any potential loss of Containment

Alert:
Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS

Site Area EmerQency:
Loss or potential loss of any two barriers

General Emerqency:

Loss of any two barriers and loss or potential loss of the third barrier
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The logic used for Category F EALs reflects the following considerations:

* The Fuel Clad Barrier and the RCS Barrier are weighted more heavily than the

Containment Barrier. UE EALs associated with RCS and Fuel Clad Barriers are

addressed under Category S.

* At the Site Area Emergency level, there must be some ability to dynamically assess

how far present conditions are from the threshold for a General Emergency. For

example, if Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier "Loss" thresholds existed, that, in addition to

off-site dose assessments, would require continual assessments of radioactive

inventory and containment integrity. Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier

"Potential Loss" thresholds existed, the ED would have more assurance that there

was no immediate need to escalate to a General Emergency.

* The ability to escalate to higher emergency classification levels as an event

deteriorates must be maintained. For example, RCS leakage steadily increasing

would represent an increasing risk to public health and safety.

" The Containment Barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost based on

exceeding Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event

in progress requiring mitigation by the Containment Bbarrier.
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

Fission Product Barrier Degradation

N/A

Loss of ANY two barriers and loss or potential loss of the third
barrier

EAL:

FGI.1 General Emergency

Loss of ANY two fission product barriers

AND

Loss or potential loss of third fission product barrier (Table F-i)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the General Emergency classification level, each barrier is weighted equally. A General

Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following conditions:

" Loss of Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment barriers

" Loss of Fuel Clad and RCS barriers with potential loss of Containment barrier

* Loss of RCS and Containment barriers with potential loss of Fuel Clad barrier

* Loss of Fuel Clad and Containment barriers with potential loss of RCS barrier

Generic

None

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC FG1
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: Loss or potential loss of ANY two barriers

EAL:

FSI.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss or potential loss of ANY two fission product barriers (Table F-1)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the Site Area Emergency classification level, each barrier is weighted equally. A Site

Area Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following conditions:

* One barrier loss and a second barrier loss (i.e., loss - loss)

" One barrier loss and a second barrier potential loss (i.e., loss - potential loss)

* One barrier potential loss and a second barrier potential loss (i.e., potential loss -
potential loss)

At the Site Area Emergency classification level, the ability to dynamically assess the

proximity of present conditions with respect to the threshold for a General Emergency is

important. For example, the existence of Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier loss thresholds in

addition to offsite dose assessments would require continual assessments of radioactive

inventory and Containment integrity in anticipation of reaching a General Emergency

classification. Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad and RCS potential loss thresholds existed,

the Emergency Director would have greater assurance that escalation to a General

Emergency is less IMMINENT.

Generic

None

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC FS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

Fission Product Barrier Degradation

N/A

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of EITHER Fuel Clad OR RCS

FAI.1 Alert

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of EITHER Fuel Clad barrier OR RCS barrier (Table F-I)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the Alert classification level, Fuel Clad and RCS barriers are weighted more heavily

than the Containment barrier. Unlike the Containment barrier, loss or potential loss of

either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier may result in the relocation of radioactive materials or

degradation of core cooling capability. Note that the loss or potential loss of Containment

barrier in combination with loss or potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS barrier results

in declaration of a Site Area Emergency under EAL FSI.

Generic

None

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC FA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

Fission Product Barrier Degradation

N/A

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment

FUI.1 Unusual Event

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment barrier (Table F-i)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

Fuel Clad and RCS barriers are weighted more heavily than the Containment barrier.

Unlike the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers, the loss of either of which results in an Alert (EAL

FA1.1), loss of the Containment barrier in and of itself does not result in the relocation of

radioactive materials or the potential for degradation of core cooling capability. However,

loss or potential loss of the Containment barrier in combination with the loss or potential

loss of either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier results in declaration of a Site Area Emergency

under EAL FSI.1.

Generic

None

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 IC FUI
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Introduction

Table F-1 lists the threshold conditions that define the Loss and Potential Loss of the three

fission product barriers (Fuel Clad, Reactor Coolant System, and Containment). The table

is structured so that each of the three barriers occupies adjacent columns. Each fission

product barrier column is further divided into two columns; one for Loss thresholds and one

for Potential Loss thresholds.

The first column of the Ttable (to the left of the Fuel Clad Loss column) lists the categories

(types) of fission product barrier thresholds. The fission product barrier categories are:

A. RPV Level

B. Primary Containment Pressure / Temperature

C. Isolation

D. Rad

E. Judgment

Each category occupies a row in Table F-1 thus forming a matrix defined by the

categories. The intersection of each row with each Loss/Potential Loss column forms a cell

in which one or more fission product barrier thresholds appear. If NEI 99-01 does not

define a threshold for a barrier Loss/Potential Loss, the word "None" is entered in the cell.

Thresholds are assigned sequential numbers within each Loss and Potential Loss column

beginning with number one. In this manner, a threshold can be identified by its category

title and number. For example, the first Fuel Clad barrier Loss in Category A would be

assigned "FC Loss A.1," the third Containment barrier Potential Loss would be assigned

"PC P-Loss B.3," etc.

If a cell in Table F-1 contains more than one numbered threshold, each of the numbered

thresholds, if exceeded, signifies a Loss or Potential Loss of the barrier. It is not necessary

to exceed all of the thresholds in a category before declaring a barrier Loss/Potential Loss.

Subdivision of Table F-1 by category facilitates association of plant conditions to the

applicable fission product barrier Loss and Potential Loss thresholds. This structure

promotes a systematic approach to assessing the classification status of the fission
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product barriers.

When equipped with knowledge of plant conditions related to the fission product barriers,

the EAL-user first scans down the category column of Table F-I, locates the likely

category and then reads across the fission product barrier Loss and Potential Loss

thresholds in that category to determine if a threshold has been exceeded. If a threshold

has not been exceeded, the EAL-user proceeds to the next likely category and continues

to review ef the thresholds in the new category.

If the EAL-user determines that any threshold has been exceeded, by definition, the barrier

is lost or potentially lost - even if multiple thresholds in the same barrier column are

exceeded; only that one barrier is lost or potentially lost. The EAL-user must examine each

of the three fission product barriers to determine if other barrier thresholds in the category

are lost or potentially lost. For example, if Primary Containment radiation is sufficiently

high, a Loss of the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers and a Potential Loss of the Containment

barrier can occur. Barrier Losses and Potential Losses are then applied to the algorithms

given in EALs FG1.1, FSI.1, FA1.1 and FU1.1 to determine the appropriate emergency

classification.

In the remainder of this Attachment, the Fuel Clad barrier threshold bases appear first,

followed by the RCS barrier and finally the Containment barrier threshold bases. In each

barrier, the bases are given according to category Loss followed by category Potential

Loss beginning with Category A, then B,..., E.
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Table F-1 Fission Product Barrier Matrix

Fuel Clad Barrier Reactor Coolant System Barrier Containment Barrier

Category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss
1. RPV water level cannot be

restored and maintained 1. RPV water level cannot beA 1. Primary Containment above -14 in. following restored and maintained None None 1. Primary Containment Flooding is
RPV Level Flooding is required depressurization of the RPV or above -14 in. or RPV water required

RPV water level cannot be level cannot be determined
determined

1. Primary Containment pressure 2. Primary Containment pressure v
rise followed by a rapid 45 psig and rising
UNPLANNED drop in Primary 3. Explosive mixture exmsts inside

Primary Containment pressure Primary Containment

Containm None None 2. Primary Containment pressure None 2. Primary Containment pressure (2 6% H2 and a 5% 02)

ent 1.68 psig due to RCS leakage response not consistent with 4. Suppression pool temperature and

Pressure/ LOCA conditions RPV pressure cannot be
Temp.maintained below the Heat

Temp. Capacity Temperature Limit

(N2-EOP-PC Figure M)

3. Failure of all Primary
Containment isolation valves in
ANY one line to close following
auto or manual initiation

3. Release pathway exists outside AND

Primary Containment resulting 1 UNISOLABLE primary system Direct downstream pathway
from isolation failure in ANY of leakage outside Primary Containment and
the following (excluding normal Containment as indicated by to the environment exists
process system flowpaths from exceeding EITHER: 4. Intentional Primary Containment

C None Nonean UNISOLABLE system): RB area temperature above an venting per EPNone

Isolation * Main steam line isolation setpoint 5. UNISOLABLE primary system
* RCIC steam line OR leakage outside Primary

Containment as indicated by
* RWCU RB area radiation above an exceeding EITHER:
* Feedwater alarm setpoint RB area maximum safe

4. RPV blowdown is required temperature value
(N2-EOP-SC Detail S)

OR

RB area radiation
v 8.00E+3 mR/hr

2. Drywall area radiation

D Ž3100 R/br (3.1 E6 wRenVtr) None 5. Drywall area radiation None None 5. Drywall area radiation
Rd 3Recocolnaciiy>41 R/hr (4.1 E4 mRendhr) > 6.0 E4 R11hr (6.0 E7 mRem/hr)Red 3. Reactor coolant activity

> 300 pCi/gm 1-131 Equivalent

4. ANY condition in the opinion of 2. ANY condition in the opinion of 6. ANY condition in the opinion of 2. ANY condition in the opinion of the 6. ANY condition in the opinion of 6. ANY condition in the opinion of the
E the Emergency Director that the Emergency Director that the Emergency Director that Emergency Director that indicates the Emergency Director that Emergency Director that indicates

indicates loss of the Fuel Clad indicates potential loss of the indicates loss of the Reactor potential loss of the Reactor indicates loss of the Containment potential loss of the Containment
Judgment barrier Fuel Clad barrier Coolant System barrier Coolant System barrier barrier barrier
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: A. RPV Water Level

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

1. Primary Containment Flooding is required

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Requirements for Primary Containment Flooding are established in EOP-RPV Step L-16;

EOP-C5 Steps L-8, L-10 and L-18; and EOP-C4 Override 1. These EOPs provide

instructions to ensure adequate core cooling by maintaining RPV water level above

prescribed limits or operating sufficient RPV injection sources when level cannot be

determined. SAP entry is required when (ref. 1):

* RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above -39 in. with insufficient

Core Spray Cooling: The Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level (MSCRWL) is

the lowest RPV water level at which the covered portion of the reactor core will

generate sufficient steam to preclude any clad temperature in the uncovered portion

of the core from exceeding 15000F. Core Spray Cooling is insufficient if RPV water

level cannot be restored and maintained at or above -62 in. with at least 6350 gpm

core spray loop flow. Consistent with the EOP definition of "cannot be restored and

maintained," the determination that the parameter cannot be restored and

maintained above the limit may be made at, before, or after the parameter actually

decreases to this point.

* RPV water level cannot be determined and it is determined that core damage is

occurring: When RPV water level cannot be determined, EOPs require RPV

flooding strategies. RPV water level indication provides the primary means of

knowing if adequate core cooling is being maintained. When all means of

determining RPV water level are unavailable, reliance on alternate means of

assuring adequate core cooling must be attempted. The instructions in EOP-C4

specify these means, which include emergency depressurization of the RPV and
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injection into the RPV at a rate needed to flood to the elevation of the main steam

lines or hold RPV pressure above the Minimum Steam Cooling Pressure (in ATWS

events).

This threshold is also a Potential Loss of the Containment barrier (PC P-Loss A.1). Since

SAP entry occurs after core uncovery has occurred, a Loss of the RCS barrier exists (RCS

Loss A.1). Primary Containment Flooding (SAP entry), therefore, represents a Loss of two

barriers and a Potential Loss of a third, which requires a General Emergency classification.

Generic

This site specific value corresponds to the level used in EOPs to indicate a challenge of core
cooling. This is the minimum value to assure core cooling without further degradation of the clad.

[Depending on the plant this may be the Minkmumg Stoamg Cooling RPV Water- Level or- the jet p14mp
suctiOn WStWu Wh requiit CoS) Spray ceoolig 40oW. BWRQG E-PGs'SAGs provido explic
direction wbon RPV wator- Aovol cannot be dotnrminod. Sinco the loss of ability to dotrioi
adequate core cooling is being provided presents a signXfiant challenge to the fuel clad barrier-, a
potent•il loss of the fuel clad barrier is pec-ifiod.]

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
2. N2-EOP-C4 RPV Flooding
3. NEI 99-01 FC Loss 2
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: B. Primary Containment Pressure i Temperature

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: C. Isolation

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: D. Rad

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. Drywell area radiation _> 3100 R/hr (3.1 E6 mRem/hr)

Basis:

Plant-Specific

It is important to recognize that the radiation monitor may be sensitive to shine from the

RPV or RCS piping (caused by lower than normal RPV water level for example). The

Drywell High Range Radiation Monitors are the following (ref. 1):

* 2CEC*PNL88OD: DRMS 2RMS*RElB/D

RMS*RUZ1A

RMS*RUZ1 B

" 2CEC*PNL88OB: DRMS 2RMS*RE1A/C

RMS*RUZ1 C

RMS*RUZ1 D

Figure F-1 illustrates the location of the following four detectors inside the drywell (ref. 1):

* 2RMS*RE1A P.C.

" 2RMS*RE1C P.C.

" 2RMS*RE1B P.C.

* 2RMS*RE1D P.C.

268 170EAZ

267 024EAZ

268 245EAZ

268 353EAZ

The threshold value was calculated assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of

the reactor coolant noble gas and iodine inventory associated with a concentration of 300

pCi/gm 1-131 Equivalent (or approximately 5% clad failure) into the drywell atmosphere

(ref. 2).
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Generic

The site•speeifOG3100 R/hr (3.1 E6 mRem/hr) reading is a value which indicates the release of
reactor coolant, with elevated activity indicative of fuel damage, into the drywell.

[The roading ahould be eakluiated assuming the instantaneeus roloase and diSporsal of the r-eactO
cn"6oat n•o•e gas and iodine invento/t associated with .cn.entration -of 300 QCi/gm doso
equivalent 1 131 or the calcula ;ted cnoppntrtionp eguivalot to tho cla;d da;mago usod in threshold I

int th drwe#a~ atmos&phere.]

Reactor coolant concentrations of this magnitude are several times larger than the maximum
concentrations (including iodine spiking) allowed within Ttechnical Sepecifications and are
therefore indicative of fuel damage.

This value is higher than that specified for RCS barrier Loss threshold #4D.5. Thus, this threshold
indicates a loss of both Fuel Clad barrier and RCS barrier that appropriately escalates the
emergency classification level to a Site Area Emergency.

[Caution: it is impodant to rae egnize that in the o vent the- ra;d~iation mon4ito is sensitive to shine
fromg the reactor vessel or pipIng spri-ous readings wil be present and another- indicator of fhie
clad damgage is necessar-y or- compensated for- in the throsh old value.]

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-RSP-RMS-R1 06 Channel Calibration Test of the Drywell High Range Area
Radiation Monitors

2. Calculation PR-C-24-0
3. NEI 99-01 FC Loss 4
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Figure F-I: Drywell High Range Radiation Monitor Detector Locations (ref. 1)

Drywell 261

Drywell 26i
-R.ACA

/

H-RA (Lodced)
IWv~b-n RA
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: D. Rad

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. Reactor coolant activity > 300 pCi/gm 1-131 Equivalent

Basis:

Plant-Specific

None

Generic

The site specific value corresponds to 300 pCi/gm 1-131 Equivalent. Assessment by the EAL Task
Force indicates that 300 pCi/gm 1-131 Equivalentthis amo'unt of coolant activity is well above that
expected for iodine spikes and corresponds to less than 5% fuel clad damage. This amount of
radioactivity indicates significant clad damage and thus the Fuel Clad Barrier is considered lost.

r -lr-L _ -- I .... L -- F

i The vahuo Ganl be ex-prsseG e~iorn in rngP6'nr- eo~sene on ine sarDow or as a&:,Gonq r-esu;T
I, .................

R4

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. General Electric NEDO-22215, Procedures for the Determination of the Extent of Core
Damage Under Accident Conditions

2. NEI 99-01 FC Loss 1
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the Fuel
Clad barrier

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is lost. Such a determination should include IMMINENT

barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

" IMMINENT barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two

hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term

"IMMINENT" refers to recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance criteria

before completion of all checks.

" Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable

indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns,

readings from portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring

results.

" Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and

likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the Loss of

AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency

classification declarations.

Generic

F-hese-This thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director
in determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is loste. -pete..ially-Iest. In addition, the inability to
monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lost or potentially lost.
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NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FC Loss 6
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: A. RPV Level

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

1. RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above -14 in. following
depressurization of the RPV or cannot be determined

Basis:

Plant-Specific

An RPV water level instrument reading of -14 in. indicates RPV water level is at the top of

active fuel. When RPV water level is at or above the top of active fuel, the core is

completely submerged. Core submergence is the most desirable means of core cooling.

When RPV water level is below the top of active fuel following depressurization of the RPV

(automatically, manually or by failure of the RCS barrier), the uncovered portion of the core

must be cooled by less reliable means (i.e., spray cooling). If core uncovery is threatened,

the EOPs specify alternate, more extreme, RPV water level control measures in order to

restore and maintain adequate core cooling (ref. 1).

Consistent with the EOP definition of "cannot be restored and maintained," the

determination that RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above the top of

active fuel may be made at, before, or after RPV water level actually decreases to this

point- (ref. 1).

When RPV water level cannot be determined, EOPs require RPV flooding strategies. RPV

water level indication provides the primary means of knowing if adequate core cooling is

being maintained. When all means of determining RPV water level are unavailable, the

fuel clad barrier is threatened and reliance on alternate means of assuring adequate core

cooling must be attempted. The instructions in EOP-C4 specify these means, which

include emergency depressurization of the RPV and injection into the RPV at a rate

needed to flood to the elevation of the main steam lines or hold RPV pressure above the

Minimum Steam Cooling Pressure (in ATWS events). (ref. 2). If RPV water level cannot be

determined with respect to the top of active fuel, a potential loss of the fuel clad barrier
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exists.

Note that EOP-C5 may require intentional uncovery of the core and control of RPV water

level between -14 in. and -39 in., the Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level

(MSCRWL) (ref. 3). Under these conditions, a high-power ATWS event exists and requires

at least a Site Area Emergency classification in accordance with the ATWS/Criticality

EALs.

Generic

This-The site specific RPV water level threshold is the same as the RCS barrier Loss threshold A.1
and corresponds to the site -sp6ef*GRPV water level at the top of the active fuel. Thus, this
threshold indicates a Potential Loss of the Fuel Clad barrier and a Loss of RCS barrier that
appropriately escalates the emergency classification level to a Site Area Emergency. This
threshold is considered to be exceeded when, as specified in the site specific EOPs, that RPV
water cannot be restored and maintained above the specified level following depressurization of
the RPV (either manually, automatically or by failure of the RCS barrier).

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
2. N2-EOP-C4 RPV Flooding
3. N2-EOP-C5 Failure to Scram
4. NEI 99-01 FC Potential Loss 2
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Barrier:

Category:
Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Fuel Clad

B. Primary Containment Pressure / Temperature

Potential Loss

None
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Fuel Clad

C. Isolation

Potential Loss

None
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Barrier:

Category:
Degradation Threat:
Threshold:

Fuel Clad

D. Rad

Potential Loss

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

2. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the Fuel Clad barrier

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include

IMMINENT barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

* IMMINENT barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two

hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term

"IMMINENT" refers to recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance criteria

before completion of all checks.

* Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable

indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns,

readings from portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring

results.

* Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and

likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the Loss of

AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency

classification declarations.

Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is 6est-eO-potentially lost. In addition, the inability to
monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered le0t--e-potentially lost.
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NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FC Potential Loss 6
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: A. RPV Level

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

1. RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above -14 in. or cannot be
determined

Basis:

Plant-Specific

An RPV water level instrument reading of -14 in. indicates RPV water level is at the top of

active fuel (ref. 1). The top of the active fuel is significantly lower than the normal operating

RPV water level control band. To reach this level, RPV inventory loss would have

previously required isolation of the RCS and Containment (PC) barriers, and initiation of all

ECCS. If RPV water level cannot be maintained above the top of active fuel, ECCS and

other sources of RPV injection have been ineffective or incapable of reversing the

decreasing level trend. The cause of the loss of RPV inventory is therefore assumed to be

a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). By definition, a LOCA event is a Loss of the RCS

barrier.

Consistent with the EOP definition of "cannot be restored and maintained," the

determination that RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above the top of

active fuel may be made at, before, or after RPV water level actually decreases to this

point- (ref. 1).

When RPV level cannot be determined, EOPs require RPV flooding strategies. The RPV

flooding instructions in EOP-C4 first specify emergency depressurization of the RPV (ref.

2), which is defined to be a Loss of the RCS barrier (RCS Loss C.4).

Note that EOP-C5 may require intentional uncovery of the core and control of RPV water

level between -14 in. and -39 in., the Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level

(MSCRWL) (ref. 3). Under these conditions, a high-power ATWS event exists and requires

at least a Site Area Emergency classification in accordance with the ATWS/Criticality
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EALs.

Generic

The Loss threshold site speGAG RPV water level of 161 in. corresponds to the level that is used in
EOPs to a indicate challenge of core cooling.

This threshold is the same as Fuel Clad Barrier Potential Loss threshold #2.AA.1 and corresponds
to a challenge to core cooling. Thus, this threshold indicates a Loss of RCS barrier and Potential
Loss of Fuel Clad barrier that appropriately escalates the emergency classification level to a Site
Area Emergency.

Unlike the Fuel Clad barrier RPV water level Potential Loss threshold (top of the active fuel), the
additional requirement that the RPV be depressurized is not associated with the RCS barrier
Potential Loss. The significant loss of inventory that must occur to determine that RPV water level
cannot be restored and maintained above the threshold is, by itself, a very strong indication that
the RCS barrier is no longer capable of retaining sufficient inventory to keep the core submerged,
and thus represents a Loss of the RCS Barrier.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
2. N2-EOP-C4 RPV Flooding
3. N2-EOP-C5 Failure to Scram
4. NEI 99-01 RCS Loss 2
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: B. Primary Containment Pressure / Temperature

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. Primary Containment pressure > 1.68 psig due to RCS leakage

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The drywell high pressure scram setpoint is an entry condition to the EOP flowcharts:

EOP-RPV, RPV Control, and EOP-PC, Primary Containment Control (ref. 1, 2). Normal

Primary Containment (PC) pressure control functions such as operation of drywell cooling

and venting through GTS are specified in EOP-PC in advance of less desirable but more

effective functions such as operation of drywell or suppression chamber sprays.

In the NMP2 design basis, Primary Containment pressures above the drywell high

pressure scram setpoint are assumed to be the result of a high-energy release into the

containment for which normal pressure control systems are inadequate or incapable of

reversing the increasing pressure trend. Pressures of this magnitude, however, can be

caused by non-LOCA events such as a loss of drywell cooling or inability to control

Primary Containment vent/purge (ref. 3, 4).

The threshold phrase "...due to RCS leakage" focuses the barrier failure on the RCS

instead of the non-LOCA malfunctions that may adversely affect Primary Containment

pressure. Primary Containment pressure greater than 1.68 psig with corollary indications

(e.g., elevated drywell temperature, indications of loss of RCS inventory) should, therefore,

be considered a Loss of the RCS barrier. Loss of drywell cooling that results in pressure

greater than 1.68 psig should not be considered an RCS barrier loss.

Generic

The siter9peG*f*G-Primary Containment pressure of 1.68 psig is based on the drywell high pressure
set point which indicates a LOCA by automatically initiating the ECCS or equivalent makeup
system.
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There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-EOP RPV RPV Control
2. N2-EOP-PC Primary Containment Control
3. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
4. USAR Section 6.2
5. NEI 99-01 RCS Loss 1
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: C. Isolation

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. Release pathway exists outside Primary Containment resulting from isolation failure in
ANY of the following systems (excluding normal process system flowpaths from an
UNISOLABLE system):

" Main steam line

" RCIC steam line

* RWCU

* Feedwater

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The conditions of this threshold include required containment isolation failures allowing a

flow path to the environment. A release pathway outside Primary Containment exists when

flow is not prevented by downstream isolations. Emergency declaration under this

threshold would not be required in the case of a failure of both isolation valves to close but

no downstream flowpath exists. Similarly, if the emergency response requires the normal

process flow of a system outside Primary Containment (e.g., EOP requirement to bypass

MSIV low RPV water level interlocks and maintain the main condenser as a heat sink

using main turbine bypass valves), the threshold is not met. The combination of these

threshold conditions represent the loss of both the RCS and Containment (see PC Loss

C.3) barriers and justifies declaration of a Site Area Emergency (i.e., Loss or Potential

Loss of any two barriers) (ref. 1-4).

Even though RWCU and Feedwater systems do not contain steam, they are included in

the list because an UNISOLABLE break could result in the high-pressure discharge of fluid

that is flashed to steam from relatively large volume systems directly connected to the

RCS.

Generic
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An UNISOLABLE MSL break is a breach of the RCS barrier. Thus, this threshold is included for
consistency with the Alert emergency classification level.

Other large high-energy line breaks such as HPGI, Feedwater, RWCU, or RCIC that are
UNISOLABLE also represent a significant loss of the RCS barrier and should be considered as
MSL breaks for purposes of classification.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 5.4.5
2. USAR Section 5.4.6
3. USAR Section 5.4.8
4. USAR Section 5.4.9
5. NEI 99-01 RCS Loss 3A
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: C. Isolation

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. RPV blowdown is required

Basis:

Plant-Specific

RPV blowdown (Emergency RPV Depressurization) is specified in the EOP flowcharts

when symbols containing the phrase "BLOW DOWN" are reached. The requirements for

emergency RPV depressurization appear in the following EOPs (ref. 1-7):

" EOP-RPV RPV Control

* EOP-PC Primary Containment Control

* EOP-SC Secondary Containment Control

* EOP-RR Radioactivity Release Control

* EOP-PCH Hydrogen Control

" EOP-C3 Steam Cooling

* EOP-C5 Failure to Scram

RPV blowdown (Emergency RPV Depressurization) is also performed upon entry into

EOP-C4 (ref. 8).

Generic

Plant symptoms requiring Emergency RPV Depressurization (RPV blowdown) per the site-sfPeelfi
EOP flowcharts are indicative of a loss of the RCS barrier. If Emergency RPV depressurization is
required, the plant operators are directed to open safety- relief valves (SRVs) and keep them open.
Even though the RCS is being vented into the suppression pool, a loss of the RCS should be
considered to exist due to the diminished effectiveness of the RCS pressure barrier to a release of
fission products beyond its boundary.
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NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-EOP-RPV RPV Control
2. N2-EOP-PC Pprimary Containment Control
3. N2-EOP-SC Secondary Containment Control
4. N2-EOP-RR Radioactivity Release Control
5. N2-EOP-PCH Hydrogen Control
6. N2-EOP-C3 Steam Cooling
7. N2-EOP-C5 Failure to Scram
8. N2-EOP-C4 RPV Flooding
9. NEI 99-01 RCS Loss 3
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: D. Rad

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

5. Drywell area radiation Ž 41 R/hr (4.1 E4 mRem/hr)

Basis:

Plant-Specific

It is important to recognize that the radiation monitor may be sensitive to shine from the

RPV or RCS piping (caused by lower than normal RPV water level for example). The

Drywell High Range Radiation Monitors are the following (ref. 1):

* 2CEC*PNL88OD: DRMS 2RMS*RElB/D

RMS*RUZ1A

RMS*RUZ1 B

* 2CEC*PNL88OB: -DRMS 2RMS*RE1A/C

RMS*RUZ1 C

RMS*RUZ1 D

Figure F-1 illustrates the location of the following four detectors inside the drywell (ref. 1):

* 2RMS*RE1A P.C. 268 170EAZ

* 2RMS*RElC P.C. 267 024EAZ

* 2RMS*REIB P.C. 268 245EAZ

* 2RMS*RE1D P.C. 268 353EAZ

The threshold value was calculated assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of

the reactor coolant noble gas and iodine inventory associated with normal operating

concentrations (i.e., within Technical Specifications) into the drywell atmosphere (ref. 2).

The reading is less than that specified for the Fuel Clad Loss because no damage to the
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fuel clad is assumed in this RCS Loss. Only leakage from the RCS is assumed in this

EAL.

Generic

The site -PeGifi•y41 R/hr reading is a value which indicates the release of reactor coolant to the
Primary Containment.

[The reading should the nc;Alcula;tsed assu
coolant noble gar, and iodine inventorcy
T49) Wet the dpywe#~ atmosphor-e.]

... ng mne .ns.an.aneous r-eioase anG Gi
associated with normal operating cncn

Spor'sal -of the rear-, ;
Aentrationsn (ýe., within

This reading will be less than that specified for Fuel Clad barrier Loss threshold #4D.2. Thus, this
threshold would be indicative of a RCS leak only. If the radiation monitor reading increased to that
value specified by the Fuel Clad Barrier threshold, fuel damage would also be indicated.

[Hewovor,, if the site SpCifc phySical location of the primary . Ontainmont , adiation e is goo,,
that radiation fromq a clouwd -of re'le-ased RGS gases could not be ditnuse rmradiation frmm
adjacont piping and com~ponents containing elovated reactor coolant aciiyQtidhehodsol
bhe em.iftod- and other. site specific indications of RCS leakage susitted.;

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-RSP-RMS-R106 Channel Calibration Test of the Drywell High Range Area
Radiation Monitors

2. Calculation PR-C-24-0
3. NEI 99-01 RCS Loss 4

4
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Figure F-I: Drywell High Range Radiation Monitor Detector Locations (ref. 1)
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

6. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the RCS
barrier

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the RCS barrier is lost. Such a determination should include IMMINENT

barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

* IMMINENT barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two

hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term

"IMMINENT" refers to the recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance

criteria before completion of all checks.

" Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable

indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns,

readings from portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring

results.

* Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and

likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the Loss of

AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency

classification declarations.

Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS barrier is lost or p.t"ntially bset. In addition, the inability to monitor
the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lost or pot•ntially-lost.
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NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 RCS Loss 6
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System
Category: A. RPV Level
Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: B. Primary Containment Pressure / Temperature

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: C. Isolation

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

1. UNISOLABLE primary system leakage outside Primary Containment as indicated by
exceeding EITHER:

RB area temperature above an isolation setpoint

OR

RB area radiation above an alarm setpoint

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The presence of elevated general area temperatures or radiation levels in the Reactor

Building (RB) may be indicative of UNISOLABLE primary system leakage outside the

Primary Containment. When parameters reach the threshold level, equipment failure or

misoperation may be occurring. Elevated parameters may also adversely affect the ability

to gain access to or operate equipment within the affected area- (ref. 1, 2).

In general, multiple indications should be used to determine if a primary system is

discharging outside Primary Containment. For example, a high area radiation condition

does not necessarily indicate that a primary system is discharging into the secondary

containment since this may be caused by radiation shine from nearby steam lines or the

movement of radioactive materials. Conversely, a high area radiation condition in

conjunction with other indications (e.g., room flooding, high area temperatures, reports of

steam in the secondary containment, an unexpected rise in feedwater flowrate, or

unexpected main turbine control valve closure) may indicate that a primary system is

discharging into the secondary containment.

Generic

Potential losseof RCS based on primnary system leakage outside the prim~arY containmenti
deterrin.ed from cite -p..ifi.EOP-SC temperature isolation setpoints or area radiation Max NeF.na
alarm setpoints in the areas of the main steam line tunnel, main turbine generator, RCIC, G17
etc., whiGh-indicate a direct path from the RCS to areas outside Primary Containment.
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The indicators reaching the threshold barriers and confirmed to be caused by RCS leakage
warrant an Alert classification. An UNISOLABLE leak which is indicated by a high alarm setpoint
escalates to a Site Area Emergency when combined with Containment Barrier Loss threshold
•AC.5 (after a containment isolation) and a General Emergency when the Fuel Clad Barrier

criteria is also exceeded.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-EOP-SC Secondary Containment Control
2. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
3. NEI 99-01 RCS Potential Loss 3B
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Barrier:
Category:
Degradation Threat:
Threshold:

Reactor Coolant System

D. Rad

Potential Loss

None 
-
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

2. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the RCS barrier

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the RCS barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include

IMMINENT barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

* IMMINENT barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two

hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term

"IMMINENT" refers to the inability to reach final safety acceptance criteria before

completing all checks.

* Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable

indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns,

readings from portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring

results.

" Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and

likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the Loss of

AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency

classification declarations.

Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS barrier is-lest- e potentially lost. In addition, the inability to monitor
the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered leAt-er-potentially lost.
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NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 RCS Potential Loss 6
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Barrier: Containment

Category: A. RPV Level

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Containment

B. Primary Containment Pressure / TemperatureCategory:

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

1. Primary Containment pressure rise followed by a rapid UNPLANNED drop in Primary
Containment pressure

Basis:

Plant-Specific

None

Generic

Rapid WeXP-a-iedUNPLANNED loss of pressure (i.e., not attributable to drywell spray or
condensation effects) following an initial pressure increase from a high energy line break indicates
a loss of containment integrity. Primary Containment pressure should increase as a result of mass
and energy release into containment from a LOCA. Thus, Primary Containment pressure not
increasing under these conditions indicates a loss of containment integrity.

This indicator relies on operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and
therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The unexpected response is important
because it is the indicator for a containment bypass condition.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 CMT Loss 1A
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Primary Containment Pressure / Temperature

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. Primary Containment pressure response not consistent with LOCA conditions

Basis:

Plant-Specific

USAR Section 6.2.1 provides a summary of Primary Containment pressure response for

several postulated accident conditions resulting in the release of RCS inventory to the

containment. These accidents include:

" Rupture of a recirculation line

" Rupture of a main steam line

" Intermediate size liquid line rupture

" Small size steam line rupture

The containment response to the main steam line, intermediate liquid line and small size

steam line breaks were bounded by the recirculation line break- (ref. 1).

USAR Figures 6.2-2 and 6.2-3 illustrate the containment pressure response due to a

recirculation line break (ref. 2, 3). The maximum calculated drywell pressure is 39.75 psig

and is well below the design allowable pressure of 45 psig- (ref. 4, 5).

Due to conservatisms in LOCA analyses, actual pressure response is expected to be less

than the analyzed response. For example, blowdown mass flowrate may be only 60-80%

of the analyzed rate, initial containment pressure may be less than 0.75 psig, etc.

LOCA conditions are manifested on Control Room instrumentation by drywell pressure

rising with suppression chamber pressure following in a manner similar to that shown in

USAR Figures 6.2-2 and 6.2-3. A broken SRV tailpipe could infer this threshold if

suppression chamber pressure is higher than drywell pressure; however, if the SRV is
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closed, the condition would no longer exist.

Generic

Rapid ,nexplainedUNPLANNED loss of pressure (i.e., not attributable to drywell spray or
condensation effects) following an initial pressure increase from a high energy line break indicates
a loss of containment integrity. Primary Containment pressure should increase as a result of mass
and energy release into containment from a LOCA. Thus, Primary Containment pressure not
increasing under these conditions indicates a loss of containment integrity.

This indicator relies on operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and
therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The unexpected response is important
because it is the indicator for a containment bypass condition.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 6.2.1
2. USAR Figure 6.2-2
3. USAR Figure 6.2-3
4. USAR Table 6.2-18
5. USAR Section 6.2.1.1.2
6. NEI 99-01 CMT Loss 1B
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Barrier: Containment

Category: C. Isolation

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. Failure of all Primary Containment isolation valves in ANY one line to close following
auto or manual initiation

AND

Direct downstream pathway outside Primary Containment and to the environment
exists

Basis:

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses failure of open isolation devices which should close upon receipt

of a manual or automatic Primary Containment isolation signal resulting in a significant

radiological release pathway directly to the environment. The concern is the UNISOLABLE

open pathway to the environment. A failure of the ability to isolate any one line indicates a

breach of Primary Containment integrity. Technical Specifications Table 3.6.1.3-1 provides

a list of applicable isolation valves (ref. 1).

As stated above, the adjective "Direct" modifies "pathway" to discriminate against release

paths through interfacing liquid systems. Leakage into a closed system is to be considered

only if the closed system is breached and thereby creates a significant pathway to the

environment. Examples include UNISOLABLE Main steam line or RCIC steam line breaks,

UNISOLABLE RWCU system breaks, and unisloable Primary Containment atmosphere

vent paths. If the main condenser is available with an UNISOLABLE main steam line,

there may be releases through the steam jet air ejectors and gland seal exhausters. These

pathways are monitored, however, and do not meet the intent of a nonisolable release

path to the environment. These minor releases are assessed using the Category R EALs.

The existence of an in-line charcoal filter (GTS) does not make a release path indirect

since the filter is not effective at removing fission noble gases. Typical filters have an

efficiency of 95-99% removal of iodine. Given the magnitude of the core inventory of

iodine, significant releases could still occur. In addition, since the fission product release
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would be driven by boiling in the reactor vessel, the high humidity in the release stream

can be expected to render the filters ineffective in a short period.

The threshold is met if the breach is not isolable from the Control Room or an attempt for

isolation from the Control Room has been made and was unsuccessful. An attempt for

isolation from the Control Room should be made prior to the emergency classification. If

operator actions from the Control Room are successful, this threshold is not applicable.

Credit is not given for operator actions taken in-plant (outside the Control Room) to isolate

the breach.

N2-EOP-PC, Primary Containment Control may specify Primary Containment venting and

intentional bypassing of the containment isolation valve logic even if offsite radioactivity

release rate limits are exceeded (ref. 2). Under these conditions, with a VALID

containment isolation signal, the Containment barrier should be considered lost.

Generic

These thresholds address incomplete containment isolation that allows direct release to the

environment.

Loss Th-r•,hl A

The use of the modifier "direct" in defining the release path discriminates against release paths
through interfacing liquid systems. The existence of an in-line charcoal filter does not make a
release path indirect since the filter is not effective at removing fission product noble gases. Typical
filters have an efficiency of 95-99% removal of iodine. Given the magnitude of the core inventory of
iodine, significant releases could still occur. In addition, since the fission product release would be
driven by boiling in the reactor vessel, the high humidity in the release stream can be expected to
render the filters ineffective in a short period.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. Improved Technical Specifications Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2, Table
3.6.1.3-1

2. N2-EOP-PC Primary Containment Control
3. NEI 99-01 CMT Loss 3A
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Barrier: Containment

Category: C. Isolation

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. Intentional Primary Containment venting per EOPs

Basis:

Plant-Specific

N2-EOP-PC, Primary Containment Control, and N2-EOP-PCH, Hydrogen Control, may

specify Primary Containment venting and intentional bypassing of the containment

isolation valve logic, even if offsite radioactivity release rate limits are exceeded (ref. 1, 2).

The threshold is met when the operator begins venting the Primary Containment in

accordance with EOP-6, Support Procedures (Attachment 21 or 25), not when actions are

taken to bypass interlocks prior to opening the vent valves (ref. 3). Purge and vent actions

specified in N2-EOP-PC Step PCP-1 to control Primary Containment pressure below the

drywell high pressure scram setpoint or EOP-PCH Step 31 or 34 to lower hydrogen

concentration does not meet this threshold because such action is only permitted if offsite

radioactivity release rates will remain below the ODCM limits (ref. 1, 2).

Generic

These thresholds address incomplete containment isolation that allows direct release to the
environment.

Site specific EOPs may direct containment isolation valve logic(s) to be intentionally bypassed,
regardless of radioactivity release rates. Under these conditions with a VALID containment
isolation signal, the containment should also be considered lost if containment venting is actually
performed.

Intentional venting of Primary Containment for Primary Containment pressure or combustible gas
control per EOPs to the secondary containment and/or the environment is considered a loss of
containment. Containment venting for pressure control when not in an accident situation should not
be considered.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-EOP-PC Primary Containment Control
2. N2-EOP-PCH Hydrogen Control
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3. EOP-6 NMP2 EOP Support Procedure
4. NEI 99-01 CMT Loss 3B
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Barrier: Containment

Category: C. Isolation

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

5. UNISOLABLE primary system leakage outside Primary Containment as indicated by
exceeding EITHER:

RB area maximum safe temperature value (N2-EOP-SC Detail S)

OR

RB area radiation > 8.OOE+3 mR/hr

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The presence of elevated general area temperatures or radiation levels in the Reactor

Building (RB) may be indicative of UNISOLABLE primary system leakage outside the

Primary Containment. The EOP maximum safe values define this Containment barrier

threshold because they are indicative of problems in the secondary containment that are

spreading and pose a threat to achieving a safe plant shutdown. This threshold addresses

problematic discharges outside Primary Containment that may not originate from a high-

energy line break. The locations into which the primary system discharge is of concern

correspond to the areas addressed in N2-EOP-SC Detail S (ref. 1). See Figure F-2.

A "Maximum Safe Value" is the highest value at which equipment necessary for the safe

shutdown of the plant will operate and personnel can perform any actions necessary for

the safe shutdown of the plant.

The maximum safe value for temperature is dependent on whether access is needed to

areas within the reactor building to perform actions required by other EOP steps. Only

areas in which the actions must be taken (and there is no other alternative) qualify as
"areas" when determining the number of affected areas- (ref. 2).

The maximum safe value for radiation is 8.OOE+3 mR/hr.

In general, multiple indications should be used to determine if a primary system is

discharging outside Primary Containment. For example, a high area radiation condition
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does not necessarily indicate that a primary system is discharging into the secondary

containment since this may be caused by radiation shine from nearby steam lines or the

movement of radioactive materials. Conversely, a high area radiation condition in

conjunction with other indications (e.g., room flooding, high area temperatures, reports of

steam in the secondary containment, an unexpected rise in feedwater flowrate, or

unexpected main turbine control valve closure) may indicate that a primary system is

discharging into the secondary containment.

Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses incomplete containment isolation that allows direct release to the
environment.

In addition, tThe presence of area radiation or temperature Maximum Safe Op..ating +.tpei-t+
Values indicating UNISOLABLE primary system leakage outside the Primary Containment are
addressed after a containment isolation. The indicators should be confirmed to be caused by RCS
leakage.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

NMP2 Reference(s):

1. N2-EOP-SC Secondary Containment Control
2. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
3. NEI 99-01 CMT Loss 3C
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Figure F-2: N2-EOP-SC Detail S

S Maximum Safe Values

Parameter Location Maximum Safe Value

Area Temperature All areas 212OF
(EOP-6 Aft 28)

Areas when access 135°F
is required for support of
EOP actions.

Area Radiation All areas 8.OOE+3 mR/hr

Area Water Level All areas Flooding alarm
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Barrier: Containment

Category: D. Rad

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Containment

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

6. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the
Containment barrier

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Containment barrier is lost. Such a determination should include

IMMINENT barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

" IMMINENT barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two

hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term

"IMMINENT" refers to recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance criteria

before completion of all checks.

* Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable

indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns,

readings from portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring

results.

* Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and

likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the Loss of

AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency

classification declarations.
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Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment barrier is lost or potentially ,et. In addition, the inability to
monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lost 9F petent4ialy--est.

The Containment barrier should not be declared lost or pot-•tiallyhleot based on exceeding
Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of
either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 CMT Loss 6
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Barrier: Containment

Category: A. RPV Level

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

1. Primary Containment Flooding is required

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Requirements for Primary Containment Flooding are established in EOP-RPV Step L-16;

EOP-C5 Steps L-8, L-10 and L-18; and EOP-C4 Override 1. These EOPs provide

instructions to ensure adequate core cooling by maintaining RPV water level above

prescribed limits or operating sufficient RPV injection sources when level cannot be

determined. SAP entry is required when (ref. 1):

* RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above -39 in. with insufficient

Core Spray Cooling: The Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level (MSCRWL) is

the lowest RPV water level at which the covered portion of the reactor core will

generate sufficient steam to preclude any clad temperature in the uncovered portion

of the core from exceeding 1500°F. Core Spray Cooling is insufficient if RPV water

level cannot be restored and maintained at or above -62 in. with at least 6350 gpm

core spray loop flow. Consistent with the EOP definition of "cannot be restored and

maintained," the determination that the parameter cannot be restored and

maintained above the limit may be made at, before, or after the parameter actually

decreases to this point.

* RPV water level cannot be determined and it is determined that core damage is

occurring: When RPV water level cannot be determined, EOPs require RPV

flooding strategies. RPV water level indication provides the primary means of

knowing if adequate core cooling is being maintained. When all means of

determining RPV water level are unavailable, reliance on alternate means of

assuring adequate core cooling must be attempted. The instructions in EOP-C4

specify these means, which include emergency depressurization of the RPV and
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injection into the RPV at a rate needed to flood to the elevation of the main steam

lines or hold RPV pressure above the Minimum Steam Cooling Pressure (in ATWS

events)

This threshold is also a Loss of the Fuel Clad barrier (FC Loss A.1). Since Primary

Containment Flooding occurs after core uncovery has occurred a Loss of the RCS barrier

exists (RCS Loss A.1). Primary Containment Flooding (SAP entry), therefore, represents a

Loss of two barriers and a Potential Loss of a third, which requires a General Emergency

classification.

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The potential loss requirement for Primar; Containmont Fdrywell flooding indicates adequate core
cooling cannot be established and maintained and that core melt is possible. Entry into Primary
Containment Flooding procedures (SAPs) is a logical escalation in response to the inability to
maintain adequate core cooling.

[So vere AGcident Guidolinos (SAGs) direct the operators to perform Containment Floodi g When
.Roactor 1V999el 910491 Gannet be restored and maintained grea~ter than ait pifcvuoor RP'4

lee anno-t be- do9terMied- 14ith in-dication tha;t core darnaae ig panlrring ICY z Zý J

The condition in this potential loss threshold represents a potential core melt sequence which, if
not corrected, could lead to vessel failure and increased potential for containment failure. In
conjunction with Reactor Vessel water level "Loss" thresholds in the Fuel Clad and RCS barrier
columns, this threshold will result in the declaration of a General Emergency -- loss of two barriers
and the potential loss of a third.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
2. N2-EOP-C4 RPV Flooding
3. NEI 99-01 CMT Potential Loss 2
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Containment

B. Primary Containment Pressure / Temperature

Potential Loss

2. Primary Containment pressure > 45 psig and rising

Basis:

Plant-Specific

If this threshold is exceeded, a challenge to the Primary Containment structure has

occurred because assumptions used in the accident analysis are no longer VALID and an

unanalyzed condition exists (ref. 1). This constitutes a Potential Loss of the Containment

barrier even if a containment breach has not occurred.

Generic

The site- peelfiGPrimary Containment pressure of 45 psig is based on the Primary Containment
design pressure.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. USAR Section 6.2.1.1.2
2. NEI 99-01 CMT Potential Loss 1A
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Primary Containment Pressure / Temperature

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

3. Explosive mixture exists inside Primary Containment (> 6% H2 and > 5% 02)

Basis:

Plant-Specific

Explosive (deflagration) mixtures in the Primary Containment are assumed to be elevated

concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. BWR industry evaluation of hydrogen generation

for development of EOPs/SAPs indicates that any hydrogen concentration above minimum

detectable is not to be expected within the short term. Post-LOCA hydrogen generation

primarily caused by radiolysis is a slowly evolving, long-term condition. Hydrogen

concentrations that rapidly develop are most likely caused by metal-water reaction. A

metal-water reaction is indicative of an accident more severe than accidents considered in

the plant design basis and would be indicative, therefore, of a potential threat to Primary

Containment integrity. Hydrogen concentration of approximately 6% is considered the

global deflagration concentration limit (ref. 1).

Except for brief periods during plant startup and shutdown, oxygen concentration in the

Primary Containment is maintained at insignificant levels by nitrogen inertion. The

specified values for this Potential Loss threshold are the minimum global deflagration

concentration limits (6% hydrogen and 5% oxygen, ref. 1) which areand readily

recognizable because 6% hydrogen is well above the N2-EOP-PCH entry condition (ref.

2). The minimum global deflagration hydrogen/oxygen concentrations (6%/5%,

respectively) require intentional Primary Containment venting, which is defined to be a

Loss of Containment (PC Loss C.4).

The USAR requires the H2/02 analyzers to be able to provide and record combustible gas

concentration in the Primary Containment within 90 minutes following a LOCA with safety

system injection. The H2/02 analyzers are normally in standby and require a 30 minute
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warmf:-up/self-test period before they start providing data- (ref. 1).

If the hydrogen or oxygen monitor is unavailable, sampling and analysis may determine

gas concentrations. The validity of sample results must be judged based upon plant

conditions, since drawing and analyzing samples may take some time. If sample results

cannot be relied upon and hydrogen concentrations cannot be determined by any other

means, the concentrations must be considered "unknown." The monitors should not be

considered "unavailable" until an attempt has been made to place them in service. (ref. 1)

Generic

tBWRs specifically define the limits associated with explosive mixtures in terms of deflagration
concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. For ,Mk I41 rpontaino.n..ts the dof,, grtion ... nit, sar "6%
hydrogen and 5% oxygen in the d.9. OF s'Fpression chamber". For MAk W! containments, the limit
is the "Hydrogen Deflagration Ovorpr-ess~r-e Lmt.Theg tormn "e9oiv mixture" iS synonYMous8
with "deflagration limits" andl i6 "sd as it is a mor~e easily under-stood term4.]

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NER-2M-039, NMP2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) Basis Document
2. N2-EOP-PCH Hydrogen Control
3. NEI 99-01 CMT Potential Loss 1B
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Barrier:

Category:

Containment

B. Primary Containment Pressure / Temperature

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

4. Suppression pool temperature and RPV pressure cannot be maintained below the
Heat Capacity Temperature Limit (N2-EOP-PC Figure M)

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The Heat Capacity Temperature Limit (HCTL) is given in EOP Figure M. This threshold is

met when N2-EOP-PC Step SPT-6 is reached (ref. 1).

Generic

The Heat Capacity Temperature Limit (HCTL) is the highest suppression pool temperature from
which Emergency RPV Depressurization will not raise:

* Suppression chamber temperature above the maxi.mum. temp eFatI e Gapabillt of
r, 14a her -And equip ent, WRRIR W-19 661MMF8661GR GHA-.M.[-4A-.r 1A.0-9-F4 ay 139v

required to operate When the RPV is p.e..urizeddesign value (2700 F),

OR

* Suppression chamber pressure above the Primary Containment Pressure Limit-A, while
before the rate of energy transfer from the RPV to the containment is greater than the
capacity of the containment vent.

The HCTL is a function of RPV pressure and suppression pool water level. It is utilized to preclude
failure of the containment and equipment in the containment necessary for the safe shutdown of
the plant ,aPA Ttherefore, the inability to maintain plant parameters below the limit constitutes a
potential loss of Crontainment.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-EOP-PC Primary Containment Control

2. NEI 99-01 CMT Potential Loss 1C
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Containment

D. Rad

Potential Loss

5. Drywell area radiation > 6.0 E4 R/hr (6.0 E7 mRem/hr)

Basis:

Plant-Specific

It is important to recognize that the radiation monitor may be sensitive to shine from the

RPV or RCS piping (caused by lower than normal RPV water level for example). The

Drywell High Range Radiation Monitors are the following (ref. 1):

" 2CEC*PNL88OD: DRMS 2RMS*RE1B/D

RMS*RUZ1A

RMS*RUZ1 B

* 2CEC*PNL88OB: -DRMS 2RMS*RE1A/C

RMS*RUZ1 C

RMS*RUZ1 D

Figure F-1 illustrates the location of the following four detectors inside the drywell (ref. 1):

* 2RMS*RE1A P.C.

* 2RMS*REIC P.C.

" 2RMS*RE1B P.C.

* 2RMS*RE1D P.C.

268 170EAZ

267 024EAZ

268 245EAZ

268 353EAZ

The threshold value was calculated assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of

the reactor coolant noble gas and iodine inventory associated with 20% fuel clad damage

into the drywell atmosphere (ref. 2, 3). The referenced calculation yields a value of 5.6 E4

R/hr. This has been rounded to 6.0 E4 R/hr because it is observable on existing
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instrumentation.

Generic

The s•te- ppe•fi*6.0 E4 R/hr reading is a value that indicates significant fuel damage well in excess I
of that required for loss of RCS and Fuel Clad.

0A6 Stafoa in -oNAGOn -2. 9, a maior- Fe'ase of ramaio
cor daag is not poss4ibleQ unloss a major- fouL

releasqed fro-m the -ornq into- the re-actor conolnt.
.re

ctivity r-equiring off site protoctive actions frm
of fuel cladding allowe radioactivo material to be

Regardless of whether containment is challenged, this amount of activity in containment, if
released, could have such severe consequences that it is prudent to treat this as a potential loss of
containment, such that a General Emergency declaration is warranted.

INUW?EG 1228. "Source Estimations
A..id.nts," indi.ates that s.. .h o.d.

Durig Incident Response to SoeroP- Nluclehar Power- Plant
itions- do- A-ot oxist wh4en the aimount of clad damgago isQ l-s-s

a radiation monitor r•eai•n correspnding to 20% fuol clad damnage be specf;ed hr.1

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. N2-RSP-RMS-R106 Channel Calibration Test of the Drywell High Range Area
Radiation Monitors

2. Calculation PR-C-24-0
3. CCN No. 009718 Calculation of Drywell Radiation General Emergency EAL
4. NEI 99-01 CMT Potential Loss 4
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Figure F-I: Drywell High Range Radiation Monitor Detector Locations (ref. 1)
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Barrier: Containment

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

6. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the Containment barrier

Basis:

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Containment barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should

include IMMINENT barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant

accident sequences.

* IMMINENT barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two

hours based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term

"IMMINENT" refers to recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance criteria

before completion of all checks.

* Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable

indicators. This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns,

readings from portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring

results.

" Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and

likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Director should be mindful of the Loss of

AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency

classification declarations.
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Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment barrier is lerter--potentially lost. In addition, the inability to
monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lest-er-potentially lost.

The Containment barrier should not be declared lest- e-potentially lost based on exceeding
Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of
either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications.

NMP2 Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 CMT Potential Loss 6
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P.O. BoAx 03
Lycoming, New York 13093

C a n s- tew I I a- tr 1 0a, nlemnergy

April 12, 2011

Mr. Andrew Feeney
New York State Office of Emergency Management
State Campus
Building 22, Suite 101
1220 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12226-2251

Dear Andrew:

Nine Mile Point is moving to revise our current set of Emergency Action Levels (EAL) to be
consistent with NEI 99-01 Rev 5 methodology as we have discussed.

We anticipate submitting the proposed EALs to the NRC in May 2011, with an expected review
period by the NRC to take approximately 1 year. Following that review and approval we would
then anticipate completing training and updating of the EAL Reference Manual, following which
we would then implement the new EALs.

Would you please indicate your agreement with this change to the Emergency Action Levels and
indicate that this by signing below. As always, please contact me at (315) 349-5216 with any
questions or concerns regarding the Emergency Classification Levels. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Kaminski
Director of Emergency Planning, NMP

cc: PPF

The Emergency Action Levels using NEI 99-01 Rev 5 for Nine Mile Point Units 1 and 2 have
been reviewed by New York State Office of Emergency Management (NYS OEM). NYS OEM
agrees with the change to the Emergency Action Levels.

Andrew Feeney - NY State OEM
Id, 31 1(

/Dae



P.O. Box 63
Aonstel iLyeoming, New York 13093

Constelmlaio

April 26, 2011

Ms. Patricia Egan
Director, Oswego County Emergency Management Office
200 North Second Street
Fulton, NY 13069

Dear Pat,

Nine Mile Point is moving to revise our current set of Emergency Action Levels (EALs) to be
consistent with NEI 99-01 Rev 5 methodology as we have discussed.

We anticipate submitting the proposed EALs to the NRC in May 2011, with an expected review
period by the NRC to take approximately I year. Following that review and approval we would
then anticipate completing training and updating of the EAL Reference Manual, following which
we would then implement the new EALs.

Would you please indicate your agreement with this change to the Emergency Action Levels by
signing below? As always, please contact me at (315) 349-5216 with azy questions or concerns
regarding the Emergency Action Levels. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Kaminski
Director of Emergency Planning, NMP

cc: PPF

The Emergency Action Levels using NEI 99-01 Rev 5 for Nine Mile Point Units I and 2 have
been reviewed by the Oswego County Emergency Management Office and we are in agreement
with the change to the Emergency Action Levels.

Patricia Egan, Director1. Date
Oswego County Emerg cy Management Office
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